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Nippers is a water safety skills and education program that introduces children aged 5 to 14 years 

to lifesaving.  

Nipper Education Programs are delivered at Life Saving Clubs across Victoria throughout summer. 

The program is about children participating in safe, fun and organised activities in a beach environ-

ment; preparing them to be future lifesavers.  

The Nipper Education Program caters for all manners of experience and skill levels of participants. 

The emphasis is focused on fun and education, regardless of development stages to ensure experi-

ences are positive and affirmative. It is important to recognise that young people have varying 

learning abilities that need to be catered for throughout all programs.  

Activities have been designed to progressively develop the essential skills of Nippers as they move 

through each age group. The lessons are presented in an easy to follow manner to ensure they can 

be delivered by all Age Managers regardless of experience. 

Nippers is a key initiative of the lifesaving movement and its continuous success is of vital im-

portance to the growth of Victorian Life Saving Clubs. We thank you for your contributions and the 

continued support to develop our Victorian youth members. 

Angela Malan 

Director – Membership and Leadership Development 

WELCOME 

Season 2018/19 V1.0 
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The main program for children aged 5–14 years at Life Saving Clubs in Victoria is the Nipper Education Program. 

This program is structured specifically to ages and abilities. It progressively teaches children basic water safety and 

lifesaving skills required to be safe around an aquatic environment, whilst encouraging teamwork and developing 

their skills to become future lifesavers.  

NIPPER EDUCATION PROGRAM OVERVIEW 
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LSV is committed to the Safeguarding of Children 

and Young People (SCYP) and acknowledges a safe-

guarding organisation doesn’t just happen; it requires 

conscious action to protect children from harm.   

It is imperative that we provide a safe and supportive 

environment for children and young people, that fo-

cuses on fun, education and building the confidence 

of our people through positive learning and develop-

ment.    

LSV’s core values include being open, welcome and 

inclusive and building stronger and safer communities 

for everyone. LSV empowers and expects all employ-

ees, members, board members, affiliated Clubs, con-

sultants, contractors and licensees, to create and 

maintain a safe culture for children and young people. 

LSV is committed to reducing the risks of abuse and 

harm to children and young people, and will ensure 

all staff, members, affiliated Clubs, consultants, con-

tractors and licensees understand and adhere to the 

SCYP Policy and Procedure, relevant legislation, and 

statutory requirements. 

Member screening is a strategy adopted by LSV to enhance the positive environment for its junior members. The 

LSV Working with Children Check Policy is aligned with current state based legislation and ensures a best prac-

tice approach to safeguarding children.  

Any person 18 years and over, in a voluntary or salaried position, who has direct contact with person's under 18 

years of age in any capacity is required to have a valid Working with Children Check registered to LSV and their 

Life Saving Club.  

SAFEGUARDING CHILDREN & YOUNG PEOPLE REQUIREMENTS 

LIFE SAVING VICTORIA SAFEGUARDING CHILDREN & YOUNG PEOPLE  

WORKING WITH CHILDREN CHECKS 
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The Junior Coordinator has the overall responsibility to manage and oversee the Nipper Education Program. 

They develop and implement a program that will facilitate the transition of junior members into future lifesav-

ers and teach core water safety skills. 

It is important for the Junior Coordinator to recruit a team of dedicated volunteers to assist with the various 

roles to help deliver the program.   

Age Managers work with Nippers in the Under 6 

to Under 13 age groups developing their lifesav-

ing skills through fun, safe and organised Nipper 

activities. Age Managers are responsible for the  

coordination of activities for their group of Nippers 

on the day, as well as encouraging children to 

learn and progress in their lifesaving journey.  

It is important that Age Managers consider how to 

best engage all participants in their age group. 

Some considerations might be the lesson delivery 

style; the aquatic environment they are operating 

in; inclement weather on a particular day and the 

numbers of participants in the groups.  

A successful Age Manager is someone who is 

flexible and adapts their activities to ensure every 

participant in the group, regardless of age, gen-

der, ability, disability or ethnic background is af-

forded the opportunity to participate and learn 

skills from the Nipper Education Program. It is the 

Age Manager’s responsibility to ensure they fo-

cus on inclusion and respect in all of their activi-

ties. The table of qualities are examples of what a 

club will look for when recruiting an Age Manag-

er: 

NIPPER PROGRAM ROLES & RESPONSIBILITIES 

THE ROLE OF THE JUNIOR COORDINATOR 

THE ROLE OF THE AGE MANAGER 

Patient 
Recognises that some participants 

take longer to develop than others 

Respectful 

Acknowledges differences in partici-

pants and treats them fairly and 

equally 

Adaptable 

Adopts a flexible approach to their 

lesson delivery and communications 

so that every participant can be ca-

tered for 

Organised 
Plans/prepares for all activities and 

outcomes 

Safety  
Minded 

Has the safety of all participants at 

the front of their mind, thus ensuring 

participants have the opportunity to 

learn the correct skills in a safe en-

vironment 

Knowledgeable 

Uses best practice knowledge to 

deliver and adapt activities where 

necessary in order to maximise par-

ticipant enjoyment 

Inclusive 

Uses inclusive practices so that par-

ticipants and parents feel wel-

comed, respected and valued 

AGE MANAGER QUALITIES 

 Table 1 
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It is important to ensure that all Age Managers have completed the necessary forms and training needed to de-

liver the Nipper Program. 

To become a qualified Age Manager, you must: 

• be a minimum of 18 years old  

• hold a current Working with Children Check 

• complete the online Safeguarding Children and Young People awareness course 

• be a financial member of a club 

• complete the online Age Managers Course or a face-to-face Age Managers Course presentation 

• undertake a minimum of two on-the-beach mentoring sessions with an Age Manager Mentor  

• return your endorsed third-party form to Life Saving Victoria. 

A QUALIFIED AGE MANAGER 

Further education 
Opportunity for Age Managers to develop their coaching skills further by completing the SLSA Foundation Coach-
ing Course. 

TRAINING ACCREDITATION  
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To ensure the safety of Nipper participants, Age Managers must have adequate levels of water safety supervision 

in place for all water based activities.  

Water safety requirements are outlined in Life Saving Victoria’s Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) 8.3. Life 

Saving Victoria recommends that clubs have a 1:5 ratio regardless of conditions.  

In addition to SOP 8.3, it is recommended for U6 and U7 age groups that a water safety ratio of 1:1 is applied.  

These safety ratios should be applied to all water based activities within the Nipper Education program. 

Clubs need to appoint a Water Safety Supervisor who is responsible at all times for the safety and welfare of Nip-

per participants. They will need to conduct a risk assessment prior to activities commencing each day and should 

conditions change and communicate with volunteers who are setting up most the appropriate location set up.  

Suitable risk assessment, risk check and risk management tools includes: 

• SLS water safety risk mobile app (also available in paper form https://bit.ly/2OFj2hp)   

• SLS event risk mobile apps 

• Guidelines for Safer Surf Clubs  - https://lsv.com.au/clubs-members/support/club-administration/ 

Access to the apps. can be requested by emailing lifesavingoperations@lsv.com.au with member name, email 

and phone type (iPhone or android). 

WATER SAFETY REQUIREMENTS 

All participants that wish to be apart of  the Nippers Program must: 

• Be a financial club member  

• Be 5 – 13 years of age by midnight on September 30th 

• Stay in their designated age group, even if their birthday occurs during the season; and 

• Complete a Junior Activities Preliminary Evaluation prior to commencing Nipper activities in the water 

NIPPER PARTICIPANT REQUIREMENTS 

https://bit.ly/2OFj2hp
https://lsv.com.au/clubs-members/support/club-administration/
mailto:lifesavingoperations@lsv.com.au
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Junior Activities Preliminary Evaluations are in place to ensure that participants are fit and able to meet the minimum 
requirements for safety of the Nipper Program. The evaluations consist of a swim and survival float component 

which can be conducted in an open water environment or pool. 

Junior Activities Preliminary Evaluation requirements for each age group 

JUNIOR ACTIVITIES PRELIMINARY EVALUATIONS  

Age 

Group 
Preliminary Evaluation 

Under 6 

From a standing position in waist deep water perform a font glide and recover to a secure posi-

tion 

Perform a back float 15 seconds whilst holding a buoyant aid  and recover to a secure position 

Under 7 

From a standing position in waist deep water perform a font glide , kick for 3m and recover to a 

secure position 

Perform a back float for 15 seconds whilst holding a buoyant aid  and recover to a secure posi-

tion 

Under 8 
25m swim (any stroke) 

1 minute survival float (on back) 

Under 9 
25m swim (any stroke) 

1 minute survival float (on back) 

Under 10 
25m swim (freestyle/front crawl) 

1 1/2 minute survival float (on back) 

Under 11  
50m swim (freestyle/front crawl) 

2 minute survival float (on back) 

Under 12 
100m swim (freestyle/front crawl) 

3 minute survival float (on back) 

Under 13 
150m swim (freestyle/front crawl) 

3 minute survival float (on back) 

Under 14 
200m swim (freestyle/front crawl) 

3 minute survival float (on back) 

Table 2 
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Junior Activities Competition Skills Evaluations requirements for each age 

group 

Junior Activities Competition Skills Evaluations are used to ensure that Nippers who want to participate in Junior 
Carnivals meet the minimum swimming requirements for their competition age group. These evaluations are to be 
completed by the club by an appropriately qualified assessor in an open water environment.  

JUNIOR COMPETITION SKILLS EVALUATIONS  

Age 

Group 

Competition Skills Evaluation 

Under 6 Not applicable (no competition for this age group) 

Under 7 Not applicable (no competition for this age group) 

Under 8 Not applicable. Beach competition and wade in waist deep water only.  

Under 9 150m open water swim 12 minutes (continuous freestyle) 

Under 10 150m open water swim 11 minutes (continuous freestyle) 

Under 11  288m open water swim 12 minutes (continuous freestyle) 

Under 12 288m open water swim 10 minutes (continuous freestyle) 

Under 13 288m open water swim 9 minutes (continuous freestyle) 

Under 14 288m open water swim 9 minutes (continuous freestyle) 

Table 3 
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By the completion of each age program, Nippers should be 

able to demonstrate to their Age Manager, an acquired level of 

skill and knowledge to meet the outcomes of their age group. It 

is critical for Age Managers to continually assess participants. 

This enables them to adapt instruction to suit participants abil-

ity and to ensure participants are learning whilst having fun. 

Each age group has a series of associated learning outcomes 

that an Age Manager will use to assess participant ability. At 

the end of the season, each participant should have achieved 

the outcomes from their age group, to qualify to receive their 

end of season age group completion certificate.  

 

COMPLETING A NIPPER AGE GROUP 

Age 

Group 
Surf Education Award  

Under 6 Surf Play One 

Under 7 Surf Play Two 

Under 8 Surf Aware One 

Under 9 Surf Aware Two 

Under 10 Surf Safe One 

Under 11  Surf Safe Two 

Under 12 Surf Smart One 

Under 13 Surf Smart Two 

Under 14 Surf Rescue Certificate 

Table 4 
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The Nipper Education Program provides the framework for managing and coaching Nipper participants by facili-

tating the progressive development of the knowledge and skills to be safe around aquatic environments and 

participation in lifesaving activities. 

LSV has put together a Nipper Education Program Guide, to assist clubs to develop and deliver their Nipper ses-

sions. The Guide is designed to be flexible and suited to all Nipper program lengths, beach conditions and skill 

abilities. 

The Guide is split into three sections - 

1. Nipper Education

2. Nipper Skill Development

3. Nipper Games

The Nipper Education and Nipper Skill Development sections are further split into age groups, U6 – U13 with 

content specifically designed for the age groups and development. 

The lessons and activities are designed to be easy to follow and deliver, as well as providing flexibility so that all 

Age Managers and assistants can modify to best suit their environment, program personnel and Nippers.  

NIPPER EDUCATION PROGRAM GUIDE 

NIPPER EDUCATION PROGRAM 

NIPPER EDUCATION PROGRAM GUIDE 
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Before planning each lesson, consideration should be given to aquatic environment and weather conditions, Nip-

per skill abilities, number of Age Managers and number of Water Safety Personnel. Age Managers are encouraged 

to make use of the conditions and adjust the program as needed.  

From the Nipper Education Guide program guide lessons should be chosen from the ‘Nipper Education’ and 

‘Nipper Skills’ sections to form the base of each lesson for each age group. The lessons and activities are de-

signed to be delivered in order to facilitate development, however there is flexibility to swap and adjust the program 

Nipper Education 

Lessons from the Education section progressively build on knowledge development from U6 – U13. The lessons 

are designed to educate Nippers to be safe around the open water environment and provide basic knowledge to 

prepare them to complete their Surf Rescue Certificate.  

General duration of times are given as an indication as to how long each lesson should go for. 

Lessons are broken into discussion topics and activities depending on the topic being taught. 

Nipper Skills 

Activities from the Skill section build progressively on skill development from U6 – U13. The activities are designed 

to provide Nippers the skills to be safe around open water and prepare them to complete their Surf Rescue Certifi-

cate.  

General duration of times are given as an indication as to how long each lesson should go for. 

Each skill is broken into activities and coaching points. Some skills have many coaching points; it’s recommended 

to focus on 2 - 3 of coaching points for each session.   

Nipper Games 

Nipper games can be used as part of warm ups to each session and to add an element of fun and teamwork to the 

program. Games and warm ups should be chosen relevant to each age group.  

Each game includes a guide for which age it will be applicable to. 

PLANNING A LESSON 
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Preparation 

Plan lessons and activities required for the Nipper session, including water safety, set up and assis-

tance of qualified coaches.  

Equipment 

Check you have all the equipment you require to undertake the lesson. You should have this ready 

prior to the lesson to allow for a quick transition between activities. Communicate between age groups 

if equipment is to be shared.  

Introduction 

Once Nippers and parents/caregivers arrive, Age Managers should provide a short introduction, any 

modification to start and end times and overview of the activities for the day. Age Managers should 

complete a head count and make sure Nippers have their cap, high vis vest, access to sunscreen and 

water bottles. Each Nipper should be signed in and sign out protocols should be established for par-

ents/caregivers. 

Warm Up 

Make sure a warm up is completed at the start of each lesson. If you play a game, make sure it is team 

based and includes all Nippers.  

Nipper Education Lesson 

Complete one or more lessons from the Nipper Education section. Progressing through the lessons for 

each age group across the program.  

Nipper Skill Activities  

Complete one or more activities from the Nipper Skill section. Progressing through the activities for 

each age group across the program.  

Lesson Wrap Up 

Revise what was learnt in the lessons and activities with key messages. Have Nippers assist with the 

pack up of equipment. Complete a final head count of Nippers and sign out protocols.  

 

LESSON STRUCTURE 

Each lesson should contain the following key elements. 
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HOW CAN YOU MAKE THE NIPPER EDUCATION PROGRAM MORE 

INCLUSIVE FOR ALL ABILITIES?  

INCLUSIVE PRACTICIES

Demonstrations
Verbal instructions are demonstrated 
(Instructors show Nippers what to do) 

Instructions
Instructors clearly explain the rules of behaviour 
(using simple instructions) 

Visuals
Instructors clearly explain the sequence of activities 
(using a visual schedule) 

Expectations
Time warning and countdowns are used 
(e.g. during turns and transitions) 

Roles and Rules

Activities are adapted where necessary 
(taking into account abilities, preferences and sensitivities) 

Instructors show an awareness of sensory differences, where needed 

Alternate choices are offered if a child does not want to take part in an activity 

Structure
The set up of each activity is clear for the children to see where to go and what to do 

Distraction activities are provided if necessary 
(to reduce waiting times) 

CREATING AN INCLUSIVE PROGRAM 

LESSON STRUCTURE 

LSV is committed to providing access and inclusion for all people with disabilities to engage in lifesaving, 

so that every child and family can enjoy the benefits of being part of the lifesaving community.  

THINGS THAT CAN MAKE IT DIFFICULT FOR NIPPERS 

• Overcrowding, chaos and noise

• Lengthy periods of waiting

• Unpredictable sensory issues or lack of sensory supports

• Over reliance on verbal instructions

• Focus on competition and pressure to perform

Table 5 
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Sport began as and continues to be a way for our lifesavers to maintain the skills and physical abilities required to 

be a lifesaver. There are a wide range of opportunities available for members interested in participating in lifesav-

ing sport.  

The skills learned in the Nipper program fare based on key lifesaving skills and many will be part of competition 

events. For detailed information on competition course outlines, rules and regulations please refer to the Surf 

Sports Manual. 

For more information or any questions regarding the Nipper Education Program or content within this Nipper Coor-

dinator Guide or Lesson Guides, please contact the Life Saving Victoria Membership and Leadership Develop-

ment Department 03 9676 6945 or membershipandleadership@lsv.com.au.  

The Membership and Leadership Development is always happy to assist with your enquiries. 

Information on the Nipper Program can be found  on the LSV website — www.lsv.com.au/nippers 

Inclusive Beaches – www.sls.com.au/inclusivebeaches   

Safeguarding Children and Young People – www.lsv.com.au/safeguarding 

JUNIOR SPORT 

ADDITIONAL TRAINING AND RESOURCES 

LINKS TO FURTHER RESOURCES 

mailto:membershipandleadership@lsv.com.au
http://www.lsv.com.au/nippers
http://www.sls.com.au/inclusivebeaches
http://www.lsv.com.au/safeguarding
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Education

Learning Outcomes

Introduction to Lifesaving Know the Beach

Play it Safe in the Water

• Know the way around the club and beach

• Identify Nipper program boundaries

• Understand the basic safety practices

• Understand the role of an adult at the beach

• Understand the SunSmart practices

Eat, Drink, Exercise

• Identify what a Lifesaver looks like

• Awareness of lifesaving signals

• Understand the types of animals we share the beach with

• Identify dangers at the beach

• Identify the safest place to swim at the beach

• Awareness of healthy eating

• Awareness of the importance of exercise

Surf Play One

U6
Nippers

1



Surf Skills

Learning Outcomes

Surf Play One

Beach Sprints Wade Boards

Beach Flags Dolphin Diving

• Enjoy participating in beach sprints and relays

• Enjoy participating in beach flags

• Develop confidence in shallow, open water

• Develop confidence wading in and out of the

water

• Develop confidence in shallow, open water

• Develop confidence dolphin diving

• Develop confidence on a board

U6
Nippers

2



Nipper Education Program
U6

Nippers

U6 Nipper Session Preparation

U6 Preliminary 
Assessments

• From a standing position in

waist deep water perform a

front glide and recover to a

secure position

• Perform a back float for 15

seconds whilst holding a

buoyant aid, and recover to

a secure position

Age requirements

Nippers must be 5 years old as at 

30 September to participate in the 

U6 age group.

Aquatic activity risk 
Assessment

A documented risk assessment 

must be carried out prior to a 

Nipper session and if conditions 

change.

Attendance

Sign each Nipper in and out of 

each session.

Equipment

Check equipment to make sure 

it’s safe for use.

Ensure equipment is washed 

down and put away in it’s correct 

place. Any damage should be 

reported.

Facilitate parent 
involvement 

Encourage parent involvement in 

each session.

Extreme heat and fire 
danger

Follow Emergency 

Management Victoria 

recommendations on extreme 

heat and fire danger. Adapt 

or cancel sessions as 

required.

High visibility vests

All Nippers must wear a high 

visibility lycra top for open 

water activities. 

Inclement weather

Observe weather conditions 

and adapt sessions 

accordingly.

Nipper session 
overview

Introduce yourself and 

explain what you will be doing 

for each session.

Set clear rules and 

boundaries, including 

expectations of Nippers 

parents and personnel. 

Safeguarding Children 
and Young People

Safeguarding Children and 

Young People behaviour 

guidelines must be 

demonstrated at all times. 

Identify who Nippers should 

go to if they feel unsafe.

Sun safety

All Nippers should 

demonstrate sun smart 

standards. Hats, sunscreen, 

water bottles, covered 

shoulders. Seek shade where 

appropriate. 

Water quality

Observe EPA water quality 

ratings. Adapt sessions 

accordingly to suit.

Water safety and age 
manager ratios

Enforce water safety ratios 

1:1. Water safety must hold 

appropriate qualifications. 

Patrol uniform or high vis 

orange must be worn. 

Utilise Age Manager ratios 

1:20. 

3
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Introduction to Lifesaving
U6

Nippers

Lesson 1:
Welcome to the Club (25 mins)

Preparation and 
equipment

Learning 
outcomes

• Know the way around the

club and beach

• Identify Nipper activity

boundaries

• Understand the role of an

adult at the beach

• Understand basic safety

practices: how to signal for

help, importance of having

an adult present when in the

water and staying with the

group at all times

• Understand SunSmart

practices

• Lesson 1 - Ensure the club

is available for a tour

• Lesson 3 - Always have a

SunSmart kit with you to

demonstrate (hat,

sunscreen, shirt,

sunglasses etc.)

Discussion (5 mins):

• Sit Nippers in a group

• Welcome them to the club

Activities:

1. Club tour (10 mins)

Take Nippers on a tour of the club 

and explain the areas as you go 

through.

Make sure that you visit the 

following places:

• Bathroom/changerooms

• First Aid Room

• Gear Shed

Finish the tour by setting 

boundaries for Nippers around 

the club house and beach.

2. Beach tour (10 mins)

Take the Nippers for a walk 

along the beach .

As you walk, point out 

important features on your 

beach (i.e. rock features, 

patrol towers, inlets etc.).

If a patrol is operating then 

discuss the patrol flags and 

what Lifesavers are doing.

Finish the tour by showing 

the Nippers their weekly 

meeting point at the start of 

each session.
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Age Manager tips Lesson 2:
Safety – If I need help (15 mins)

Lesson 3:
Safety – SunSmart (15 mins)

• Invite parents to accompany

you on the club and beach

tour

Discussion (5 mins):

Sit the Nippers in a group inside 

the clubhouse or outside in the 

shade.

Q. Why is it important to take

care out in the sun .

A. So we don't get burnt

• Discuss what we can do to

protect ourselves from the sun

• Ask the Nippers who likes

playing in the sun. Why do you

like it? Is it a good idea to just

stay out in the sun all day?

• Ask who knows the 6 x S's?

• Encourage the Nippers to call

out their answers

Activities:

1. 6 x S's (10 minutes):

Call for volunteers to 

demonstrate examples of 

each of the 6 x S's (you can 

ask the Nippers to put up 

their hands if they're wearing 

a hat, have sunscreen on 

etc), OR pull out your 

own examples.

Slip – Slip on a shirt

Slop – Slop on sunscreen

Slap – Slap on a hat

Seek – Seek shade or shelter 

(point out that you already did 

that by having the Nippers 

look at where they are. This 

is a good way to show 

"seek")

Slide – Slide on sunglasses

Sip – Sip water

Activities:

1. Demonstrate changing

water depth (5 mins) :

Have an adult helper 

demonstrate any 

holes/gutters/drop-offs 

present at the beach by 

walking out into the water. 

Have the Nippers watch.

2. Call for help (5 mins)

Show the Nippers how to 

attract attention by waving 

their arm in the air and yelling 

for HELP! Have them yell for 

help as loudly as they can.

Discussion (5 mins):

Sit the Nippers in a group.

• Discuss the importance of

staying with the group at all

times and not wandering away

• Discuss how to identify the

group via rash tops, coloured

caps, age group flag markers,

etc.

• Discuss when you might need

help, and where to go to get

help (Age Managers,

Lifesavers, water safety,

patrol, club house)

• Discuss why it's important to

always go the toilet with a

friend and why you must tell

your Age Manager before you

go

• Discuss the need to have an

adult present when you go into

the water. Talk about beach

features such as drop-

offs, holes, troughs

6



Know the beach

Lesson 4:
Sea Creatures cont.

Lesson 4:
Sea Creatures (20 mins)

Learning 
outcomes

Preparation and 
equipment

• Understand the types of

animals that we share the

beach with

• Identify dangers at the

beach

• Lesson 4 - Have some cards

with pictures of animals on

them ready to show Nippers

Activities:

1. Share the beach (10 mins):

Show the Nippers pictures of the 

animals you've named.

Stress that no animals are trying 

to hurt us. We share the beach 

(their home) with them, so we 

need to be mindful of what 

they do to protect themselves.

Ask the following:

Q. What do you do if you get

stung/bitten.

A. Report to an adult immediately

and explain what happened.

2. Find our beach companions

(15 mins):

Take the Nippers for a walk on 

the beach to see if you can find 

any of the named animals.

• If you come across any

animals talk more about them,

but don't touch!

Discussion (10 mins):

Sit the Nippers in a group

Ask the group:

Q. What are some animals you

might find at the beach?

A. Crabs, fish, whales, dolphins,

sharks, jellyfish, sea urchins, sea

snakes, stonefish, snakes and

blue tongue lizards.

Q. Where are you likely to find

them?
A. In the ocean, under rocks, in

the sand dunes.

Q. Which animals are

dangerous to us? (make sure

you talk through these)

A. 1. Blue-ringed octopus

Blue rings are not always visible, 

are often pale yellow with rings 

appearing when threatened. Do 

not touch as they are 

very poisonous.

2. Jellyfish

Avoid touching them if you can, 

they can sting you, will be painful 

for a bit but not deadly. Wash 

stings off with water to stop 

the pain.

3. Crabs

Not usually dangerous but if 

you try to pick them up they 

can grab you with their claw.

4. Sharks

Dangerous, leave the water if 

Lifesavers tell you to or if you 

hear a siren.

5. Snakes

Found in the dunes, on 

tracks, or near rocks behind 

the beach. Poisonous, do not 

touch or go near them!

U6
Nippers
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Age manager tips
Lesson 5:
Beach Environment (20 mins)

• Set clear rules for any

walks: keep close so you

can hear, don't touch

anything, don't go in the

water

• Use parent helpers to

manage the group/s on

walks

Activities:

1. Beach walk to identify

dangers (15 mins):

Go for a walk along the 

beach using the usual rules 

and parents/helpers, and try 

to identify:

• Any visible dangers

• Any safety signage

• Patrolled area

Discussion (5 mins):

Sit the nippers in a group

Ask the group:

Q. What kind of dangers can we

find at the beach?

A. Rocks, reefs, rips, waves,

snakes etc

Q. How do lifesavers make us

aware of dangers on the

beach?

A. Put up safety signs, set-up

patrol flags

Q. Where is the safest place on

the beach to swim?

A. Between the flags!

8



Know the beach

Lesson 7:
Signage (10 mins)

Lesson 6:
Watching over you (10 mins)

Learning 
outcomes

Preparation and 
equipment

• Identify the safest place to

swim at the beach

• Identify safety signs at the

beach

• Lesson 7 - Know where the

beach signage is located

Discussion (10 mins):

Sit the Nippers in a group.

Discuss what are some important 

things to remember when you go 

to the beach.

Q. Do we ever swim alone?

A. NO! Always swim with

someone (parent, family member)

Q. Why is this important?

A. So they can help if you get into

trouble.

What should you do in an 

emergency? When you’re:

Q. In the water?

A. Stay calm and float with your

hand raised to signal for help.

Q. On the beach?

A. Find the patrol

captain/parents/club member and

report what has happened.

U6
Nippers

Q. What does a yellow diamond

mean?

A. Beware of danger

Q. What is the blue square for?

A. They provide extra information

such as EPA, Patrol hours, dog

walking times

Q. If there isn't a sign on the

beach where do you find safety

information?

A. If there is a patrol on duty, ask

the Lifesavers

Activities:

1. Safety sign (10 mins):

Take the Nippers on a walk to 

the nearest safety sign 

located at your club.

Explain all information on the 

sign and how to go about 

reading safety signs at 

beaches.

Ask Nippers the following:

Q. What do the signs tell

us?

A. Information about the

beach, any dangers present,

and weather conditions for

the day.

Q. Why do we have

symbols as well as words?

A. For international visitors or

for people who might not be

able to read.

Q. What does a red circle

with a cross through it

mean?

A. You cannot do this activity
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Eat, drink, exercise

Lesson 9:
Exercise (15 mins)

Lesson 8:
Healthy eating (20 mins)

Learning 
outcomes

Preparation and 
equipment

• Awareness of healthy eating

• Awareness of the

importance of exercise

• Lesson 9 - Have a water

bottle with you

• Lesson 9 - Have some

healthy food items to show

Nippers

Discussion (10 mins):

Sit the Nippers in a group.

Ask the group:

Q. What can you do to stay fit

and healthy?

A. Play sport/exercise, eat plenty

of healthy food, drink plenty of

water.

Q. What kinds of activities do

you do other than Nippers?

A. Nippers can call out what else

they do.

Q. What can you do to make

sure we are ready for club

activities and other sports?

A. Warm up and stretch in

preparation for activities.

Activities:

1. Stretches (5 mins)

Ask the Nippers who knows 

some good stretching 

exercises they can show the 

group? 

If there are no volunteers, 

demonstrate 3 - 4 stretches 

for the group. 

If someone volunteers, repeat 

their stretch (correcting your 

own version if necessary), 

and have the Nippers all do it

Discussion (10 mins):

Sit the Nippers in a group.

Ask the group:

Q. What are some healthy

foods you should eat/drink

daily

A. Fruit and vegetables, rice and

grains, dairy and lots of water.

Q. Why should we eat healthy

food instead of unhealthy food

A. Because we get more nutrients

from healthy food. We feel better

because our bodies work better .

Q. Why do you think it is

important to drink water

A. To stay hydrated.

Q. Why drink water and not soft

drinks and sports drinks?

A. Water doesn't contain extra

sugar or salt

Q. When should you drink

water when participating

in Nippers?

A. Before Nippers, between

activities and after Nippers.

Activities:

1. Choices (10 mins):

Sitting in a circle, have cards 

with pictures of healthy and 

unhealthy food and ask them 

to select the better choices.

Ask the Nippers to volunteer 

what they ate or 

breakfast/lunch before 

coming to Nippers. Did it give 

you lots of energy?

2. Water bottles (5 mins):

Take the Nippers on a walk to 

the water cooler or tap at the 

clubhouse or beach. Show 

them where they can refill 

their water bottles.

U6
Nippers
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Play it safe in the water

Lesson 11:
Signals (20 mins)

Lesson 10:
Identify Lifesavers (20 mins)

Learning 
outcomes

Preparation and 
equipment

• Identify what a Lifesaver looks

like

• Awareness of lifesaving

signals

• Awareness of the types of

waves

• Basic understanding of rips

• Lesson 10 – Have a patrol

uniform available, or a patrol set

up on the beach. Include a

rescue tube and board.

• Lesson 11 - Have a card or chart

with signals on it or prepare to

demonstrate signals

Discussion (10 mins):

Sit the Nippers in a group and 

discuss why we use signals to 

communicate

Demonstrate a few signals:

• Return to Shore – Arm straight

up

• Proceed further out to sea –

two arms straight up

• Go left – left arm raised

horizontally

• Go right –right arm raised

horizontally

• Remain stationary – both arms

raised horizontally

Activities:

1. Circle signals (5 mins):

After the discussion, have the 

Nippers stand in a large circle 

and call out signals. The aim 

is to guess the correct 

signal –emphasise that it 

doesn't matter if you make a 

mistake when you're 

learning!

2. Beach signals as a warm

up (10 mins):

The same exercise can be 

repeated on the beach as a 

warm up exercise. This can 

be a fun way to get the 

Nippers moving

Discussion (10 mins):

Sit the Nippers in a group and 

discuss what a Lifesaver is and 
what they look like

Q. What is a Lifesaver?

A. A volunteer who patrols the

beach and provides a community
service.

Q. What does a Lifesaver look

like?

A. They are dressed in red and

yellow, they wear a red and

yellow cap and hat, they carry a
tube etc.

Q. Where is the safest place on

the beach to swim?

A. Between the flags!

Q. Where might you find a

Lifesaver?

A. Patrol shelters and flags.

Activities:

1. Spot the Lifesavers (5

mins):

Go for a walk along the

beach and identify Lifesavers
on patrol.

2. Dress up as a Lifesaver

(15 mins):

If your beach doesn't have a 

patrol at this time, have one 

of the Nippers dress up in a 

patrol uniform. 

Name and hand over 

each dress item one by one. 

Emphasise that a volunteer 

Lifesaver wears ALL of these 

items.

Give the Nipper a rescue 

tube to carry and have them 

walk around the group.

U6
Nippers
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Age Manager Tips
Lesson 12:
Waves (15 mins)

Lesson 13:
Rips (10 mins)

Discussion (10 mins):

Sit the Nippers in a group and 

discuss what a wave is. Explain 

that a wave is formed by the wind 

and is controlled by how fast the 

wind blows, how long it blows for, 

and the distance across the 

ocean the wind acts over.

Ask the Nippers:

Q. Are there any waves at your

beach?

Q. Are all waves the same?

A. No...discuss the three different

types of waves

Q. What are the three different

types of waves?

A. 1. Plunging wave (curling face)

Very strong, breaks in shallow 

water, can push you to bottom, is 

dangerous and can cause spinal 

injuries.

2. Spilling wave (sloping face)

Best waves to play in, wave 

crumbles, a gentle wave suitable 

for learning .

3. Surging wave(sloping face)

Found around rock ledges 

and steep beaches, don’t 

often break, but can knock 

you off your feet.

Q. Why is it important you

never go into the water

without an adult?

A. If you get into trouble the

adult can help you.

Activities:

1. Identify the wave walk (5

mins):

Go for a walk along the 

beach and try to identify 

different wave types.

Discussion (10 mins):

Sit the Nippers in a group and ask 

them what they know about rips. 

Ask the Nippers if they've ever 

seen a rip poster. Is there one in 

the clubhouse?

Ask the Nippers:

Q. Can anyone tell me

what a rip is?

A. Water flowing out to

sea, forming a strong current.

Q. What should you do if you

get caught in a rip?

A. Stay calm, float and raise your

arm for help.

Q. What is the best way to

avoid a rip?

A. Swim between the flags.

• Use images to show

different waves and rips if

you can’t find at your beach
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Course Layout

Beach sprints

Beach sprints is an 

activity Lifesavers use to 

improve their running 

technique, speed and 

fitness on soft sand. 

Being able to sprint 

efficiently over a short 

distance on sand is 

essential if you are trying 
to help someone.

Activity 1 – Beach sprints 
(25 mins)

Equipment – Markers

• Set up a sprint track

• Explain and demonstrate the

standing start technique

• Give Nippers time to practice

the technique and provide

assistance as required

• Once they have the basic

technique right, complete

beach sprints

• Explain the course

• Use the correct starter’s

commands: ‘competitors

ready’, ‘set’, ‘go’ or whistle to

start

• Mix up the activity by having

Nippers run the races doing

different things e.g. skipping,

crawling, sidestepping,

running backwards, crab

crawling, hopping etc.

• Nippers might like to come up

with their own race ideas

Activity 2 – Beach relay 
(25 mins)

Equipment – Markers, relay 

batons

• Set up a sprint track 

• Explain and demonstrate

the baton change over

technique

• Give Nippers time to

practice the technique and

provide assistance as

required

• Break Nippers up into

teams of four and spread

them out across the start

line

• Send half of each team

down each end of the track

• Use correct starter’s

commands: ‘competitors

ready’ ‘set’ ‘go’ or whistle

• Mix up the activity by

having Nippers run the

relay doing different things

e.g. skipping, crawling,

sidestepping, jumping

U6
Nippers
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Age Manager Tips

Q. Why do you form a V with

both hands?

A. This reduces the chance of

dropping the baton.

Q. Why is it important that the

receiver keeps their eye on the

baton?

A. So they don’t drop the baton.

Q. Why do we need to ensure

we hold the baton at the base?

A. To ensure a smooth transition.

Standing Start

• Place one foot on the line and

the other foot behind it

• Dig the toes of the front foot

into the sand for a better grip

• Place the opposite arm

forward to the leg that is in the

front position

• Knees slightly bent

• On ‘go’ drive forward off the

front foot

Baton Changes

• Runner holds the base of

baton out in front

• Receiver forms a V with

thumbs and fingers to

changeover

• When the changeover occurs,

both runners should keep their

eyes on the baton

Standard sprint distance is 70m. 

Use a modified version of the 

course shown depending on the 

capabilities of the Nippers.

Discussions Points Coaching Tips
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InstructionsIntroduction Course Layout

Beach flags
U6

Nippers

Activity 1 – Beach flags 
(15 mins)

Equipment – Beach flags, 

markers

• Set up a beach flags area 

• Place flags on the finish line (1

less than number of Nippers

each time)

• Choose one or more of the

following techniques to explain

and demonstrate for the

session:

• Starting position

• Diving for the flag

• Give Nippers time to practice

the technique/s and provide

assistance as required

• Once they have the basic

techniques right, complete

beach flags

• Explain the activity

• On ‘go’ Nippers will get up,

turn around and run to collect

a flag

• If a Nipper doesn’t get a flag,

they are knocked out

• Nippers knocked out can help

by calling the start and placing

flags for remaining Nippers

Beach flags is an activity 

Lifesavers use to practice 

their speed and reflexes 

on sand.

Being able to react 

quickly in different 

situations in a beach 

environment is essential 

if you are trying to help 
someone.

Course Layout
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Q. Why should we form a V

with our hands when diving?

A. So that we have a better

chance of getting a flag

Age Manager Tips

The first few times you run 

through Beach Flags you should 

have enough flags for each 

Nipper. Only start eliminating 

Nippers after you’ve taught this 

activity a few times.

Starting Position

• Nippers lay down facing away

from the arena

• Feet together on the start line

• Wrists together and elbows

extended

• Nippers place their chin on

hands and on whistle, push up

and turn

Diving for the Flag

• Don’t dive too far out from the

flag

• Dive for a flag with both arms

outstretched and hands in a V-

shape

• Keep your eyes on the flag

• Grasp firmly and bring to your

body

• If a flag is missed, immediately

look around to see if there is

another one free

Discussions Points Coaching Tips
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InstructionsIntroduction Course Layout

Wading
U6

Nippers

Wading is a technique 

which Lifesavers use to 

move efficiently through 

the water. 

This technique enables 

Lifesavers to get their 

legs up and over the 

water, using less energy 

to make their way out 

through shallow sections 

of the water.

Making your way out 

much faster, whilst using 

less energy, is essential if 

you are trying to help 
someone.

Activity 1 – Wading 
(10 mins)

• Get Nippers to practice their

wading technique on the sand

and provide assistance as

required

• When they have the basic

technique right, ask them to

follow you along the beach

like ‘follow the leader’ 

• Start on the sand

• Snake down to the waters

edge near the water safety

personnel

• Wade along in ankle deep

water

• Move back to the sand

• Then move back to knee deep

water and wade along

• Continue to snake till Nippers

have had enough

Activity 2 –
Run-Wade - Run 
(20 mins)

Equipment – Markers

Set up a small run (25m) -

wade (25m) - run (25m) 

course using markers and 

points in the water (knee 

deep)

• Explain and demonstrate

the wading technique

• Have Nippers practice the

technique on the sand

and provide assistance as

required until they have

the correct technique.

• Explain the course

• Break Nippers up into

groups so you have a

manageable group in the

water

• Start Nippers at one end

of the beach, have them

run around a cone and

then into the water

• They must then wade

around the two points in

the water and then run

back along the beach

Course Layout
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Q. Why should you wade?

A. You should wade

because if you were to run

in the water like we run on

the beach it would be

difficult because the water

is hard to push through, by

wading we get our legs up

and over the water.

Many new Nippers are 

alarmed by water splashing 

into their eyes when they 

wade. Suggest to the 

parents that the Nippers 

may use goggles for this 

event.

Keep the wade sessions fun 

and playful. Emphasis is on 

getting them to have a go.

It’s worth talking to the 

Nippers before you start a 

wade to see who is 

apprehensive about 

entering the water. 

Wading

• Clear your knee from the

water at the side so your thigh

is horizontal to the water

• Swing your leg around to the

front keeping your thigh

horizontal to the water

• When your leg comes  around

the front, throw your foot out

and place it onto the sand

ready for the other leg to

repeat

• Arms should be bent at

around 90 degrees at the

elbow and swing around

horizontal to the water in a

circular motion with legs

Wade Relay Changeover

• Nippers to tag their team

member on the back

Activity 3 – Wade Relay 
(20 mins)

Equipment – Markers, buoys

• Set up a modified wade

course

• Explain and demonstrate the

course, wading technique and

changeover

• Break Nippers up into teams

of four

• Have Nippers wait for the

changeover 5m behind the

start line

• Nippers wade around two

points in the water (knee

deep) then finish between the

flags/cones

• Nippers to run back to the

start line and tag team

member

• Use correct starters

commands: ‘competitors

ready’ ‘set’ ‘go’ or whistle

Age Manager Tips

Instructions Discussions Points Coaching Tips
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InstructionsIntroduction Course Layout

Dolphin diving
U6

Nippers

Dolphin Diving is a 

technique used by 

Lifesavers to preserve your 

forward momentum against 

the effects of a wave.

This technique stops the 

waves pushing you 

backwards and allows you 

to use less energy to make 

your way out through the 

waves. 

Swimming out the back 

much faster, whilst using 

less energy, is essential if 

you are trying to help 

someone.

Activity 1 –
Beached whales 
(20 mins)

• Line the Nippers up on the

edge of the water facing the

water

• Have the Nippers hold hands

and slowly walk out into the

water

• Stop at ankle deep and tell

the Nippers to jump the waves

as they come to them. Do this

10 times

• Tell the Nippers that on the

count of three everyone will sit

down. 1, 2, 3…all sit!

• Once sitting have them roll

onto their stomachs and face

the beach. Let the waves

wash over them

• Ask the Nippers to stand and

face the water again.

• Walk into knee deep water

and repeat the exercise

Activity 2 –
Dolphin diving 
(20 mins)

Equipment – Markers

• Set up a modified course

(in knee to waist deep

water)

• Explain and demonstrate

the dolphin diving

technique 

• Give Nippers time to

practice the technique and

provide assistance as

required

• Break Nippers into teams

and line them up on the

sand

• Use the two points in the

water for Nippers to

dolphin around

• On ‘go’ Nippers will run

into the water, dolphin

dive, around the two

points and return to shore

• Nippers will run around a

on the beach and tag their

next team mate who will

repeat the course

Course Layout
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Activity 4 –
Pool noodle dolphin 
diving (20 mins)

Equipment – Pool noodles

• Explain and demonstrate

the dolphin diving

technique and have

Nippers practice diving

down, touching the

bottom and pushing off

with feet. Assist as

needed

• Divide Nippers into

groups and spread them

out across the start line

• Have two adult helpers

per group, lined up in

front of their group

holding a pool noodle

• On ‘go’ the first Nipper

will run down to the water,

when they get to the first

noodle they will dive

under it, when they

resurface they will dive

over the second noodle,

turn around and repeat.

• Run back up to tag the

next person in their team

Activity 3 –
Hula Hoop dolphin diving 
(20 mins)

Equipment – Hula hoops

• Explain and demonstrate the

dolphin diving technique

• Have Nippers practice in knee

to waist deep water

• Provide assistance as

required

• Break Nippers into teams and

allocate one adult helper per

team

• The helper should stand in

knee deep water and hold a

hula hoop vertically half in the

water for Nippers to dive

through

• On ‘go’ one person per team

runs into the water and

dolphin dives through the hula

hoop then runs back in to tag

the next team mate

Q. What is the difference

between swimming in the pool

and in the ocean?

A. The ocean is salt water and

has waves while a pool is flat. No

sides to hold onto in the ocean.

Q. What should you do if you’re

not enjoying being in the water

or are afraid?

A. Tell the Age Manager,

parent/helper or water safety and

they can help you

Dolphin Diving

• Dive into the water with arms

together and outstretched 

• Angle dive 45 degrees

towards the bottom and dig

hands into the sand to prevent

being dragged backwards by

the wave

• Bring feet forward to where

hands are and spring off at 45

degrees towards surface with

arms outstretched ready to

repeat the dolphin dive

Age Manager Tips

The Nippers may use goggles for 

to prevent water from going into 

their eyes.

Instructions Discussions Points Coaching Tips
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Course Layout

Boards

Lifesavers use board 

activities to develop and 

practice their board and 

paddling techniques.

The rescue board 

provides a fast and 

reliable means of 

reaching people and if 

required can support 

multiple people in the 

water. 

It is essential for 

Lifesavers to have 

competent board skills 

and be able to recognise 

the conditions for when a 

board can be used to 
help someone. 

Activity 1 – Board 
positioning and paddling 
(20 mins)

Equipment – Nipper boards or 

body boards

Set up a modified board course 

(in knee to waist deep water) 

• Explain and demonstrate

correct body positioning for

paddling a board

• Have Nippers practice on the

sand and provide assistance

as required

• Once they have the basic

technique right complete the

course

• Break Nippers into teams and

have them spread out along

the start line

• Each Nipper must complete a

lap of the course and tag their

team member

Activity 2 –
Board wave catching 
(20 mins)

Equipment – Nipper boards 

or body boards,

Explain and demonstrate 

wave catching skills

• Have Nippers practice on

the sand and provide

assistance as required

• Line up Nippers in knee to

waist deep water and on

your call all have them

catch the same wave or

white wash

• Provide assistance as

required

• Aim is to catch the wave

or white wash as far as

they can to the shore

• If there is no wave you

can still practice the

technique, on your call of

‘wave’ have Nippers push

forward and kick hard,

demonstrating correct

positioning

U6
Nippers
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Age Manager Tips

Board positioning and 
paddling

• Position yourself in the centre

of the board

• Paddle with freestyle arms

• As you go to catch the wave,

kick hard with your legs or

push off the sandbank

• Don’t let go of the board

• Stay towards the middle of the

board to avoid nose diving, too

far back and you will miss the

wave

Q. Why do you need to make

sure you are lying in the middle

of the board?

A. So you don’t nose-dive or slide

off the back of the board.

Q. Why should you never let go

of the board?

A. If you get into trouble the board

can keep you afloat.

A suitable board should be 

chosen suitable to the size of the 

Nipper. This could be a smaller 

Nipper board or body board.

Discussions Points Coaching Tips
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Education

Learning Outcomes

Introduction to Lifesaving Know the Beach

Play it Safe in the Water

• Know the way around the club and beach

• Identify Nipper program boundaries

• Understand basic safety practices: how to signal for help, importance of

having an adult present when in the water, staying in a group at all times

• Understand the role of an adult at the beach

• Understand the SunSmart practices

Eat, Drink, Exercise

• Identify what a Lifesaver looks like

• Awareness of lifesaving signals

• Awareness of the types of waves

• Awareness of Rips

• Identify man-made and natural hazards

• Understand the types of animals that we share the beach with

• Identify dangers at the beach

• Identify the safest place to swim at the beach

• Awareness of healthy eating

• Awareness of the importance of exercise

Surf Play Two

U7
Nippers
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Surf Skills

Learning Outcomes

Surf Play Two

Beach Sprints Wade

Beach Run

Boards

Beach Flags

Dolphin Diving

Surf Race

• Enjoy participating in beach sprints and relays

• Enjoy participating in a beach run

• Enjoy participating in beach flags

• Develop confidence in shallow, open water

• Develop confidence wading in and out of the

water

• Enjoy participating in a run-wade-run

• Develop confidence swimming in open water

• Basic understanding of body surfing

• Develop confidence playing in waves

• Develop confidence dolphin diving

• Develop confidence paddling on a bodyboard

or nipper board

U7
Nippers
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Nipper Education Program
U7

Nippers

U7 Nipper Session Preparation

U7 Preliminary 
Assessments

• From a standing position in

waist deep water perform a

front glide, kick for 3m and

recover to a secure position

• Perform a back float for 30

seconds and recover to a

secure position

Age requirements

Nippers must be 6 years old as at 

30 September to participate in the 

U7 age group.

Aquatic activity risk 
Assessment

A documented risk assessment 

must be carried out prior to a 

Nipper session and if conditions 

change.

Attendance

Sign each Nipper in and out of 

each session.

Equipment

Check equipment to make sure 

it’s safe for use.

Ensure equipment is washed 

down and put away in it’s correct 

place. Any damage should be 

reported.

Facilitate parent 
involvement 

Encourage parent involvement in 

each session.

Extreme heat and fire 
danger

Follow Emergency 

Management Victoria 

recommendations on extreme 

heat and fire danger. Adapt 

or cancel sessions as 

required.

High visibility vests

All Nippers must wear a high 

visibility lycra top for open 

water activities. 

Inclement weather

Observe weather conditions 

and adapt sessions 

accordingly.

Nipper session 
overview

Introduce yourself and 

explain what you will be doing 

for each session.

Set clear rules and 

boundaries, including 

expectations of Nippers 

parents and personnel. 

Safeguarding Children 
and Young People

Safeguarding Children and 

Young People behaviour 

guidelines must be 

demonstrated at all times. 

Identify who Nippers should 

go to if they feel unsafe.

Sun safety

All Nippers should 

demonstrate sun smart 

standards. Hats, sunscreen, 

water bottles, covered 

shoulders. Seek shade where 

appropriate. 

Water quality

Observe EPA water quality 

ratings. Adapt sessions 

accordingly to suit.

Water safety and age 
manager ratios

Enforce water safety ratios 

1:1. Water safety must hold 

appropriate qualifications. 

Patrol uniform or high vis 

orange must be worn. 

Utilise Age Manager ratios 

1:20. 
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Introduction to Lifesaving
U7

Nippers

Lesson 1:
Welcome to the Club (25 mins)

Preparation and 
equipment

Learning 
outcomes

• Know the way around the

club and beach

• Identify Nipper activity

boundaries

• Understand the role of an

adult at the beach

• Understand basic safety

practices: how to signal for

help, importance of having

an adult present when in the

water and staying with the

group at all times

• Understand SunSmart

practices

• Lesson 1 - Ensure the club

is available for a tour

• Lesson 3 - Always have a

SunSmart kit with you to

demonstrate (hat,

sunscreen, shirt,

sunglasses etc.)

Discussion (5 mins):

• Sit Nippers in a group

• Welcome them to the club

Activities:

1. Club tour (10 mins)

Take Nippers on a tour of the club 

and explain the areas as you go 

through.

Make sure that you visit the 

following places:

• Bathroom/changerooms

• First Aid Room

• Gear Shed

Finish the tour by setting 

boundaries for Nippers around 

the club house and beach.

2. Beach tour (10 mins)

Take the Nippers for a walk 

along the beach .

As you walk, point out 

important features on your 

beach (i.e. rock features, 

patrol towers, inlets etc.).

If a patrol is operating then 

discuss the patrol flags and 

what Lifesavers are doing.

Finish the tour by showing 

the Nippers their weekly 

meeting point at the start of 

each session.
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Age Manager tips Lesson 2:
Safety – If I need help (25 mins)

Lesson 3:
Safety – SunSmart (15 mins)

• Invite parents to accompany

you on the club and beach

tour

• Reinforce the messages in

these lessons at different

opportunities throughout

other sessions

Activities:

1. Demonstrate changing

water depth (5 mins) :

Have an adult helper 

demonstrate any 

holes/gutters/drop-offs 

present at the beach by 

walking out into the water. 

Have the Nippers watch.

2. Call for help (5 mins)

Show the Nippers how to 

attract attention by waving 

their arm in the air and yelling 

for HELP! Have them yell for 

help as loudly as they can.

Discussion (15 mins):

Sit the Nippers in a group.

• Discuss the importance of

staying with the group at all

times and not wandering away

• Discuss how to identify the

group via rash tops, coloured

caps, age group flag markers,

etc.

• Discuss when you might need

help, and where to go to get

help (Age Managers,

Lifesavers, water safety,

patrol, club house)

• Discuss why it's important to

always go the toilet with a

friend and why you must tell

your Age Manager before you

go

• Discuss the need to have an

adult present when you go

into the water. Talk about

beach features such as drop-

offs, holes, troughs

Discussion (5 mins):

Sit the Nippers in a group inside 

the clubhouse or outside in the 

shade.

Q. Why is it important to take

care out in the sun .

A. So we don't get burnt

• Discuss what we can do to

protect ourselves from the sun

• Ask the Nippers who likes

playing in the sun. Why do you

like it? Is it a good idea to just

stay out in the sun all day?

• Ask who knows the 6 x S's?

• Encourage the Nippers to call

out their answers

Activities:

1. 6 x S's (10 minutes):

Call for volunteers to 

demonstrate examples of 

each of the 6 x S's (you can 

ask the Nippers to put up 

their hands if they're wearing 

a hat, have sunscreen on 

etc), OR pull out your 

own examples.

Slip – Slip on a shirt

Slop – Slop on sunscreen

Slap – Slap on a hat

Seek – Seek shade or shelter 

(point out that you already did 

that by having the Nippers 

look at where they are. This 

is a good way to show 

"seek")

Slide – Slide on sunglasses

Sip – Sip water
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Know the beach

Lesson 4:
Sea creatures cont.

Lesson 4:
Sea Creatures (20 mins)

Learning 
outcomes

Preparation and 
equipment

• Identify man-made and

natural hazards

• Understand the types of

animals that we share the

beach with

• Identify dangers at the

beach

• Lesson 4 - Have gloves,

tongs, buckets ready

for garbage collection

• Lesson 5 - Have some cards

with pictures of animals on

them ready to show Nippers

Activities:

1. Share the beach (10 mins):

Show the Nippers pictures of the 

animals you've named.

Stress that no animals are trying 

to hurt us. We share the beach 

(their home) with them, so we 

need to be mindful of what 

they do to protect themselves.

Ask the following:

Q. What do you do if you get

stung/bitten.

A. Report to an adult immediately

and explain what happened.

2. Find our beach companions

(15 mins):

Take the Nippers for a walk on 

the beach to see if you can find 

any of the named animals.

• If you come across any

animals talk more about them,

but don't touch!

Discussion (10 mins):

Sit the Nippers in a group

Ask the group:

Q. What are some animals you

might find at the beach?

A. Crabs, fish, whales, dolphins,

sharks, jellyfish, sea urchins, sea

snakes, stonefish, snakes and

blue tongue lizards.

Q. Where are you likely to find

them?
A. In the ocean, under rocks, in

the sand dunes.

Q. Which animals are

dangerous to us? (make sure

you talk through these)

A. 1. Blue-ringed octopus

Blue rings are not always visible, 

are often pale yellow with rings 

appearing when threatened. Do 

not touch as they are 

very poisonous.

2. Jellyfish

Avoid touching them if you can, 

they can sting you, will be painful 

for a bit but not deadly. Wash 

stings off with water to stop 

the pain.

3. Crabs

Not usually dangerous but if 

you try to pick them up they 

can grab you with their claw.

4. Sharks

Dangerous, leave the water if 

Lifesavers tell you to or if you 

hear a siren.

5. Snakes

Found in the dunes, on 

tracks, or near rocks behind 

the beach. Poisonous, do not 

touch or go near them!

U7
Nippers
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Age Manager tips Lesson 5:
Beach environment (20 mins)

Lesson 6:
Dangers at the beach (20 mins)

Discussion (10 mins):

• Discuss the differences

between beaches with the

Nippers. Are all beaches the

same? Are there different

types of beaches? (Bay vs

Surf)

• Talk about the importance of

not littering our beaches

because it's our playground.

• Encourage Nippers to take

with them anything they bring

to the beach, don’t leave

anything behind and always

throw all rubbish in the bin

Activities:

1. Beach walk (10 mins):

Take the Nippers for walk along 

the beach.

Along the way, have them point 

out man-made and natural 

objects within the coastal 

environment .

Man-made examples - Rubbish, 

signs, buildings

Natural examples - Rock 

formations, sea animals, seaweed 

etc.

Discussion (5 mins):

Sit the Nippers in a group

Ask the group:

Q. What kind of dangers can we

find at the beach?

A. Rocks, reefs, rips, waves,

snakes etc.

Q. How do Lifesavers make us

aware of dangers on the

beach?

A. Put up safety signs, set-up

patrol flags.

Q. Where is the safest place on

the beach to swim?

A. Between the flags!

Activities:

1. Beach walk to identify

dangers (15 mins):

Go for a walk along the 

beach using the usual rules 

and parents/helpers and try 

to identify:

• Any visible dangers

• Any safety signage

• Patrolled area

• Set clear rules for any

walks. For e.g. keep close

so you can hear, don't touch

anything, don't go in the

water

• Use parent helpers to

manage groups on walks

Ask the Nippers:

Q. Where each example

came from?

Q. What items belong at the

beach?’

A. Natural-YES,

Man-made -NO (within 

reason)

2. Rubbish collection (10

mins):

Have Nippers put any rubbish 

they find along the beach into 

a rubbish bucket – use tongs 

and gloves.

Note how much rubbish is on 

the beach.
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Know the beach

Lesson 7:
Beach safety tips cont.

Lesson 7:
Beach safety tips (20 mins)

Learning 
Outcomes

Preparation and 
equipment

Discussion (10 mins):

Sit the Nippers in a group.

Discuss what are some important 

things to remember when you go 

to the beach.

Q. Do we ever swim alone?

A. NO! Always swim with

someone (parent, family member)

Q. Why is this important?

A. So they can help if you get into

trouble.

What should you do in an 

emergency? When you’re:

Q. In the water?

A. Stay calm and float with your

hand raised to signal for help.

Q. On the beach?

A. Find the patrol

captain/parents/club member and

report what has happened.

Activities:

1. Safety sign (10 mins):

Take the Nippers on a walk to 

the nearest safety sign 

located at your club.

Explain all information on the 

sign and how to go about 

reading safety signs at 

beaches.

Ask Nippers the following:

Q. What do the signs tell

us?

A. Information about the

beach, any dangers present,

and weather conditions for

the day.

Q. Why do we have

symbols as well as words?

A. For international visitors or

for people who might not be

able to read.

Q. What does a red circle

with a cross through it

mean?

A. You cannot do this activity

Q. What does a yellow diamond

mean?

A. Beware of danger

Q. What is the blue square for?

A. The provides extra information

such as EPA, Patrol hours, dog

walking times

Q. If there isn't a sign on the

beach where do you find safety

information?

A. If there is a patrol on duty, ask

the Lifesavers

• Identify the safest place to

swim at the beach

• Identify safety signs at the

beach

• Lesson 7 - Know where the

beach signage is located

U7
Nippers
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Play it safe in the water

Lesson 9:
Signals (25 mins)

Lesson 8:
Identify Lifesavers (25 mins)

Learning 
Outcomes

Preparation and 
equipment

Discussion (10 mins):

Sit the Nippers in a group and 

discuss what a Lifesaver is and 
what they look like

Q. What is a Lifesaver?

A. A volunteer who patrols the

beach and provides a community
service.

Q. What does a Lifesaver look

like?

A. They are dressed in red and

yellow, they wear a red and

yellow cap and hat, they carry a
tube etc.

Q. Where is the safest place on

the beach to swim?

A. Between the flags!

Q. Where might you find a

Lifesaver?

A. Patrol shelters and flags.

Activities:

1. Spot the Lifesavers (5

mins):

Go for a walk along the

beach and identify Lifesavers
on patrol.

2. Dress up as a Lifesaver

(10 mins):

If your beach doesn't have a 

patrol at this time, have one 

of the Nippers dress up in a 

patrol uniform. 

Name and hand over 

each dress item one by one. 

Emphasise that a volunteer 

Lifesaver wears ALL of these 

items. 

Give the Nipper a rescue 

tube to carry and have them 

walk around the group.

Discussion (10 mins):

Sit the Nippers in a group and 

discuss why we use signals to 

communicate

Demonstrate a few signals:

• Return to Shore – Arm straight

up

• Proceed further out to sea –

two arms straight up

• Go left – left arm raised

horizontally

• Go right –right arm raised

horizontally

• Remain stationary – both arms

raised horizontally

Activities:

1. Circle signals (5 mins):

After the discussion, have the 

Nippers stand in a large circle 

and call out signals. The aim 

is to guess the correct 

signal –emphasise that it 

doesn't matter if you make a 

mistake when you're 

learning!

2. Beach signals as a warm

up (10 mins):

The same exercise can be 

repeated on the beach as a 

warm up exercise. This can 

be a fun way to get the 

Nippers moving

• Identify what a Lifesaver looks

like

• Awareness of lifesaving

signals

• Lesson 8 – Have a patrol

uniform available, or a patrol set

up on the beach. Include a

rescue tube and board.

• Lesson 9 - Have a card or chart

with signals on it or prepare to

demonstrate signals

U7
Nippers
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Play it safe in the water

Learning 
Outcomes

Preparation and 
equipment

Discussion (10 mins):

Sit the Nippers in a group and 

discuss what a wave is. Explain 

that a wave is formed by the wind 

and is controlled by how fast the 

wind blows, how long it blows for, 

and the distance across the 

ocean the wind acts over.

Ask the Nippers:

Q. Are there any waves at your

beach?

Q. Are all waves the same?

A. No...discuss the three different

types of waves

Q. What are the three different

types of waves?

A. 1. Plunging wave (curling face)

Very strong, breaks in shallow 

water, can push you to bottom, is 

dangerous and can cause spinal 

injuries.

2. Spilling wave (sloping face)

Best waves to play in, wave 

crumbles, a gentle wave suitable 

for learning .

3. Surging wave(sloping face)

Found around rock ledges 

and steep beaches, don’t 

often break, but can knock 

you off your feet.

Q. Why is it important you

never go into the water

without an adult?

A. If you get into trouble the

adult can help you.

Activities:

1. Identify the wave walk (5

mins):

Go for a walk along the 

beach and try to identify 

different wave types.

2. Identify the wave with

cards (5 mins):

Show the Nippers pictures of 

different waves and ask them 

to identify which waves are 

which. This can be done by 

calling out or as a game.

Discussion (10 mins):

Sit the Nippers in a group and ask 

them what they know about rips. 

Ask the Nippers if they've ever 

seen a rip poster. Is there one in 

the clubhouse?

Ask the Nippers:

Q. Can anyone tell me

what a rip is?

A. Water flowing out to

sea, forming a strong current.

Q. How do you spot a rip?

A. Deep, dark water that has sand

and foam on the surface.

Q. What should you do if you

get caught in a rip?

A. Stay calm, float and raise your

arm for help.

Q. What is the best way to

avoid a rip?

A. Swim between the flags.

Q. Do Lifesavers set up their
flags over a rip?

A. Noooooo!!

Activities:

1. Rip walk (5 mins):

Go for a walk along the 

beach and try to identify any 

rips. If there aren't any that 

day you can point out where 

there is sometimes/often a 
rip. Draw a rip in the sand .

2. Rip poster (5 mins):

If your beach doesn't have 

any rips you can use the rip 

poster. Have the Nippers 

volunteer to point out rips in 

the photos on the chart.

Lesson 10:
Waves (20 mins)

• Awareness of the types of

waves

• Basic understanding of rips

• Lesson 10 - Have pictures of

basic wave types

• Lesson 11 - Have a rip poster

U7
Nippers
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Eat, drink, exercise

Lesson 13:
Exercise (15 mins)

Lesson 12:
Healthy eating (20 mins)

Learning 
Outcomes

Preparation and 
equipment

• Awareness of healthy eating

• Awareness of the

importance of exercise

• Lesson 12 - Have a water

bottle with you

• Lesson 12 - Have some

cards or a poster with

pictures of healthy and

unhealthy food items on

them

Discussion (10 mins):

Sit the Nippers in a group.

Ask the group:

Q. What are some healthy

foods you should eat/drink

daily

A. Fruit and vegetables, rice and

grains, dairy and lots of water.

Q. Why should we eat healthy

food instead of unhealthy food

A. Because we get more nutrients

from healthy food. We feel better

because our bodies work better .

Q. Why do you think it is

important to drink water

A. To stay hydrated.

Q. Why drink water and not soft

drinks and sports drinks?

A. Water doesn't contain extra

sugar or salt

Q. When should you drink

water when participating

in Nippers?

A. Before Nippers, between

activities and after Nippers.

Activities:

1. Choices (5 mins):

Sitting in a circle, have cards 

with pictures of healthy and 

unhealthy food and ask them 

to select the better choices.

Ask the Nippers to volunteer 

what they ate for 

breakfast/lunch before 

coming to Nippers. Did it give 

you lots of energy?

2. Water bottles (5 mins):

Take the Nippers on a walk to 

the water cooler or tap at the 

clubhouse or beach. Show 

them where they can refill 

their water bottles.

Discussion (10 mins):

Sit the Nippers in a group.

Ask the group:

Q. What can you do to stay fit

and healthy?

A. Play sport/exercise, eat plenty

of healthy food, drink plenty of

water.

Q. What kinds of activities do

you do other than Nippers?

A. Nippers can call out what else

they do.

Q. What can you do to make

sure we are ready for club

activities and other sports?

A. Warm up and stretch in

preparation for activities.

Activities:

1. Stretches (5 mins)

Ask the Nippers who knows 

some good stretching 

exercises they can show the 

group? 

If there are no volunteers, 

demonstrate 3 - 4 stretches 

for the group. 

If someone volunteers, repeat 

their stretch (correcting your 

own version if necessary), 

and have the Nippers all do it

U7
Nippers
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Introduction Instructions Course Layout

Beach sprints
U7

Nippers

Beach sprints is an 

activity Lifesavers use to 

improve their running 

technique, speed and 

fitness on soft sand. 

Being able to sprint 

efficiently over a short 

distance on sand is 

essential if you are trying 
to help someone.

Activity 1 – Beach sprints 
(25 mins)

Equipment – Markers

• Set up a sprint track

• Explain and demonstrate the

standing start technique

• Give Nippers time to practice

the technique and provide

assistance as required

• Once they have the basic

technique right, complete

beach sprints

• Explain the course

• Use the correct starter’s

commands: ‘competitors

ready’, ‘set’, ‘go’ or whistle to

start

• Mix up the activity by having

Nippers run the races doing

different things e.g. skipping,

crawling, sidestepping,

running backwards, crab

crawling, hopping etc.

• Nippers might like to come up

with their own race ideas

Activity 2 – Beach relay 
(25 mins)

Equipment – Markers, relay 

batons

• Set up a sprint track 

• Explain and demonstrate

the baton change over

technique

• Give Nippers time to

practice the technique and

provide assistance as

required

• Break Nippers up into

teams of four and spread

them out across the start

line

• Send half of each team

down each end of the track

• Use correct starters

commands: ‘competitors

ready’ ‘set’ ‘go’ or whistle

• Mix up the activity by

having Nippers run the

relay doing different things

e.g. skipping, crawling,

sidestepping, jumping

Course LayoutIntroduction
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Age Manager Tips

Q. Why do you form a V with

both hands?

A. This reduces the chance of

dropping the baton.

Q. Why is it important that the

receiver keeps their eye on the

baton?

A. So they don’t drop the baton.

Q. Why do we need to ensure

we hold the baton at the base?

A. To ensure a smooth transition.

Standard sprint distance is 70m. 

Use a modified version of the 

course depending on the 

capabilities of the Nippers.

Standing Start

• Place one foot on the line and

the other foot behind it

• Dig the toes of the front foot

into the sand for a better grip

• Place the opposite arm

forward to the leg that is in the

front position

• Knees slightly bent

• On ‘go’ drive forward off the

front foot

Baton Changes

• Runner holds the base of

baton out in front

• Receiver forms a V with

thumbs and fingers to

changeover

• When the changeover occurs,

both runners should keep their

eyes on the baton

Discussions Points Coaching Tips
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Beach run

Beach Run is an activity 

Lifesavers use to practice 

and improve their sand 

running and physical 

strength and endurance. 

It is essential that 

Lifesavers have the 

physical ability and 

endurance to cover vast 

distances on sand if they 

are trying to help 
someone.

Activity 1 – Beach run  
(15 mins)

Equipment – Markers

• Set up a marker approximately

100m down the beach which

Nippers can run around

• Explain the course

• Have Nippers running up on

soft sand

• This race can be run with the

whole group at one time

U7
Nippers
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Age Manager Tips

Q. What should you remember

with competing in a longer race

(500m run)? 

A. Pace yourself, have a strong

start, settle into a solid pace

(middle) and on the last half lap

push hard to the finish line.

For a long run it’s important to 

pace yourself. Ensure that you 

are sufficiently warmed up and 

have stretched prior to completing 

the course.

Encourage parents join in the run.

Running

• Point feet straight ahead and

place them in a straight line

• Bend elbows at 90 degrees

• Hold hands slightly clenched

• Swing hand to eye level on

forward swing

• Lean body slightly forward

and relax arms, body,

shoulders and head

Discussions Points Coaching Tips
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Beach flags

Activity 1 – Beach flags 
(15 mins)     

Equipment – Beach flags, 

markers

• Set up a beach flags area 

• Place flags on the finish line (1

less than number of Nippers

each time)

• Choose one or more of the

following techniques to explain

and demonstrate for the

session:

• Starting position

• Diving for the flag

• Give Nippers time to practice

the technique/s and provide

assistance as required

• Once they have the basic

techniques right, complete

beach flags

• Explain the activity

• On ‘go’ Nippers will get up,

turn around and run to collect

a flag

• If a Nipper doesn’t get a flag,

they are knocked out

• Nippers knocked out can help

by calling the start and placing

flags for remaining Nippers

Beach flags is an activity 

Lifesavers use to practice 

their speed and reflexes 

on sand.

Being able to react 

quickly in different 

situations in a beach 

environment is essential 

if you are trying to help 
someone.

U7
Nippers
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Starting Position

• Nippers lay down facing away

from the arena

• Feet together on the start line

• Wrists together and elbows

extended

• Nippers place their chin on

hands and on whistle, push up

and turn

Turning

• On ‘go’ keep turning foot on

straight line

• Keep head and shoulders low

throughout turn

• Push backwards and upwards

towards the flag

• Use vigorous arm and leg

action

Diving for the Flag

• Don’t dive too far out from

the flag

• Dive for a flag with both

arms outstretched and

hands in a V-shape

• Keep your eyes on the

flag

• Grasp firmly and bring to

your body

• If a flag is missed,

immediately look around

to see if there is another

one free

Q. Why should we form a V

with our hands when diving?

A. So that we have a better

chance of getting a flag

Q. Why should we stay low on

the turn?

A. It’s much quicker than standing

up before turning to stay in a low

position while running

Age Manager Tips

The first few times you run 

through Beach Flags you should 

have enough flags for each 

Nipper. Only start eliminating 

Nippers after you’ve taught this 

activity a few times.

Discussions Points Coaching Tips
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Wading

Wading is a technique 

which Lifesavers use to 

move efficiently through 

the water. 

This technique enables 

Lifesavers to get their 

legs up and over the 

water, using less energy 

to make their way out 

through shallow sections 

of the water.

Making your way out 

much faster, whilst using 

less energy, is essential if 

you are trying to help 
someone.

Activity 1 – Wading 
(10 mins)

• Explain and demonstrate the

wading technique

• Have Nippers practice the

technique on the sand and

provide assistance as

required

• Line Nippers up on the waters

edge (if you have a large

group create smaller lines

behind each other)

• Ask Nippers to wade out into

the water until they reach a

water safety personnel, then

return to shore

Activity 2 – Wade race 
(25 mins)

Equipment – Markers

• Set up a modified wade

race course 

• Explain and demonstrate

the wading technique

• Have Nippers practice the

technique on the sand

and provide assistance as

required

• Once they have the basic

technique right, complete

a wade race

• Break Nippers into smaller

groups if necessary 

• Explain the course

• Nippers are to wade out

around two points (knee

deep)

• Use correct starter’s

commands: ‘competitors

ready’ ‘set’ ‘go’ or whistle

• Finish on the beach

between the flags/cones

U7
Nippers
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Age Manager Tips

Activity 3 – Run-Wade-
Run (20 mins)

Equipment – Markers

• Set up a small run (25m) -

wade (25m) - run (25m)

course using markers and

points in the water (knee

deep)

• Explain and demonstrate the

wading technique

• Have Nippers practice the

technique on the sand and

provide assistance as

required

• Once they have the basic

technique right, complete a

run – wade - run

• Explain the course

• Break Nippers up into groups

so you have a manageable

group in the water

• Start Nippers at one end of

the beach, have them run

around a cone and then into

the water

• They must then wade around

the two points in the water

and then run back along the

beach

Activity 4 – Wade 
Relay (20 mins)

Equipment – Markers

• Set up a modified wade

course

• Explain and demonstrate

the course, wading

technique and

changeover

• Break Nippers up into

teams of four

• Have Nippers wait for the

changeover 5m behind

the start line

• Nippers wade around two

points in the water (knee

deep) then finish between

the flags/cones

• Nippers to run back to the

start line and tag team

member

• Use correct starters

commands: ‘competitors

ready’ ‘set’ ‘go’ or whistle

Q. Why do you need to lift your

knees high?

A. To help you move through the

water.

Many new Nippers are alarmed 

by water splashing into their eyes 

when they wade. Suggest to the 

parents that the Nippers may use 

goggles for this event.

Keep the wade sessions fun and 

playful. Emphasis is on getting 

them to have a go.

It’s worth talking to the Nippers 

before you start a wade to see 

who is apprehensive about 

entering the water. 

Wading

• Clear your knee from the

water at the side so your thigh

is horizontal  to the water

• Swing your leg around to the

front keeping your thigh

horizontal  to the water

• When your leg comes  around

the front, throw  your foot out

and place it  onto the sand

ready for  the other leg to

repeat

• Arms should be bent at

around 90 degrees at the

elbow  and swing around

horizontal to the water in a

circular  motion with legs

Wade Relay Changeover

• Nippers to tag their team

member on the back

Instructions Discussions Points Coaching Tips
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Dolphin diving

Dolphin Diving is a 

technique used by 

Lifesavers to preserve 

your forward momentum 

against the effects of a 

wave.

This technique stops the 

waves pushing you 

backwards and allows 

you to use less energy to 

make your way out 

through the waves. 

Swimming out the back 

much faster, whilst using 

less energy, is essential if 

you are trying to help 
someone.

Activity 1 – Beached 
Whales (20 mins)

• Line the Nippers up on the

edge of the water facing the

water

• Have the Nippers hold hands

and slowly walk out into the

water

• Stop at ankle deep and tell

the Nippers to jump the waves

as they come to them. Do this

10 times

• Tell the Nippers that on the

count of three everyone will sit

down. 1, 2, 3…all sit!

• Once sitting have them roll

onto their stomachs and face

the beach. Let the waves

wash over them

• Ask the Nippers to stand and

face the water again.

• Walk into knee deep water

and repeat the exercise

Activity 2 – Dolphin 
diving (20 mins)

Equipment – Markers

• Set up a modified course

(in knee to waist deep

water)

• Explain and demonstrate

the dolphin diving

technique 

• Give Nippers time to

practice the technique and

provide assistance as

required

• Break Nippers into teams

and line them up on the

sand

• Use the two points in the

water for Nippers to

dolphin around

• On ‘go’ Nippers will run

into the water, dolphin

dive, around the two

points and return to shore

• Nippers will run around a

marker on the beach and

tag their next team mate,

who will repeat the course

U7
Nippers
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Activity 4 – Pool 
noodle dolphin diving 
(20 mins)

Equipment – Pool noodles

• Explain and demonstrate

the dolphin diving

technique and have

Nippers practice diving

down, touching the

bottom and pushing off

with feet. Assist as

needed

• Divide Nippers into

groups and spread them

out across the start line

• Have two adult helpers

per group, lined up in

front of their group

holding a pool noodle

• On ‘go’ the first Nipper

will run down to the water,

when they get to the first

noodle they will dive

under it, when they

resurface they will dive

over the second noodle,

turn around and repeat.

• Run back up to tag the

next person in their team

Activity 3 – Hula Hoop 
dolphin diving (20 mins)

Equipment – Hula hoops

• Explain and demonstrate the

dolphin diving technique

• Have Nippers practice in knee

to waist deep water

• Provide assistance as

required

• Break Nippers into teams and

allocate one adult helper per

team

• The helper should stand in

knee deep water and hold a

hula hoop vertically half in the

water for Nippers to dive

through

• On ‘go’ one person per team

runs into the water and

dolphin dives through the hula

hoop then runs back in to tag

the next team mate

Dolphin Diving

• Dive into the water with arms

together and outstretched 

• Angle dive 45 degrees

towards the bottom and dig

hands into the sand to prevent

being dragged backwards by

the wave

• Bring feet forward to where

hands are and spring off at 45

degrees towards surface with

arms outstretched ready to

repeat the dolphin dive

Age Manager Tips

The Nippers may use goggles for 

to prevent water from going into 

their eyes.

Q. What should you do if

you’re not enjoying being in

the water or are afraid?

A. Tell the Age Manager,

parent/helper or water safety

and they can help you.

Q. Why should you dive deep

and grab hold of the sand?

A. Prevents you from being

dragged back by waves.

Instructions Discussions Points Coaching Tips
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Surf race

Activity 1 – Surf race (20 
mins) 

Equipment – Markers, buoys 

• Set up a modified swim course

(in knee to waist deep water)

• Choose one or more of the

following techniques to explain

and demonstrate:

• Start

• Stroke

• Finish

• Give Nippers time to practice

the technique and provide

assistance as required

• Once  they have the basic

technique right, complete a

surf race

• Break Nippers up into smaller

groups if necessary

• Use correct starters

commands: ‘competitors

ready’ ‘set’ ‘go’ or whistle

• On ‘go’ Nippers run in to the

water, swim around two points

and back into the beach to

finish between the flags

• Run the next group after the

first one finishes

Have Nippers use a pool 

noodle between their legs or 

under their stomach whilst 

swimming, if needed

A Surf Race is an activity 

Lifesavers use to develop 

and practice their skills to 

negotiating different 

water conditions.

Lifesavers learn new 

skills in calm conditions 

and then attempt to 

practice in more 

challenging conditions. 

Using prevailing 

conditions such as wind, 

rip currents and wave 

conditions to your 

advantage is essential if 

you are trying to help 
someone. 

U7
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Start 

• Take note of water depth and

any potholes etc. 

• Place preferred leg forward

with toes on the start line and

dig toes into sand 

• Place other leg back to enable

stability 

• Run hard into the water on

‘go’ 

Stroke

• Keep body flat in the water

• Strong freestyle arms,

reaching forward and pulling

down along your body

• Kick hard with legs

• Look forward every few

strokes to look for finishing

point

Finish 

• Keep landmark in focus

• Swim until your hand

touches the sand, don’t try

to stand up too early

(wade and dolphin where

you can)

• Run hard across finish

line

Q. Why is it important to look

forward every few strokes?

A. To stay on track and not swim

off course.

Q. Why should you check the

water before you run in?

A. To look for any potholes or

dangers. 

Q. Why should you run into

the water as hard as you

can?

A. So you get a good start, a

good line and clean water to

swim in.

Q. What should you do If

you need help in the water.

A. Wave your arm in the air

and call out to a nearby water

safety person.

Discussions Points Coaching Tips
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Wave catching

Activity 1 – Board wave 
catching (20 mins) 

Equipment – Nipper boards or 

body boards

• Explain and demonstrate

where to position on the board

• Have Nippers practice on the

sand and provide assistance

as required

• Explain and demonstrate

wave catching skills

• Line up Nippers in knee to

waist deep water and on your

call have them all catch the

same wave/ white wash

• Provide assistance as

required

• Aim is to catch the wave or

white wash as far as  you can

to the shore

• If there is no wave you can still

practice the technique. On

your call of ‘wave’ have

Nippers push forward and kick

hard, demonstrating correct

positioning on a board

Activity 2 – Body 
surfing (20 mins)

• Explain and demonstrate

the body surfing technique

• Take Nippers out to waist

deep water

• Line up Nippers facing the

beach

• Ask Nippers to get into

their ‘stiff as a board’

position

• When you see a wave is

about to reach the

Nippers get them to bend

over and push off with the

wave

• If there is no surf you can

still practice the

technique, on your call of

‘wave’ have them push

forward and kick hard,

demonstrating correct

positioning

• Provide assistance as

required

• Repeat till they get the

idea and can do it

themselves

Waves can provide an 

easy and quick way for 

Lifesavers to return to the 

beach, but environmental 

factors can also make 

them dangerous. 

Learning to read waves 

and determining how to 

ride the wave, either body 

surfing or by board, is an 

essential skill required by 

Lifesavers if you are 
trying to help someone.

U7
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Activity 3 – Tennis ball 
body surfing (20 mins)

Equipment – Tennis balls

Explain and demonstrate body 

surfing technique

• Take Nippers out and practice

this technique on broken

waves (white wash)

• Provide assistance as

required

• Nippers are to line up in waist

to knee deep water

• On ‘go’ as a wave breaks all

Nippers are to body surf the

white wash into the beach

• At the same time the other

Nippers (or helpers) throw the

tennis balls into the shoreline

• Nippers need to navigate their

way through the waves to

collect a ball 

• Return the balls to throwers

and repeat

Q. Why do you need to

make sure you are lying

in the middle of the

board?

A. So you don’t nose dive,

or slide off the back of the

board.

Q. Why should you never

let go of the board?

A. If you get into trouble the

board can keep you afloat?

Q. Why is it important to

keep your arms above

your head when body

surfing?

A. So if you hit the sand

bank or another person you

don’t hit with your

head/neck and hurt your

spine.

Board Positioning and 
Paddling

• Position yourself in the centre

of the board

• Paddle with freestyle arms

• As you go to catch the wave,

kick hard with your legs or

push off the sandbank

• Don’t let go of the board

• Stay towards the middle of the

board to avoid nose diving, too

far back and you will miss the

wave

Body surfing

• Keep your body stiff with

hands out in front (above

head)

• Keep head down between

arms

• Strong fast kick

• To breathe take a single arm

stroke with one hand out in

front and breathe to side

Instructions Discussions Points Coaching Tips
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Boards

Lifesavers use board 

activities to develop and 

practice their board and 

paddling techniques.

The rescue board 

provides a fast and 

reliable means of 

reaching people and if 

required can support 

multiple people in the 

water. 

It is essential for 

Lifesavers to have 

competent board skills 

and be able to recognise 

the conditions for when a 

board can be used to 
help someone. 

Activity 1 – Board 
positioning and paddling 
(20 mins)

Equipment – Nipper boards or 

body boards

• Set up a modified board

course (in knee to waist deep

water) 

• Explain and demonstrate

correct positioning for paddling

a board

• Have Nippers practice on the

sand and provide assistance

as required

• Once they have the basic

technique right complete the

course

• Break Nippers into teams and

have them spread out along

the start line

• Each Nipper must complete a

lap of the course and tag their

team member

Activity 2 – Board wave 
catching (20 mins)

Equipment – Nipper boards or 

body boards

• Explain and demonstrate

where to position on the

board

• Have Nippers practice on

the sand and provide

assistance as required

• Explain and demonstrate

wave catching skills

• Line up Nippers in knee to

waist deep water and on

your call all have them

catch the same wave or

white wash

• Provide assistance as

required

• Aim is to catch the wave or

white wash as far as they

can to the shore

• If there is no wave you can

still practice the technique,

on your call of ‘wave’ have

Nippers push forward and

kick hard, demonstrating

correct positioning

U7
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Age Manager Tips

Q. Why do you need to make

sure you are lying in the middle

of the board?

A. So you don’t nosedive or slide

off the back of the board.

Q. Why should you never let go

of the board?

A. If you get into trouble the board

can keep you afloat

A suitable board should be 

chosen suitable to the size of the 

Nipper; this could be a smaller 

Nipper Board or body board.

Board positioning and 
paddling

• Position yourself in the centre

of the board

• Paddle with freestyle arms

• As you go to catch the wave,

kick hard with your legs or

push off the sandbank

• Don’t let go of the board

• Stay towards the middle of the

board to avoid nose diving, too

far back and you will miss the

wave

Discussions Points Coaching Tips
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Education

Learning Outcomes

Introduction to Lifesaving Our Beach Environment

First Aid

• Know the way around the club and beach

• Identify the Life Saving Club as a welcoming place

• Identify people to talk to if you feel unsafe at the beach

• Understand the SunSmart practices

Play it Safe in the Water

Eat, Drink, Exercise

• Identify dangerous animals on the beach and basic first aid treatments

• Understand the importance of healthy eating

• Understand the importance of exercise

• Recognise the diverse human and marine communities that make up a

beach ecosystem

• Identify dangers at the beach

• Recognise a safety sign and understand what the symbols on it mean

• Demonstrate and understand the signal or “Assistance required”

• Understand what the ‘000’ number is used for

• Identify who to go to for help in an emergency

• Basic understanding of lifesaving signals

• Basic understanding of the types of waves

• Basic understanding of rip currents

• Know what to do if caught in a Rip

Surf Aware One

U8
Nippers
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Surf Skills

Learning Outcomes

Surf Aware One

Beach Sprints Wade

Beach Run

Boards

Beach Flags

Run-Swim-Run

Dolphin Diving

Surf Race

• Attempt or perform a standing beach sprint

start

• Enjoy participating in a beach run

• Attempt or perform beach flag starts

• Enjoy participating in a Run-Swim-Run

• Attempt or perform wading

• Attempt or perform swimming in open water

• Attempt or perform start and finish techniques

• Attempt or perform body surfing

• Attempt or perform dolphin diving

Aquacameron

• Enjoy participating in an aquacameron

• Develop confidence using a nipper board

• Attempt or perform catching a wave on a

nipper board

U8
Nippers
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Nipper Education Program
U8

Nippers

U8 Nipper Session Preparation

U8 Preliminary 
Assessments

• 25m swim

(any stroke)

• 1 minute survival float

(on back)

Age requirements

Nippers must be 7 years old as at 

30 September to participate in the 

U8 age group.

Aquatic activity risk 
Assessment

A documented risk assessment 

must be carried out prior to a 

Nipper session and if conditions 

change.

Attendance

Sign each Nipper in and out of 

each session.

Equipment

Check equipment to make sure 

it’s safe for use.

Ensure equipment is washed 

down and put away in it’s correct 

place. Any damage should be 

reported.

Facilitate parent 
involvement 

Encourage parent involvement in 

each session.

Extreme heat and fire 
danger

Follow Emergency 

Management Victoria 

recommendations on extreme 

heat and fire danger. Adapt 

or cancel sessions as 

required.

High visibility vests

All Nippers must wear a high 

visibility lycra top for open 

water activities. 

Inclement weather

Observe weather conditions 

and adapt sessions 

accordingly.

Nipper session 
overview

Introduce yourself and 

explain what you will be doing 

for each session.

Set clear rules and 

boundaries, including 

expectations of Nippers 

parents and personnel. 

Safeguarding Children 
and Young People

Safeguarding Children and 

Young People behaviour 

guidelines must be 

demonstrated at all times. 

Identify who Nippers should 

go to if they feel unsafe.

Sun safety

All Nippers should 

demonstrate sun smart 

standards. Hats, sunscreen, 

water bottles, covered 

shoulders. Seek shade where 

appropriate. 

Water quality

Observe EPA water quality 

ratings. Adapt sessions 

accordingly to suit.

Water safety and age 
manager ratios

Enforce water safety ratios 

1:5. Water safety must hold 

appropriate qualifications. 

Patrol uniform or high vis 

orange must be worn. 

Utilise Age Manager ratios 

1:20. 
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Introduction to Lifesaving
U8

Nippers

Lesson 1:
Welcome to the Club (25 mins)

Preparation and 
equipment

Learning 
outcomes

• Know the way around their

club and beach

• Identify the Life Saving Club

as a welcoming place

• Identify what it means to

feel safe at the beach

• Identify people to talk to if

they feel unsafe at the

beach

• Understand and

demonstrate SunSmart

practices

• Lesson 1 - Ensure the club

is available for a tour

• Lesson 3 - Always have a kit

bag of sunscreen, shirt, hat

glasses and water bottle

with you

Discussion (5 mins):

• Sit Nippers in a group

• Welcome them to the club

• Introduce them to the main

people involved in running the

junior program, or the club

• Briefly discuss the history of

lifesaving and the history of

your club –include interesting

facts you might know

Activities:

1. Club tour (10 mins)

Take Nippers on a tour of the club 

and explain the areas as you go 

through

Make sure that you visit the 

following places:

• Bathroom/changerooms

• First Aid Room

• Gear Shed

Finish the tour by setting the 

boundaries for Nippers around 

the club house.

2. Beach tour (10 mins)

Take the Nippers for a walk 

along the beach

As you walk, point out 

important features on your 

beach (i.e. rock features, 

patrol towers, pools etc.) .

If a patrol is operating then 

discuss the patrol flags and 

what Lifesavers are doing.

Finish the tour by showing 

the Nippers their weekly 

meeting point for the start of 

each session.
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Age Manager tips Lesson 2:
Feel safe at the beach (15 mins)

Lesson 3:
Safety – SunSmart (15 mins)

• Invite parents to accompany

you on the club and beach

tour

Discussion (10 mins):

Sit the Nippers somewhere in the 

shade and discuss the 6 x S’s 

with emphasis on the beach 

environment

• Slip – Slip on a shirt

• Slop – Slop on sunscreen

• Slap – Slap on a hat

• Seek – Seek shade or shelter

• Slide – Slide on sunglasses

• Sip – Sip water

Discuss the consequences of 

NOT being SunSmart. i.e. you get 

sunburnt, sunburn hurts and isn’t 

fun, it can cause cancer later in 

life.

Activities:

1. SunSmart demo (5 mins):

Call for a volunteer to help 

demonstrate being 

SunSmart. 

Ask Nippers how we can 

make the volunteer 

SunSmart? 

Have them dress accordingly.

Activities:

1. Facial expressions (5

mins) :

Use your own facial 

expressions as a 

conversation starter. Invite 

the Nippers to give example 

of how their face might look 

in different circumstances 

where they feel unsafe 

(i.e. the surf is really big and 

you don’t want to go out, you 

find yourself alone, a stranger 

starts talking to you etc)

Discussion (10 mins):

Sit the Nippers in a group  and 

discuss the following:

• The types of things that

Lifesavers have at the beach

to make people feel safe (i.e.

red and yellow flags)

• When you might feel unsafe at

the beach. (i.e. surf is big, you

are alone, a stranger talks to

you)

• Who can you talk to if you feel

unsafe at the beach? (i.e.

Lifesaver, Age Manager)

• Talk about the different

feelings that people

experience and why they

experience these

feelings (sad, happy, scared,

nervous etc.)

• Discuss why it's important to

always go the toilet with a

friend, and why you must tell

your Age Manager before you

go. (i.e. so that water safety

doesn’t worry about you, so

you’re with someone else if

you have an accident)
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Our beach environment

Lesson 4:
Our beach environment cont.

Lesson 4:
Our beach environment (20 mins)

Learning 
Outcomes

• Recognise the diverse

human and marine

communities that make up a

beach ecosystem

• Identify dangers at the

beach

• Recognise a safety sign and

understand what the

symbols on it mean

Now ask the Nippers the following 

questions, and have them move 

to the side that fits their beach 

user.

• Do you use the beach for fun?

• Do you live on the beach

every day?

• Do you get your food from the

beach?

• Do you like to play in the

sand?

• Do you live in the water?

Discuss a couple of the Nipper’s 

decisions when everyone has 

moved to their side. (i.e. why did 

you choose that side?).

Discussion (10 mins):

Take the Nippers for a walk along 

the beach and ask the following 

questions:

Q. What sorts of things do we

find down the beach?

A. Sand, dunes, water, shells,

rocks, pools, flags, signage.

Q. Who uses the beach? You

can point out different groups

of users to the Nippers.

A. People/public/children,

lifesavers, surfers, fisherman.

Q. Name some animals you

may find down the beach?

A. Fish, crabs, seagulls, dolphin,

jellyfish, snakes, blue tongued

lizards.

Q. How can our actions

endanger animals at the

beach?

A. By polluting the beach/water,

leaving rubbish, picking up

creatures, trampling through

dunes and plants.

Q. What will happen if we

don’t look after the beach

/ocean animals and the

environment?

A. We could wipe out the

creatures from our beach,

could affect natural

ecosystem (lack of fish to eat,

algal blooms).

Make sure you look after the 

environment, don’t leave any 

rubbish behind when you go 

to the beach and stick to 

pathways staying out of 

dunes.

Activities:

1. Act it out (10 mins):

Have the Nippers choose 

someone who uses the 

beach. It can be an animal or 

human (i.e. crab, surfer, 

Nipper)

Have the Nippers act as that 

beach user should.

Draw a line in the sand and 

nominate one side as the 

YES side, and one as the NO 

side.

U8
Nippers
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Age Manager tips Lesson 5:
Danger watch (25 mins)

Lesson 6:
Safety Signage (15 mins)

• Set clear rules for any

walks: keep close so you

can hear, don't touch

anything, don't go in the

water

• Use parent helpers to

manage the group/s on

walks

• Lesson 6 - Know where any

beach signage is

Discussion (5 mins):

Sit the Nippers in a group

Ask the Nippers what kind of 

signs they may see at the 

beach? i.e. No swimming, rocks, 

beach signage, patrol signs etc..

Activities:

1. Read a safety sign (10

mins):

Take the Nippers on a walk to 

the nearest safety sign/s 

located at your club.

Explain all information on the 

sign and how to go about 

reading safety signs at 

beaches. Point out the useful 

information that is on the sign 

and see if they know what the 

pictures mean.

There are three types of 

symbols on the signs:

• Red circle with a line

crossed through it

(shows you what can’t

be done)

• Yellow diamond

(warning of a danger)

• Blue Square (extra

information on patrol

locations, EPA, disabled

access etc.)

Activities: 

1. Beach walk to identify

dangers (15 mins):

Take the Nippers for a walk 

along the beach and ask:

Q. Can you point out any

dangers? Why is it a

danger? (point out any the

Nippers miss).

Q. Can you point out any

safety signage that is

warning us of a danger?

A. Red and Yellow flags, rip

sign, exposed rock sign, no

swimming sign etc

Introduce the group to a 

Lifesaver on patrol and ask 

the Lifesaver to discuss some 

of the day’s dangers they 

have identified.

Sit the Nippers in a group, and 

discuss “what are dangers at the 

beach?”

Discuss any specific dangers on 

or around your beach (piers, 

areas where there are a lot of 

accidents, driveways etc.), plus 

ask the following questions:

Q. What kind of dangers can we

find at the beach?

A. Rocks, reefs, rips, waves,
snakes, glass etc .

Q. What do lifesavers do to

warn us of or make us aware of

dangers, and make the beach

safe?

A. Put up safety signs, set-up
patrol flags.

Q. Are the dangers always the

same at a beach?

A. No. It can change from day to
day.

Q. Where is the safest place on

the beach to swim?

A. Between the flags.
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Play it safe in the water

Lesson 8:
It’s an emergency (20 mins)

Lesson 7:
It’s all red and yellow (10 mins)

Learning 
outcomes

Preparation and 
equipment

• Recognise and understand

the red and yellow flags

• Understand what the ‘000’

number is used for

• Identify who to go to for

help in an emergency

• Demonstrate and

understand the signal for

‘assistance required’

Lesson 7 – Make sure the red 

and yellow flags are up or have 

one on hand

Discussion (10 mins):

Sit the Nippers in a 

group and discuss the following 

questions:

Q. What is an emergency?

Describe some different types

of emergencies?

A. A sudden crisis (usually

involving danger) that requires

fast action, i.e. a person is badly

injured, stopped breathing, fire

etc..

Q. What is the difference

between an emergency in the

water vs on the beach?

A. Water: Swimmer may be

calling for help or ‘climbing the

ladder’ vs Beach: Injury where

blood is visible or may

be unconscious.

• Explain the use of the ‘000’

number in an emergency

• It will connect you straight to

emergency services

• If the adult with you is in need

of emergency help and cannot
call ‘000’ themselves, then

you can call ‘000’

• If you have an emergency

at the beach, tell a

lifesaver who will contact

‘LSVCOMMS’, a special

emergency number just

for lifesavers

Activities:

1. Role play an emergency

(10 mins):

Divide the Nippers into 

groups and give them a 

couple of scenarios to act 

out. In each group designate 

one Nipper as a child, one as 

a lifesaver, one as an adult, 

and one as a swimmer in 

trouble.

Example scenarios:

1. You are at the beach

when you see a

swimmer in trouble in the

water. You tell the adult

you’re with, who tells the

lifesaver, who calls

‘LSVCOMMS’.

2. You are at home and

the adult is badly injured.

Nipper to call ‘000’.

Discussion (10 mins):

Using the red and yellow flag as a 

prop, discuss with the Nippers the 

role of the red and yellow flags.

• The flags represent the area

patrolled by lifesavers and

lifeguards, and they mark the

safest place to swim

If a patrol is operating, find a spot 

where you can see through the 

flagged area and start a 

discussion on what you can see.

• What dangers can be seen

nearby? (i.e. rocks, rips,

waves, surfers)

• Why are the flags where they

are now? (i.e. it’s the safest

place for swimmers)

• Where are the lifesavers

located? (i.e. centre of the

flags)

• Is everyone swimming

between the flags? Why/why

not? (i.e. surfers should be

outside the flags)
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Age Manager tips Lesson 9:
Stick your hand up (15 mins)

Lesson 9:
Stick your hand up cont.

• When discussing dangers,

pick ones that relate to

your beach

• Make up scenarios that

relate to your beach where

possible

• Encourage parents to

continue ‘000’ discussions

with their Nippers at home

Demo 1 – Swimmer pretends to 

be in trouble without signalling .

Discuss with the Nippers how this 

makes it harder for the lifesavers 

to recognise that the swimmer is 

in trouble.

Demo 2 – Swimmer pretends to 

be in trouble, but then signals for 

help.

Discuss with the Nippers that it 

was easier to know that the 

person needed help.

.Activities:

1. Pairs (5 mins):

Pair the Nippers up and have 

one Nipper act as a swimmer, 

and one as a Lifesaver. 

Have the person in trouble 

demonstrate their signal for 

help and have the Lifesaver 

swim up to them and tell 

them they’re safe now.

2. Swimmer in trouble (10

mins):

Ask the water safety 

personnel or a Lifesaver to 

swim out in the water and 

demonstrate the difference 

between signalling for help 

and not signalling for help 

when in trouble.

Discussion (10 mins):

Discuss the following questions 

with the Nippers:

Q. What sort of trouble can you

get into when swimming at the

beach?

A. Going in too deep, swallowing

water, being tired, having a wave

break on your face, hurting
yourself on a rock or reef etc.

Q. What should you do if you

get into trouble in the water?

A. Stay calm. Raise your arm

above your head and wave it from

side to side to signal for help.

Float if you’re tired. Wait for help.
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Play it safe in the water

Lesson 11:
Waves (20 mins)

Lesson 10:
Signals (15 mins)

Learning 
outcomes

Preparation and 
equipment

• Basic understanding of

lifesaving signals

• Basic understanding of the

types of waves

• Basic understanding of a rip

• Know what to do if caught in

a rip

• Lesson 10 – Be prepared to

demonstrate signals

• Lesson 12 - Have a rip

poster

Discussion (10 mins):

Sit the Nippers in a group and 

discuss what a wave is. 

Explain that a wave is formed by 

the wind and is controlled by how 

fast the wind blows, how long it 

blows for and the distance across 

the ocean the wind acts over.

Ask the Nippers:

Q. Are there any waves at your

beach?

Q. Are all waves the same?

A. No...discuss the three different

types of waves .

Q. What are the three different

types of waves?

A. 1. Plunging wave (curling face)

Very strong, breaks in shallow 

water, can push you to bottom, is 

dangerous and can cause spinal 

injuries.

2. Spilling wave (sloping face)

Best waves to play in, wave 

crumbles, a gentle wave suitable 

for learning .

3. Surging wave(sloping face)

Found around rock ledges 

and steep beaches, don’t 

often break, but can knock 

you off your feet.

Q. What should you do

when you get to the beach,

and before you go into the

water?

A. Watch the water, observe

the waves, and make sure

the conditions suit your

ability.

Activities:

1. Identify the wave walk

(10 mins):

Go for a walk along the 

beach and try to identify 

different wave types. 

Practice sitting at the edge of 

the water and assessing the 

waves.

Discussion (10 mins):

Sit the Nippers in a group and 

discuss why we use signals to 

communicate

Demonstrate a few signals:

• Return to Shore – arm straight

up

• Proceed further out to sea –

two arms straight up

• Go left – left arm raised

horizontally

• Go right –right arm raised

horizontally

• Remain stationary – both arms

raised horizontally

Activities:

1. Circle signals (5 mins):

After the discussion, have the 

Nippers stand in a large circle 

and call out signals. 

The aim to guess the correct 

signal – emphasise that it 

doesn't matter if you make a 

mistake when you're 

learning!

2. Beach signals as a warm

up (10 mins):

The same exercise can be 

repeated on the beach as a 

warm up exercise. This can 

be a fun way to get the 

Nippers moving.
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Age Manager tips Lesson 12:
Rips (25 mins)

• Once your group has

learned some basic signals,

start using them in your

sessions. Remind the

Nippers what they're for

Activities:

1. Rip walk (10 mins):

Go for a walk along the 

beach and try to identify any 

rips. If there aren't any that 

day you can point out where 

there is sometimes/often a 

rip. 

Draw a rip in the sand.

2. Rip poster (5 mins):

If your beach doesn't have 

any rips you can use the rip 

poster. 

Have the Nippers volunteer to 

point out rips in the photos on 

the chart.

Discussion (10 mins):

Sit the Nippers in a group and ask 

them what they know about rips. 

Ask the Nippers if they've ever 

seen a rip poster. Is there one in 

the club?

Ask the Nippers:

Q. Can anyone tell me

what a rip is?

A. Water flowing out to

sea, forming a strong current.

Q. How do you spot a rip?

A. Deep, dark water that has sand

and foam on the surface.

Q. What should you do if you

get caught in a rip?

A. Stay calm, float and raise your

arm for help.

Q. What is the best way to

avoid a rip?

A. Swim between the flags.
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First Aid

Lesson 13:
Dangerous animals and first aid 
(10 mins)

Learning 
Outcomes

• Name some dangerous

animals you might find at

the beach

Discussion (10 mins):

Sit in a circle and ask the Nippers 

to name some dangerous animals 

they might find at the beach (blue-

ringed octopus, snakes, jellyfish, 

sharks, crabs ).

Q. Does anyone know some

basic first aid for if you get in

to trouble with one of these?

1. Blue-ringed octopus

Blue rings are not always visible, 

are often pale brown/yellow with 

rings appearing when threatened, 

don’t touch as they are very 

poisonous. Call a Lifesaver or an 

ambulance ‘000’ immediately if 

contact occurs. 

2. Jellyfish

Tentacles will sting you, wash 

with warm water to stop pain, ice 

if blisters appear later.

3. Crabs

Not dangerous but if you try to 

pick them up they can grab you 

with their claw, if you get bitten 

apply ice.

4. Snakes

Found in the dunes, on tracks 

or near rocks behind the 

beach, poisonous, don’t 

touch or go near them. 

Unless you are still near the 

snake, do not move the 

patient, apply a 

pressure bandage and call a 

Lifesaver or call ‘000’ for an 

ambulance.
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Eat, drink, exercise

Lesson 15:
Keeping fit (10 mins)

Lesson 14:
Healthy eating (10 mins)

Learning 
Outcomes

• Identify healthy eating

• Know what to eat before

Nippers

• Understand why you need

water

• Know why staying fit is

important

Discussion (10 mins):

Sit the Nippers in a group and 

discuss how they can stay 

healthy.

• Healthy eating (lesson 14)

• Drinking lots of water

• Staying active (sports,

running, swimming, playing

outside, less TV)

• Getting enough sleep at night

• Warm ups and stretching (like

we do on all of our Nipper

days)

Discussion (10 mins):

Sit the Nippers in a group.

Ask the group:

Q. What are some healthy

foods you should eat/drink

daily?

A. Fruit and vegetables, rice,

grains, dairy and lots of water.

Q. Why should we eat healthy

food instead of unhealthy

food?

A. Because we get more nutrients

from healthy food. We feel better

because our bodies work better

and we have more energy for

sport

Q. Why do you think it is

important to drink water ?

A. To stay hydrated.

Q. Why drink water and not soft

drinks and sports drinks?

A. Water doesn't contain extra

sugar or salt.

Q. When should you drink

water when participating

in Nippers?

A. Before Nippers, between

activities and after Nippers.
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Beach sprints

Beach sprints is an 

activity Lifesavers use to 

improve their running 

technique, speed and 

fitness on soft sand. 

Being able to sprint 

efficiently over a short 

distance on sand is 

essential if you are trying 
to help someone

Activity 1 –
Beach sprint technique 
(20 mins)

Equipment – Markers

• Line Nippers up on the grass/

hard surface

• Position yourself 20m in front

of them

• Ask Nippers to walk towards

you lifting your legs high and

swinging arms high

• Point out any incorrect

technique and have them

repeat going back the other

way

• Repeat the exercise, but this

time a bit faster

• Repeat again, but this time

running fast with a focus on

leaning slightly forward and

looking relaxed (may need to

go out to 30m)

Activity 2 –
Beach sprints 
(25 mins)

Equipment – Markers

• Set up a modified sprint

track

• Explain and demonstrate

the standing start

technique

• Give Nippers time to

practice the technique and

provide assistance as

required

• Once they have the basic

technique right, complete

beach sprints

• Explain the course

• Use the correct starter’s

commands: ‘competitors

ready’, ‘set’, ‘go’ or whistle

to start

• Mix up the activity by

having Nippers run the

races doing different

things e.g. skipping,

crawling, sidestepping,

running backwards, crab

crawling, hopping etc.

• Nippers might like to

come up with their own

race ideas
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Activity 3 – Beach relay 
(25 mins)

Equipment – Markers, relay 

batons

• Set up a modified sprint track 

• Explain and demonstrate the

baton change over technique

• Give Nippers time to practice

the technique and provide

assistance as required

• Break Nippers up into teams

of four and spread them out

across the start line

• Send half of each team down

each end of the track

• Use correct starters

commands: ‘competitors

ready’ ‘set’ ‘go’ or whistle

• Mix up the activity by having

Nippers run the relay doing

different things e.g. skipping,

crawling, sidestepping,

jumping

Q. What should you do

towards the end of the

sprint race?

A. Maintain good technique,

don’t drop head

approaching  the line,

remain upright and run

through the finish line.

Q. Why should you stay

upright and hold your

form through  the finish?

A. Dropping your head will

cause you to lose technique

and slow down.

Standing Start

• Place one foot on the line and

the other foot behind it

• Dig the toes of the front foot

into the sand for a better grip

• Place the opposite arm

forward to the leg that is in the

front position

• Knees slightly bent

• On ‘go’ drive forward off the

front foot

Running

• Point feet straight ahead and

place them in a straight line

• Maintain high knees lift

• Bend elbows at 90 degrees

• Hold hands slightly clenched

• Swing hand to eye level on

forward swing

• Lean body slightly forward and

relax arms, body,

shoulders and head

Finish

• Drive through to the finish line,

don’t stop on the line

• Lean forward (not too far) and

thrust chest out in a lunge

over the last 2-3m, propelling

the body forward when close

to the finish

Standard sprint distance is 70m. 

Use a modified version of the 

course depending on the 

capabilities of the Nippers.

Age Manager Tips
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Beach run

Beach Run is an activity 

Lifesavers use to practice 

and improve their sand 

running and physical 

strength and endurance. 

It is essential that 

Lifesavers have the 

physical ability and 

endurance to cover vast 

distances on sand if they 

are trying to help 
someone.

Activity 1 – Beach run  
(15 mins)

Equipment – Markers

• Set up a marker approximately

250m down the beach which

Nippers can run around

• Explain the course

• Have Nippers running up on

soft sand

• This race can be run with the

whole group at one time
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Age Manager Tips

Q. What should you remember

with competing in a longer race

(500m run)? 

A. Pace yourself, have a strong

start, settle into a solid pace

(middle) and on the last half lap

push hard to the finish line.

For a long run it’s important to 

pace yourself. Ensure that you 

are sufficiently warmed up and 

have stretched prior to completing 

the course.

Encourage parents join in the run.

Discussions Points Coaching Tips

Running

• Point feet straight ahead and

place them in a straight line

• Maintain high knees lift

• Bend elbows at 90 degrees

• Hold hands slightly clenched

• Swing hand to eye level on

forward swing

• Lean body slightly forward

and relax arms, body,

shoulders and head
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Beach flags

Activity 1 – Beach flags 
(15 mins)

Equipment – Beach flags, 

markers

• Set up a beach flags area 

• Place flags on the finish line (1

less than number of Nippers

each time)

• Choose one or more of the

following techniques to explain

and demonstrate for the

session:

• Starting position

• Diving for the flag

• Give Nippers time to practice

the technique/s and provide

assistance as required

• Once they have the basic

techniques right, complete

beach flags

• Explain the activity

• On ‘go’ Nippers will get up,

turn around and run to collect

a flag

• If a Nipper doesn’t get a flag,

they are knocked out

• Nippers knocked out can help

by calling the start and placing

flags for remaining Nippers

Beach flags is an activity 

Lifesavers use to practice 

their speed and reflexes 

on sand.

Being able to react 

quickly in different 

situations in a beach 

environment is essential 

if you are trying to help 
someone.
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Starting Position

• Nippers lay down facing away

from the arena

• Feet together on the start line

• Wrists together and elbows

extended

• Nippers place their chin on

hands and on whistle, push up

and turn

Turning

• On ‘go’ keep turning foot on

straight line

• Keep head and shoulders low

throughout turn

• Push backwards and upwards

towards the flag

• Use vigorous arm and leg

action

Diving for the Flag

• Don’t dive too far out from

the flag

• Dive for a flag with both

arms outstretched and

hands in a V-shape

• Keep your eyes on the

flag

• Grasp firmly and bring to

your body

• If a flag is missed,

immediately look around

to see if there is another

one free

Q. Why should we form a V

with our hands when diving?

A. So that we have a better

chance of getting a flag

Q. Why should we stay low on

the turn?

A. It’s much quicker than standing

up before turning to stay in a low

position while running

Age Manager Tips

The first few times you run 

through Beach Flags you should 

have enough flags for each 

Nipper. Only start eliminating 

Nippers after you’ve taught this 

activity a few times.

Discussions Points Coaching Tips
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Wading

Wading is a technique 

which Lifesavers use to 

move efficiently through 

the water. 

This technique enables 

Lifesavers to get their 

legs up and over the 

water, using less energy 

to make their way out 

through shallow sections 

of the water.

Making your way out 

much faster, whilst using 

less energy, is essential if 

you are trying to help 
someone.

Activity 1 – Wade race 
(25 mins)

Equipment – Markers

• Set up a modified wade race

course 

• Explain and demonstrate the

wading technique

• Have Nippers practice the

technique on the sand and

provide assistance as

required

• Once they have the basic

technique right, complete a

wade race

• Break Nippers into smaller

groups if necessary 

• Explain the course

• Nippers are to wade out

around two points (knee

deep)

• Use correct starters

commands: ‘competitors

ready’ ‘set’ ‘go’ or whistle

• Finish on the beach between

the flags/cones

Activity 2 – Run-
Wade-Run (20 mins)

Equipment – Markers

• Set up a small run (25m) -

wade (25m) - run (25m)

course using markers and

points in the water (knee

deep)

• Explain and demonstrate

the wading technique

• Have Nippers practice the

technique on the sand

and provide assistance as

required

• Once they have the basic

technique right, complete

a run – wade - run

• Explain the course

• Break Nippers up into

groups so you have a

manageable group in the

water

• Start Nippers at one end

of the beach, have them

run around a cone and

then into the water

• They must then wade

around the two points in

the water and then run

back along the beach
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Q. Why do you need to lift

your knees high?

A. To help you move

through the water.

As the Nippers become 

more accustomed to wading 

technique your activities 

can increase in length. 36m 

is the standard course 

length.

Nippers can additionally 

seek shallower water 

between markers, dolphin 

dive or swim in deeper 

water.

Wading

• Clear your knee from the

water at the side so your thigh

is horizontal to the water

• Swing your leg around to the

front keeping your thigh

horizontal to the water

• When your leg comes around

the front, throw your foot out

and place it onto the sand

ready for the other leg to

repeat

• Arms should be bent at

around 90 degrees at the

elbow and swing around

horizontal to the water in a

circular motion with legs

• You must pass the water

safety markers on the ocean

side

Wade Race Start

• Check water entry and exit for

best conditions and potential

hazards

• Toes on the line, preferred

foot forward, with a slightly

bent knee

Wade Relay Changeover

• Nippers to tag their team

member on the back

Activity 3 – Wade relay 
(20 mins)

Equipment – Markers

• Set up a modified wade

course 

• Explain and demonstrate the

course, wading technique and

changeover

• Break Nippers up into teams

of four

• Have Nippers wait for the

changeover 5m behind the

start line

• Nippers wade around two

points in the water (knee

deep) then finish between the

flags/cones

• Nippers to run back to the

start line and tag team

member

• Use correct starters

commands: ‘competitors

ready’ ‘set’ ‘go’ or whistle

Instructions Discussions Points Coaching Tips
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Dolphin diving

Dolphin Diving is a 

technique used by 

Lifesavers to preserve 

your forward momentum 

against the effects of a 

wave.

This technique stops the 

waves pushing you 

backwards and allows 

you to use less energy to 

make your way out 

through the waves. 

Swimming out the back 

much faster, whilst using 

less energy, is essential if 

you are trying to help 
someone.

Activity 1 –
Beached Whales 
(20 mins)

• Line the Nippers up on the

edge of the water facing the

water

• Have the Nippers hold hands

and slowly walk out into the

water

• Stop at ankle deep and tell

the Nippers to jump the waves

as they come to them. Do this

10 times

• Tell the Nippers that on the

count of three everyone will sit

down. 1, 2, 3…all sit!

• Once sitting have them roll

onto their stomachs and face

the beach. Let the waves

wash over them

• Ask the Nippers to stand and

face the water again.

• Walk into knee deep water

and repeat the exercise

Activity 2 –
Dolphin diving 
(20 mins)

Equipment – Markers

• Set up a modified course

(in knee to waist deep

water)

• Explain and demonstrate

the dolphin diving

technique 

• Give Nippers time to

practice the technique and

provide assistance as

required

• Break Nippers into teams

and line them up on the

sand

• Use the two points in the

water for Nippers to

dolphin around

• On ‘go’ Nippers will run

into the water, dolphin

dive, around the two

points and return to shore

• Nippers will run around a

on the beach and tag their

next team mate who will

repeat the course
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Dolphin Diving

• Dive into the water with arms

together and outstretched 

• Angle dive 45 degrees

towards the bottom and dig

hands into the sand to prevent

being dragged backwards by

the wave

• Bring feet forward to where

hands are and spring off at 45

degrees towards surface with

arms outstretched ready to

repeat the dolphin dive

Q. Why should you dive

deep and grab hold of the

sand?

A. Prevents you from being

dragged back by waves.

Q. Why do you need to dive

with your hands extended?

A. So that you have a clean

entry into the water and don’t

hit your head.

Q. What is the difference

between swimming in the pool

and in the ocean?

A. The ocean is salt water and

has waves while a pool is flat. No

sides to hold onto in the ocean.

Q. What should you do if you’re

not enjoying being in the water

or are afraid?

A. Tell the Age Manager,

parent/helper or water safety and

they can help you.

The Nippers may use goggles for 

these activities to prevent water 

from going into their eyes.

Age Manager Tips
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Surf race

Activity 1 – Body surfing 
(20 mins) 

• Explain and demonstrate the

body surfing technique

• Take Nippers out to waist

deep water

• Line up Nippers facing the

beach

• Ask Nippers to get into their

‘stiff as a board’ position

• When you see a wave is

about to reach the Nippers,

get them to bend over and

push off with the wave

• If there is no surf you can still

practice the technique, on

your call of ‘wave’ have them

push forward and kick hard,

demonstrating correct

positioning

• Provide assistance as

required

• Repeat till they get the idea

and can do it themselves

Activity 2 – Surf race 
(20 mins) 

Equipment – Markers, buoys 

• Set up a modified swim course

(in knee to waist deep water)

• Choose one or more of the

following techniques to explain

and demonstrate:

• Start

• Stroke

• Negotiating the surf

• Bodysurfing

• Finish

• Give Nippers time to practice

the technique and provide

assistance as required

• Once they have the basic

technique right, complete a surf

race

• Break Nippers up into smaller

groups if necessary

• Use correct starters

commands: ‘competitors ready’

‘set’ ‘go’ or whistle

• On ‘go’ Nippers run in to the

water, swim around two points

and back into the beach to

finish between the flags

A Surf Race is an activity 

Lifesavers use to develop 

and practice their skills to 

negotiating different 

water conditions.

Lifesavers learn new 

skills in calm conditions 

and then attempt to 

practice in more 

challenging conditions. 

Using prevailing 

conditions such as wind, 

rip currents and wave 

conditions to your 

advantage is essential if 

you are trying to help 
someone. 
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Start 

• Take note of water depth and

any potholes etc. 

• Place preferred leg forward

with toes on the start line and

dig toes into sand 

• Place other leg back to enable

stability 

• Run hard into the water on

‘go’ 

Stroke

• Keep body flat in the water

• Strong freestyle arms,

reaching forward and pulling

down along your body

• Kick hard with legs

• Look forward every few

strokes to look for finishing

point

Negotiating the Surf

• Dive deep under large

waves (hands above

head)

• If you can reach the

bottom grab hold with

hands

Body surfing

• Keep your body stiff with

hands out in front

(above head)

• Keep head down between

arms

• Strong fast kick

• To breathe take a single

arm stroke with one hand

out in front and breathe to

side

Finish 

• Keep landmark in focus

• Swim until your hand

touches the sand, don’t try

to stand up too early

(wade and dolphin where

you can)

• Run hard across finish

line

Q. Why should you run into

the water as hard as we

can?

A. So you get a good start, a

good line and clean water

to swim in.

Q. What should you do If

you need help in the water.

A. Wave your arm in the air

and call out to a nearby

water safety person.

Q. Why is it important to look

forward every few strokes?

A. To stay on track and not swim

off course.

Q. Why should you check the

water before you run in?

A. To look for any potholes or

dangers.

Discussions Points Coaching Tips
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Boards

Lifesavers use board 

activities to develop and 

practice their board and 

paddling techniques.

The rescue board 

provides a fast and 

reliable means of 

reaching people and if 

required can support 

multiple people in the 

water. 

It is essential for 

Lifesavers to have 

competent board skills 

and be able to recognise 

the conditions for when a 

board can be used to 
help someone. 

Activity 1 – Board race 
(25 mins)

Equipment – Nipper boards, 

buoys

• Set up a modified board

course 

• Choose one or more of the

following techniques to explain

and demonstrate:

• Carrying the board

• Start 

• Bunny Hopping

• Positioning and

Paddling

• Wave Catching

• Paddling a broken

wave

• Finish

• Have  Nippers practice skills

and provide advice and

assistance as required 

• Once they have the basic

technique right, break Nippers

into groups 

• Have them paddle out around

two points and return to shore

Activity 2 – Board relay 
(25 mins)

Equipment – Nipper boards, 

buoys

• Set up a modified board

course 

• Explain and demonstrate

some board skills

• Give Nippers 5 - 10 minutes

to practice and provide

assistance as required

• Break Nippers into groups of

three

• Explain the course

• Each paddler starts on the

line and paddles out around

two points

• When they reach the

shoreline, the paddler will

drop the board, run around

two points and tag the next

paddler waiting on the start

line 

• Each person in the team

must help out by collecting

their team mates boards,

e.g. last paddler grabs first

paddlers board

• Last paddler runs between

the finishing flags

U8
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Q. Why is it important to

slide back on the board?

A. To stop you from nose

diving.

Q. Why do you position in

the centre of the board?

A. Helps keep you balanced,

stops the nose from sinking.

Q. Why should you never let

go of the board?

A. If you get into trouble the

board can keep you afloat?

Q. When should you bunny

hop?

A. Along a sand bank that is too

deep to run at top speed and too

shallow to paddle.

Q. Why should you turn your

board into the wind?

A. Less surface area for the wind

to catch so the board will be

blown around less and easier to

run with.

Paddling through a 

Broken Wave

• Approach wave head on and

increase paddling speed

• Arch back before the broken

wave reaches the nose of

board

• Reach out and take a stroke

over the broken wave with

one arm

• Resume normal paddling

technique

Finish

• Stay on the board till knee

deep water or when your hand

can just touch the sand to

indicate shallow depth

• Keep eyes on strap/handle

• Grab the front handle

• Stand and run to the finish,

dragging the board

• Finish on your feet in control

of the board

• Remember finish is judged on

chest, not the board

crossing the line

Board Relay Changeover

• Make sure you tag each other

on the back

Carrying the Board

• If dragging, hold the front top handle

and keep fin out of the sand

• Or carry board under your arm,

holding the outer rail of the board

Start

• Check the water for entry and exit

areas for the best conditions and

potential hazards

• Identify a landmark for finishing

• Toes on the line, preferred foot

forward and slightly bent knee

• Extend back foot to comfortable

position in a starting block

• Eyes looking forward for a clear

water entry

• Board facing the correct way

• Board held in preferred hand

• Board facing 90 degrees to the start

line

• If windy, face the board position into

the wind

Board Positioning and 

Paddling

• Position yourself in the center of the

board

• Paddle with freestyle arms

• As you go to catch the wave, kick

hard with your legs or push off the

sandbank

• Don’t let go of the board

• Stay towards the middle of the

board to avoid nose diving, too far

back and you will miss the wave

Bunny Hopping

• Hold the rails of the board with a

hand on each side, thumbs on

board deck and inside hand slightly

forward of other hand

• Hand/arms to be slightly in front of

the body

• Have feet staggered with the

outside leg in front

• Push forward by extending arms

and driving forward with the legs in

a bounding motion

• Both feet should leave and enter the

water at the same time

• The board should take the weight of

the body as the legs leave the water

Wave Catching

• Look behind to note where the

waves are

• Increase board speed as

swell/wave approaches

• When on the wave paddle for at

least two more strokes

• Once on the wave slide back on the

board

• Keep your feet apart for balance

and steering

• If the wave starts to die off slide

forward on the board again

A suitable board should be 

chosen suitable to the size of the 

Nipper; this could be a smaller 

Nipper Board or body board.

Age Manager Tips

Discussions Points Coaching Tips
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Run - Swim - Run

Activity 1 – Run-swim-run 
(20 mins) 

Equipment – Markers, buoys 

• Set up a run-swim-run course

(knee to waist deep water)

• Explain and demonstrate the

following techniques:

• Wading

• Dolphin Diving 

• Give Nippers 5-10 minutes to

practice and provide advice

and assistance as required

• Once they have the basic

technique right, complete a

run-swim-run

• Explain the course

• Start Nippers at one end of the

beach; have them run along

the beach (around the flags)

then into the water

• They must then swim around

two points in the water then

run back around the flags 

• Break Nippers up into groups

if needed so you have a

manageable group in the

water

Run - Swim - Run is an 

activity lifesavers use to 

practice and improve 

their combined beach 

running and swimming 

techniques.

It is essential that 

lifesavers have the 

physical ability and 

fitness to be able to 

transition from the beach 

to the water efficiently if 

they are trying to help 
someone.

U8
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Q. Why is wading and

dolphining good in a run –

swim - run?

A. Helps you move faster and

easier through the water.

.

Wading

• Wading 

• Clear the knee from the water

at the side so the thigh is

horizontal to the water 

• Swing the leg around to the

front keeping the thigh

horizontal to the water 

• When the leg comes around

the front throw the foot out and

place onto the sand ready for

the other leg to repeat 

• Swing arms in time with legs

Dolphin Diving

• Dive into the water with arms

together and outstretched 

• Angle dive 45 degrees

towards the bottom and dig

hands into the sand to prevent

being dragged backwards by

the wave

• Bring feet forward to where

hands are and spring off at 45

degrees towards surface with

arms outstretched ready to

repeat the dolphin dive

Discussions Points Coaching Tips
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Aquacameron

Aquacameron is a multi –

discipline activity 

lifesavers use to improve 

their teamwork and the 

lifesaving skills of 

wading, board, running 

and swimming. 

Each team member will 

complete in a particular 

discipline as a part of the 

activity.  

It is essential that 

lifesavers can recognise 

and know the strengths 

of their team members, 

so they can identify who 

would be best to help 
someone. 

Activity 1 – Aquacameron 
(25 mins)

Equipment – Markers, buoys. 

Nipper boards 

• Set up a modified course

using two points in the water

and cones /flags on the beach

in knee to waist deep water

• Format for the relay is wade,

swim, board, with runs in

between each water leg

• Break Nippers into teams of

four (1 runners, 1 wader,1

swimmer, 1 boarder)

• Explain and demonstrate how

the race works and the

tagging technique

• Wader starts at the start line,

wades around the two points

and back into shore, where

they tag the runner

• Runner runs up the beach,

around the turning flags and

tags the swimmer at

start/changeover line

• Swimmer starts on the start

line, swims around the two

points and back into shore,

where they tag the runner

• Runner runs up the beach,

around the turning flags and

tags the paddler at

start/changeover line

• Board paddler proceeds

around the two points then

returns to the beach tagging

the runner at the water’s

edge

• The runner proceeds up the

beach around the turning

flag and through the finish

flags

• Repeat if time permits and

have Nippers switch the legs

so each Nipper has turns on

an alternate leg.

U8
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Q. Why is tagging important in
competition?

A. Needs to be seen by officials,

must be on the back and above

the water line so it is easy to see.

Swimming technique

• Glide – keep the body straight

• Keep head down, hips up

• Kick hard with feet

• Catch – Reach out in front

with arms

• Pull – trace the lines of your

body

Board positioning and 
paddling

• Position yourself in the centre

of the board

• Paddle with freestyle arms

• As you go to catch the wave,

kick hard with your legs or

push off the sandbank

• Don’t let go of the board

• Stay towards the middle of the

board to avoid nose diving, too

far back and you will miss the

wave

Tagging

• Make sure you tag each other

on the back so it’s easy to

see. Don’t tag each others

hands

A board should be chosen 

suitable to the size of the Nipper, 

this could be a smaller Nipper 

board or body board.

The more confident Nippers can 

take the harder legs.

Age Manager Tips

Discussions Points Coaching Tips
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Education

Learning Outcomes

Introduction to Lifesaving Our Beach Environment

First Aid

• Know the way around the club and beach

• Develop an understanding of lifesaving in Australia

• Identify the Life Saving Club as a welcoming place

• Identify the five beach safety tips using the F.L.A.G.S acronym

• Understand and demonstrate SunSmart practices

Play it Safe in the Water

Eat, Drink, Exercise

• Identify dangerous animals at the beach and basic first aid treatments
• Recognise the importance of hydration, nutrition and exercise as part of

participating in Nippers

• Recognise the diverse human and marine communities that make up a

beach ecosystem. Recognise the environmental impact they can have on

the beach

• Identify dangers at the beach

• Identify the different safety signs on the beach and their meaning

• Recognise and understand the red and yellow flags

• Understand and describe when and how to dial ‘000’ in an emergency

• Demonstrate knowledge of signals

• Identify the types of waves

• Recognise the dangers swimmers can be exposed to with a changing tide

• Understand how Rips are formed, what they look like, and how to avoid

them

Surf Aware Two

U9
Nippers

Personal Safety Network

• Identify people in their own Personal Safety Network who they can ask for

help
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Surf Skills

Learning Outcomes

Surf Aware Two

Beach Sprints and Relay Wade

Beach Run

Board Race

Beach Flags

Run-Swim-Run

Surf Race

Aquacameron

• Attempt or perform standing start technique

for beach sprints

• Attempt or perform basic running technique

on sand

• Attempt or perform basic running technique

on sand

• Attempt or perform diving for a flag

• Attempt or perform jump turn technique

• Attempt or perform beach flag start

• Enjoy participating in a Run-Swim-Run

• Attempt or perform diving under waves

• Enjoy participating in an Aquacameron

• Complete an Ironman/Ironwoman

• Attempt or perform rolling under a wave

• Attempt or perform buoy turn

U9
Nippers
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Nipper Education Resources
U9

Nippers

U9 Nipper Session Preparation

U9 Competition 
Skills Evaluation

U9 Preliminary 
Assessments

• 150m open water swim

within 12 minutes

(continuous freestyle)

• 25m swim

(any stroke)

• 1 minute survival float

(on back)

Age requirements

Nippers must be 8 years old as at 

30 September to participate in the 

U9 age group.

Aquatic activity risk 
Assessment

A documented risk assessment 

must be carried out prior to a 

Nipper session and if conditions 

change.

Attendance

Sign each Nipper in and out of 

each session.

Equipment

Check equipment to make sure 

it’s safe for use.

Ensure equipment is washed 

down and put away in it’s correct 

place. Any damage should be 

reported.

Facilitate parent 
involvement 

Encourage parent involvement in 

each session.

Extreme heat and fire 
danger

Follow Emergency 

Management Victoria 

recommendations on extreme 

heat and fire danger. Adapt 

or cancel sessions as 

required.

High visibility vests

All Nippers must wear a high 

visibility lycra top for open 

water activities. 

Inclement weather

Observe weather conditions 

and adapt sessions 

accordingly.

Nipper session 
overview

Introduce yourself and 

explain what you will be doing 

for each session.

Set clear rules and 

boundaries, including 

expectations of Nippers 

parents and personnel. 

Safeguarding Children 
and Young People

Safeguarding Children and 

Young People behaviour 

guidelines must be 

demonstrated at all times. 

Identify who Nippers should 

go to if they feel unsafe.

Sun safety

All Nippers should 

demonstrate sun smart 

standards. Hats, sunscreen, 

water bottles, covered 

shoulders. Seek shade where 

appropriate. 

Water quality

Observe EPA water quality 

ratings. Adapt sessions 

accordingly to suit.

Water safety and age 
manager ratios

Enforce water safety ratios 

1:5. Water safety must hold 

appropriate qualifications. 

Patrol uniform or high vis 

orange must be worn. 

Utilise Age Manager ratios 

1:20. 
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Introduction to Lifesaving
U9

Nippers

Lesson 1:
Welcome to the Club (20 mins)

Preparation and 
equipment

Learning 
outcomes

• Know the way around their

club and beach

• Develop an understanding

of lifesaving in Australia

• Identify the Life Saving Club

as a welcoming place

• Identify the five beach

safety tips using the

F.L.A.G.S acronym

• Understanding and

demonstrate SunSmart

practices

• Lesson 1 - Ensure the club

is available for a tour

Discussion (10 mins):

• Sit Nippers in a group

• Welcome them to the club

• Introduce them to the main

people involved in running the

junior program, or the club

• Briefly discuss the history of

lifesaving and the history of

your club – include interesting

facts you might know

Activities:

1. Club tour (10 mins)

Take Nippers on a tour of the 

club and explain the areas as 

you go through

Make sure that you visit the 

following places:

• Bathroom/changerooms

• First Aid Room

• Gear Shed

• Point out where

equipment is stored

(Nipper boards) and

where to wash equipment

down etc.

Finish the tour by setting the 

boundaries for Nippers 

around the club house.
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Age Manager tips Lesson 2:
F.L.A.G.S (20 mins)

Lesson 3:
Safety – SunSmart (15 mins)

• Invite parents to accompany

you on the tour
Discussion (10 mins):

Sit the Nippers somewhere in the 

shade and revise and discuss the 

6 x S’s with emphasis on the 

beach environment .

• Slip – Slip on a shirt

• Slop – Slop on sunscreen

• Slap – Slap on a hat

• Seek – Seek shade or shelter

• Slide – Slide on sunglasses

• Sip – Sip water

Discuss the consequences of 

NOT being SunSmart. i.e. you get 

sunburnt, sunburn hurts and isn’t 

fun, it can cause cancer later in 

life.

Activities:

1. SunSmart demo (5 mins):

Call for a volunteer to help 

demonstrate being 

SunSmart. 

Ask Nippers how we can 

make the volunteer 

SunSmart? 

Have them dress accordingly.

Activities:

F.L.A.G.S walk (10 mins):

Take the Nippers on a beach

walk and point out the five

F.L.A.G.S tips along the way.

Discussion (10 mins):

Sit the Nippers in a group and 

discuss the five beach safety tips 

with Nippers. Ask the Nippers 

what they think each beach safety 

tip means and discuss in detail.

(F) Find the red and yellow flag

and swim between them (safest

place to swim, patrolled by

lifesavers)

(L) Look out for safety signs

(alert you to important

information)

(A) Ask a lifesaver for some good

advice (if you are unsure of

dangers and conditions ask a

lifesaver)

(G) Get a parent to swim with you

(ensure someone will be there to

look out for you)

(S) Stick your hand up for help

(this is the best way to attract

attention)
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Personal safety network

Lesson 4:
My high five (20 mins)

Preparation and 
equipment

Age Manager tips

• Identify people in their own

Personal Safety Network

that they can ask for help

• Paper/Pens/Pencils

• Whiteboard and markers OR

Butchers paper and pens

Discussion (10 mins):

Sit the Nippers in a group.

Ask Nippers to talk about what it 

feels like to be in an unsafe 

situation (i.e. have you felt scared 

in the water or in a shopping 

centre before) .

Discuss with Nippers the type of 

people that they can trust to keep 

them safe (i.e. family friends, 

police, aunties and 

uncles, teacher) .

Discuss the importance of 

creating personal safety networks 

and having people you can trust 

to ask for help. (you know the 

best people to talk to when you 

need help and you know these 

people will be able to help and 

keep you safe) .

Activity (10 mins):

Ask Nippers to trace their 

hand onto a piece of paper.

On each of the fingers they 

need to identify someone 

they can trust (Most will 

identify Mum & Dad etc)

Check what they are writing 

to ensure they are on the 

right track.

Discuss the types of people 

the Nippers have identified. 

• If you’re not confident

discussing the personal safety

topics in this lesson, identify

and bring in someone who can

help (Teachers, Club Committee

member, Police Officer etc.)

Learning 
Outcomes

U9
Nippers
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Our beach environment

Lesson 5:
Humans on the coast cont.

Lesson 5:
Humans on the coast (25 mins)

Learning 
outcomes

Preparation and 
equipment

• Recognise the diverse

human and marine

communities that make up a

beach ecosystem  and the

environmental impact they

can have on the beach

• Identify dangers at the

beach

• Recognise a safety sign and

understand what the

symbols on it mean

• Lesson 5 – Prior to the

lesson collect items

from the beach. At least 3 x

natural and 3 x man-made

• Lesson 5 - Plastic

buckets/ice-cream

containers. Enough for 1:3

Some items like kelp and pumice 

stone will break down and 

become part of the ecosystem .

• Discuss the man made items

the Nippers have found:

What harm can these items inflict 

on marine animals? (i.e. plastic 

bags, plastic rings) .

What harm can these items inflict 

on beach goers? (sharp objects 

can cut feet) .

• Talk about where the items in

the piles should go now:

Man made: either in the rubbish 

bin or in recycling .

Natural: back where they belong 

on the beach .

Take a few minutes for the 

Nippers to put the rubbish in the 

bins and the natural items back 

where they came from.

Discussion (10 mins):

Prior to the lesson collect a series 

of items from the beach (natural 

and man made).

Ask the Nippers to identify which 

items are natural and which are 

man made.

Discuss where the items came 

from and what happens to them 

as they move around in the water:

Shells – home to animals, begin 

to break down and become 

smoother, turn into sand.

Plastic – takes a very long time 

to break down, bottles 450 years, 

plastic bags 10 - 20 years and 

can be ingested by animals 

including turtles and dolphins.

Man made rubbish - in the bin or 

recycling, take everything with 

you when you leave the beach

Talk about where these items 

should go:

Natural - seaweed, shells, 

animals (stay at the beach)

Activities:

1. Beach sweep (15 mins):

Divide the Nippers into small 

groups and give each group a 

bucket/container. 

Have them collect 3 natural 

and 3 man made items from 

the beach

Safety tip: Warn the Nippers 

not to pick up any sharp 

objects, animals or jelly fish

After five minutes bring the 

Nippers back together again 

and sort the items into two 

piles – natural and man 

made.

• Discuss the natural items

the Nippers have found:

Focus on obscure items (for 

fun)  and ask:

Is this the end of the item’s 

life?

Shells can become homes for 

crabs so we shouldn’t take 

them from the beach .

U9
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Our beach environment

Learning 
outcomes

Preparation and 
equipment

• Identify dangers at the

beach

• Recognise a safety sign and

understand what the

symbols on it mean

• Lesson 7 - Know where any

beach signage is

Lesson 6:
Danger watch (25 mins)

Lesson 7:
Safety signage (15 mins)

Discussion (5 mins):

Sit the Nippers in a group .

Ask the Nippers what kind of 

signs they may see at the 

beach? i.e. No swimming, rocks, 

beach signage, patrol signs etc.

Activities:

1. Read a safety sign (10

mins):

Take the Nippers on a walk to 

the nearest safety sign 

located at your club.

Explain all information on the 

sign and how to go about 

reading safety signs at 

beaches. Point out the useful 

information that is on the sign 

and see if they know what the 

pictures mean.

There are three types of 

symbols on the signs:

• Red circle with a line

crossed through it (shows

you what can’t be done)

• Yellow diamond (warning

of a danger)

• Blue Square (extra

information on patrol

locations, disabled access

etc.)

Activities: 

1. Beach walk to identify

dangers (15 mins):

Take the Nippers for a walk 

along the beach and ask:

Q. Can you point out any

dangers? Why is it a

danger? (point out any the

Nippers miss)

Q. Can you point out any

safety signage that is

warning us of a danger?

A. Red and Yellow flags, rip

sign, exposed rock sign, no

swimming sign etc

Introduce the group to a 

lifesaver on patrol and ask 

the lifesaver to discuss some 

of the day’s dangers they 

have identified.

Discussion (10 mins):

Sit the Nippers in a group, and 

discuss “what are dangers at the 

beach?”

Discuss any specific dangers on 

or around your beach (piers, 

areas where there are a lot of 

accidents, driveways etc.), plus 

ask the following questions:

Q. What kind of dangers can we

find at the beach?

A. Rocks, reefs, rips, waves,
snakes, glass etc

Q. What do lifesavers do to

warn us or make us aware of

dangers, and make the beach

safe?

A. Put up safety signs, set-up
patrol flags

Q. Are the dangers always the

same at a beach?

A. No. It can change from day to
day

Q. Where is the safest place on

the beach to swim?

A. Between the flags

U9
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Play it safe in the water

Lesson 9:
Getting the right help (15 mins)

Lesson 8:
It’s all red and yellow (10 mins)

Learning 
outcomes

Preparation and 
equipment

• Recognise and understand

the red and yellow flags

• Describe when and how to

dial “000” in an emergency

• Lesson 8 - Have a red and

yellow flag handy

• Lesson 9 - Whiteboard and

markers or butchers paper

and pens

Discussion (15 mins):

Sit the Nippers in a 

group and discuss the following 
questions:

Q. What is an emergency?

Describe some different types

of emergencies?

A. A sudden crisis (usually

involving danger) that requires

fast action, i.e. a person is badly

injured, stopped breathing, fire
etc..

Write ‘000’ on the whiteboard and 

explain to the Nippers the stages 

of reporting an emergency

• Explain the use of the ‘000’

number in an emergency

• It will connect you straight to

emergency services i.e. fire,

police, ambulance

• Explain the use of this number

at the beach. Tell a Lifesaver

before calling ‘000’.

• A lifesaver who will contact

‘LSVCOMMS’, a special

emergency number just for

Lifesavers

If the adult with you is in need 

of emergency help and 

cannot call ‘000’ themselves, 

then you can call ‘000’

• Explain what happens

when a ‘000’ call is made

1. The operator will ask you

whether you need the

police, fire or ambulance

2. You may be asked to

provide details of where

you’re calling from

3. The operator will connect

you to the relevant

emergency service

4. The emergency services

operator may ask

questions like:

5. Who you are?

6. Where you are?

7. Why you are calling?

8. What happened and

what is being done?

9. It is very important to

stay on the line (don’t

hang up the phone or

walk away)

Discussion (10 mins):

Using the red and yellow flag as a 

prop, discuss with the Nippers the 

role of the red and yellow flags.

• The flags represent the area

patrolled by Lifesavers and

Lifeguards and they mark the

safest place to swim

If a patrol is operating, find a spot 

where you can see through the 

flagged area and start a 

discussion on what you can see.

• What dangers can be seen

nearby? (i.e. rocks, rips,

waves, surfers)

• Why are the flags where they

are now? (i.e. it’s the safest

place for swimmers)

• Where are the Lifesavers

located? (i.e. centre of the

flags)

• Is everyone swimming

between the flags? Why/why

not? (i.e. surfers should be

outside the flags)
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Play it safe in the water

Learning 
outcomes

Preparation and 
equipment

U9
Nippers

Lesson 10:
Signals (15 mins)

Lesson 11:
Waves (20 mins)

3. Surging wave(sloping face)

Found around rock ledges 

and steep beaches, don’t 

often break, but can knock 

you off your feet.

Ask the Nippers the following:

Q. What should you do

when you get to the beach,

and before you go into the

water?

A. Watch the water, observe

the waves, and make sure

the conditions suit your

ability.

Q. How can the tides and

winds effect waves?

A. Tides can create other

dangers. They can expose

rocks and sand banks. With

low tide waves may break on

a shallow sandbank

Activities:

1. Identify the wave walk

(10 mins):

Go for a walk along the 

beach and try to identify 

different wave types. 

Activities:

1. Circle signals (5 mins):

After the discussion, have the

Nippers stand in a large circle

facing outwards and call out

signals.

The aim to guess the correct 

signal – emphasise that it 

doesn't matter if you make a 

mistake when you're 

learning!

Discussion (10 mins):

Sit the Nippers in a group and 

discuss why we use signals to 

communicate.

Demonstrate a few signals:

• Return to Shore – arm straight

up

• Proceed further out to sea –

two arms straight up

• Go left – left arm raised

horizontally

• Go right –right arm raised

horizontally

• Remain stationary – both arms

raised horizontally

.

Discussion (10 mins):

Sit the Nippers in a group and 

discuss what a wave is. 

Explain that a wave is formed by 

the wind and is controlled by how 

fast the wind blows, how long it 

blows for and the distance across 

the ocean the wind acts over.

Ask the Nippers:

Q. Are there any waves at your

beach?

Q. Are all waves the same?

A. No...discuss the three different

types of waves .

Q. What are the three different

types of waves?

A. 1. Plunging wave (curling face)

Very strong, breaks in shallow 

water, can push you to bottom, is 

dangerous and can cause spinal 

injuries.

2. Spilling wave (sloping face)

Best waves to play in, wave 

crumbles, a gentle wave suitable 

for learning .

• Demonstrate knowledge of

signals

• Identify the types of waves

• Recognise the dangers

swimmers can be exposed

to with a changing tide

• Understand how rips are

formed, what they look like

and how to avoid them

• Lesson 10 - Have a card or

chart with signals on it or be

prepared to demonstrate

signals

• Lesson 12 - Have a rip

poster
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Lesson 12:
Rips (20 mins)

Discussion (10 mins):

Sit the Nippers in a group and ask 

them what they know about rips. 

Ask the Nippers if they've ever 

seen a rip poster. Is there one in 

the clubhouse?

Ask the Nippers:

Q. Can anyone tell me

what a rip is?

A. Water flowing out to

sea, forming a strong current.

Q. How do you spot a rip?

A. Deep, dark water that has sand

and foam on the surface.

Q. What should you do if you

get caught in a rip?

A. Stay calm, float and raise your

arm for help.

Q. What is the best way to

avoid a rip?

A. Swim between the flags.

Activities:

1. Rip walk (10 mins):

Go for a walk along the 

beach and try to identify any 

rips. If there aren't any that 

day you can point out where 

there is sometimes/often a 

rip. 

2. Rip poster (5 mins):

If your beach doesn't have 

any rips you can use the rip 

poster. Have the Nippers 

volunteer to point out rips in 

the photos on the chart.

• When discussing dangers,

pick ones that relate to

your beach

• Make up scenarios that

relate to your beach where

possible
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First Aid

Lesson 13:
Dangerous animals (10 mins)

Learning 
Outcomes

• Identify dangerous animals

on the beach and basic first

aid treatments

Discussion (10 mins):

Sit in a circle and ask the Nippers 

to name some dangerous animals 

they might find at the beach (blue-

ringed octopus, snakes, jellyfish, 

sharks, crabs ).

Q. Does anyone know some

basic first aid for if you get in

to trouble with one of these?

1. Blue-ringed octopus

Blue rings are not always visible, 

are often pale brown/yellow with 

rings appearing when threatened, 

don’t touch as they are very 

poisonous. Call a Lifesaver or an 

ambulance ‘000’ immediately if 

contact occurs. 

2. Jellyfish

Tentacles will sting you, wash 

with warm water to stop pain, ice 

if blisters appear later.

3. Crabs

Not dangerous but if you try to 

pick them up they can grab you 

with their claw, if you get bitten 

apply ice.

4. Snakes

Found in the dunes, on tracks 

or near rocks behind the 

beach, poisonous, don’t 

touch or go near them. 

Unless you are still near the 

snake, do not move the 

patient, apply a 

pressure bandage and call a 

Lifesaver or an ambulance 

‘000’.

U9
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Eat, drink, exercise

Lesson 15:
Keeping fit (10 mins)

Lesson 14:
Healthy eating (10 mins)

Learning 
Outcomes

• Recognise the importance

of hydration, nutrition and

exercise as part of

participating in the Nipper

Program

Discussion (10 mins):

Sit the Nippers in a group and 

discuss how they can stay 

healthy.

• Healthy eating (lesson 14)

• Drinking lots of water

• Staying active (sports,

running, swimming, playing

outside, less TV)

• Getting enough sleep at night

• Warm ups and stretching (like

we do on all of our Nipper

sessions)

Discussion (10 mins):

Sit the Nippers in a group.

Ask the group:

Q. What are some healthy

foods you should eat/drink

daily

A. Fruit and vegetables, chicken

and fish, rice and grains, dairy

and lots of water.

Q, What are some unhealthy 

foods you shouldn’t have 

daily?

A. Lollies, chips, chocolate, soft

drink.

Q. Why should we eat healthy

food instead of unhealthy food

A. Because we get more nutrients

from healthy food. We feel better

because our bodies work better

and we have more energy for

sport .

Q. Why do you think it is

important to drink water

A. To stay hydrated.

Q. Why drink water and not

soft drinks and sports

drinks?

A. Water doesn't contain

extra sugar or salt.

Q. When should you drink

water when participating

in Nippers?

A. Before Nippers, between

activities and after Nippers.
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Beach sprints
U9

Beach sprints is an 

activity Lifesavers use to 

improve their running 

technique, speed and 

fitness on soft sand. 

Being able to sprint 

efficiently over a short 

distance on sand is 

essential if you are trying 
to help someone.

Activity 1 –
Beach sprint technique 
(20 mins)

Equipment – Markers

• Line Nippers up on the grass

or hard surface

• Position yourself 20m in front

of them

• Ask Nippers to walk towards

you lifting your legs high and

swinging arms high

• Point out any incorrect

technique and have them

repeat going back the other

way

• Repeat the exercise, but this

time a bit faster

• Repeat again, but this time

running fast with a focus on

leaning slightly forward and

looking relaxed (may need to

go out to 30m)

Activity 2 –
Beach sprints 
(25 mins)

Equipment – Markers

• Set up a sprint track 

• Choose one or more

technique/s to explain and

demonstrate for the

session:

• Standing Start

• Running 

• Finish

• Give Nippers time to

practice the technique and

provide assistance as

required

• Once they have the basic

technique right, complete

the beach sprints

• Explain the course

• Mix up the activity by

having Nippers run the

races doing different

things e.g. skipping,

crawling, sidestepping,

running backwards, crab

crawling

Nippers
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Standing Start

• Place one foot on the line and

the other foot behind it

• Dig the toes of the front foot into

the sand for a better grip

• Place the opposite arm forward

to the leg that is in the front

position

• Knees slightly bent

• On ‘go’ drive forward off the

front foot

Running

• Point feet straight ahead and

place them in a straight line

• Maintain high knees lift

• Bend elbows at 90 degrees

• Hold hands slightly clenched

• Swing hand to eye level on

forward swing

• Lean body slightly forward and

relax arms, body, shoulders and

head

Finish

• Drive through to the finish

line, don’t stop on the line

• Hold form until the finish line

• Lean forward (not too far)

and thrust chest in a lunge

over the last 2 - 3m

propelling the body forward

when close to the finish

• Keep eyes on the finish line

and swing arms

Beach Relay Baton 
Changes

• Runner holds the base of

baton out in front 

• Receiver forms a V with

thumbs and fingers to

changeover (both hands) 

• Baton must be exchanged

behind the start line 

• As the incoming runner is 5m

away from the start line,

awaiting runner should start

jogging forward to exchange

the baton 

• Once baton is  exchanged

pump arms and legs to

increase speed

Q. What should you do

towards the end of the

sprint race?

A. Maintain good technique,

don’t drop head

approaching  the line,

remain upright and run

through the finish line.

Q. Why should you stay

upright and hold your

form through the finish?

A. Dropping your head will

cause you to lose technique

and slow down.

Q. Why do we need to

ensure we hold the baton

at the base?

A. To ensure a smooth

transition.

Q. Why should the

receiver form a V with

their thumbs and fingers?

A. Easier to receive baton

Q. Why is it important that

the receiving runner

keeps their  eye on the

baton?

A. So they don’t drop or

fumble the transition

Activity 3 – Beach Relay 
(25 mins)

Equipment – Markers, relay 

batons

• Set up a  running track 

• Explain and demonstrate the

baton change over

technique

• Give Nippers time to practice

the technique and provide

assistance as required

• Break Nippers up into teams

of four and spread them out 

across the start line

• Send half of each team

down each end of the track

• Use correct starter’s

commands: ‘competitors

ready’ ‘set’ ‘go’ or whistle

• Mix up the activity by having

Nippers run the relay doing

different things e.g. skipping,

crawling, sidestepping,

jumping

Instructions Discussions Points Coaching Tips
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Beach run Nippers

Beach Run is an activity 

Lifesavers use to practice 

and improve their sand 

running and physical 

strength and endurance. 

It is essential that 

Lifesavers have the 

physical ability and 

endurance to cover vast 

distances on sand if they 

are trying to help 
someone.

Activity 1 – Beach run (15 
mins)

Equipment – Markers

• Set up a marker approximately

250m down the beach which

Nippers can run around

• Explain the course

• Have Nippers running up on

soft sand

• This race can be run with the

whole group at one time

U9
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Q. What should you remember

with competing in a longer race

(500m run)? 

A. Pace yourself, have a strong

start, settle into a solid pace

(middle) and on the last half lap

push hard to the finish line.

For a long run it’s important to 

pace yourself. Ensure that you 

are sufficiently warmed up and 

have stretched prior to completing 

the course.

Encourage parents join in the run.

Discussions Points Coaching Tips

Age Manager Tips

Running
• Point feet straight

ahead and place them

in a straight line

• Bend elbows at 90

degrees

• Hold hands slightly

clenched

• Swing hand to eye level

on forward swing

• Lean body slightly

forward and relax arms,

body, shoulders and

head
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Beach flags Nippers

Activity 1 – Beach flags 
(20 mins)

Equipment – Beach flags, 

markers

• Set up a beach flags area 

• Place flags on the finish line (1

less than number of Nippers

each time)

• Choose one or more of the

following techniques to explain

and demonstrate for the

session:

• Starting position

• Turning

• Jump turns

• Diving for the flag

• Give Nippers time to practice

the technique/s and provide

assistance as required

• Once they have the basic

techniques right, complete

beach flags

• Explain the activity

• Use correct starters

commands: ‘competitors

ready’ ‘heads down’ ‘go’

or whistle

• Nippers will get up, turn

around and run to collect

a flag

• If a Nipper doesn’t get a

flag, they are knocked out

• Nippers knocked out can

help by calling the start

and placing flags for

remaining Nippers

Beach flags is an activity 

Lifesavers use to practice 

their speed and reflexes 

on sand.

Being able to react 

quickly in different 

situations in a beach 

environment is essential 

if you are trying to help 
someone.
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Starting Position

• Nippers lay down facing away

from the arena

• Feet together on the start line

• Wrists together and elbows

extended

• Nippers place their chin on

hands and on whistle, push up

and turn

Turning

• On ‘go’ keep turning foot on

straight line

• Keep head and shoulders low

throughout turn

• Push backwards and upwards

towards the flag

• Use vigorous arm and leg

action

Jump Turns

• Push off with arms like a

fast push-up

• Jump up fast in the air

and start turning the body

around to the finish line

• Try and keep the hands

as close to the line as

possible and on whistle,

push up and turn

Diving for the Flag

• Don’t dive too far out from

the flag

• Dive for a flag with both

arms outstretched and

hands in a V-shape

• Keep your eyes on the

flag

• Grasp firmly and bring to

your body

• If a flag is missed,

immediately look around

to see if there is another

one free

Q. Why is it important to stay

low through the turn?

A. Wastes time standing upright,

you need to stay relatively low to

get the flag.

Q. Why is it important to

remember to dive with both

arms?

A. It helps protect your shoulder,

you are more likely to get injured

diving with one arm, also better to

grab the flag with two hands so

no one can take it from you.

The first few times you run 

through Beach Flags you should 

have enough flags for each 

Nipper. Only start eliminating 

Nippers after you’ve taught this 

activity a few times.

Discussions Points Coaching Tips

Age Manager Tips
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Wading Nippers

Wading is a technique 

which Lifesavers use to 

move efficiently through 

the water. 

This technique enables 

Lifesavers to get their 

legs up and over the 

water, using less energy 

to make their way out 

through shallow sections 

of the water.

Making your way out 

much faster, whilst using 

less energy, is essential if 

you are trying to help 
someone.

Activity 1 – Wade race 
(25 mins)

Equipment – Markers

• Set up a wade race course 

• Explain and demonstrate the

wading technique

• Have Nippers practice the

technique on the sand and

provide assistance as

required

• Once they have the basic

technique right, complete a

wade race

• Break Nippers into smaller

groups if necessary 

• Explain the course

• Nippers are to wade out

around two points (knee

deep)

• Use correct starters

commands: ‘competitors

ready’ ‘set’ ‘go’ or whistle

• Finish on the beach between

the flags/cones

Activity 2 – Run-Wade-
Run (20 mins)

Equipment – Markers

• Set up a small run (25m) -

wade (25m) - run (25m)

course using markers and

points in the water (knee

deep)

• Explain and demonstrate the

wading technique

• Have Nippers practice the

technique on the sand and

provide assistance as

required

• Once they have the basic

technique right, complete a

run – wade - run

• Explain the course

• Break Nippers up into

groups so you have a

manageable group in the

water

• Start Nippers at one end of

the beach, have them run

around a cone and then into

the water

• They must then wade

around the two points in the

water and then run back

along the beach
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Q. Why do you need to lift

your knees high?

A. To help you move

through the water.

Wading

• Clear your knee from the

water at the side so your thigh

is horizontal  to the water

• Swing your leg around to the

front keeping your thigh

horizontal  to the water

• When your leg comes  around

the front, throw  your foot out

and place it  onto the sand

ready for  the other leg to

repeat

• Arms should be bent at

around 90 degrees at the

elbow  and swing around

horizontal to the water in a

circular  motion with legs

Wade Race Start

• Check water entry and exit for

best conditions and potential

hazards

• Toes on the line, preferred

foot forward. With a slightly

bent knee

Wade Relay Changeover

• Nippers to tag their team

member on the back

Activity 3 – Wade relay 
(20 mins)

Equipment – Markers

• Set up a wade race course

• Explain and demonstrate the

course, wading technique and

changeover

• Break Nippers up into teams

of four

• Have Nippers wait for the

changeover 5m behind the

start line

• Nippers wade around two

points in the water (knee

deep) then finish between the

flags/cones

• Nippers to run back to the

start line and tag team

member

• Use correct starters

commands: ‘competitors

ready’ ‘set’ ‘go’ or whistle

Course layout
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Surf race Nippers

Activity 1 – Body surfing 
(20 mins) 

• Explain and demonstrate the

body surfing technique

• Take Nippers out to waist

deep water

• Line up Nippers facing the

beach

• Ask Nippers to get into their

‘stiff as a board’ position

• When you see a wave is

about to reach the Nippers,

get them to bend over and

push off with the wave

• If there is no surf you can still

practice the technique, on

your call of ‘wave’ have them

push forward and kick hard,

demonstrating correct

positioning

• Provide assistance as

required

• Repeat till they get the idea

and can do it themselves

Activity 2 – Surf race (20 
mins) 

Equipment – Markers, buoys 

• Set up a swim course

• Choose one or more of the

following techniques to explain

and demonstrate:

• Planning the race

• Start

• Wading

• Dolphin diving

• Stroke

• Bodysurfing

• Finish

• Give Nippers time to practice

the technique and provide

assistance as required

• Once  competent, complete a

surf race

• Break Nippers up into smaller

groups if necessary

• Use correct starters commands:

‘competitors ready’ ‘set’ ‘go’ or

whistle

• On ‘go’ Nippers run in to the

water, swim around two points

and back into the beach to finish

between the flags

A Surf Race is an activity 

Lifesavers use to develop 

and practice their skills to 

negotiating different 

water conditions.

Lifesavers learn new 

skills in calm conditions 

and then attempt to 

practice in more 

challenging conditions. 

Using prevailing 

conditions such as wind, 

rip currents and wave 

conditions to your 

advantage is essential if 

you are trying to help 
someone. 
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Planning the Race

• Take note of water depth and

any potholes etc. 

• Wade for as long as you can

until waist depth 

• Watch the water to take note

of any rips, currents, water

movement, test this out in a

warm up or by watching

previous races 

• Check both the entry and exit

• At waist depth dolphin until it

is deep enough to swim 

• Dive deep under large waves

(hands above head) 

• If you can reach the bottom

grab hold with hands 

• Wait until the wave has

passed before resurfacing 

• Keep landmark in focus 

• Swim until your hand touches

the sand, don’t try to stand up

too early (wade and dolphin

where you can) 

• Run hard across the finish line

Start 

• Take note of water depth and

any potholes etc. 

• Place preferred leg forward

with toes on the start line and

dig toes into sand 

• Place other leg back to enable

stability 

• Run hard into the water on

‘go’ 

Wading

• Clear the knee from the

water at the side so the

thigh is horizontal to the

water

• Swing the leg around to

the front keeping the thigh

horizontal to the water

• When the leg comes

around the front throw the

foot out and place onto

the sand ready for the

other leg to repeat

• Swing arms in time with

legs

Dolphin Diving

• Dive into the water with

arms together and

outstretched

• Angle dive 45 degrees

towards the bottom and

dig hands into the sand to

prevent being dragged

backwards by the wave

• Bring feet forward to

where hands are and

spring off at 45 degrees

towards surface with arms

outstretched ready

to repeat the dolphin

dive

Stroke

• Keep body flat in the

water

• Strong freestyle arms,

reaching forward and

pulling down along your

body

• Kick hard with legs

• Look forward every few

strokes to look for

finishing point

Body surfing

• Keep your body stiff with

hands out in front

(above head)

• Keep head down between

arms

• Strong fast kick

• To breathe take a single

arm stroke with one hand

out in front and breathe to

side

Finish 

• Keep landmark in focus

• Swim until your hand

touches the sand, don’t try

to stand up too early

(wade and dolphin where

you can)

• Run hard across finish

line

Q. Why is it important to look

forward every few strokes?

A. Make sure you are swimming

straight and are on course  with

the buoys and finishing flag

Q. Why should you check the

water before you run in?

A. To look for any potholes,

troughs, or dangers.

Q. Why is it important to keep

your hands above your head at

all times?

A. To protect your neck in case

you hit the sandbank or another

swimmer.

Q. Why should you lift your

head as little as possible

when body surfing?

A. Lifting your head can

change the position of your  

body and cause you to drop 

off the back of the wav e

Q. Why is it helpful to hold

the sand when diving

under?

A. Can stop you being

washed back by the waves

Have the Nippers bring their 

goggles to each session and 

leave them with their water 

bottles in a tub for easy access.

Ensure Nippers are comfortable 

swimming the distance. 

Discussions Points Coaching Tips
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Boards Nippers

Lifesavers use board 

activities to develop and 

practice their board and 

paddling techniques.

The rescue board 

provides a fast and 

reliable means of 

reaching people and if 

required can support 

multiple people in the 

water. 

It is essential for 

Lifesavers to have 

competent board skills 

and be able to recognise 

the conditions for when a 

board can be used to 
help someone. 

Activity 1 – Board race 
(25 mins)

Equipment – Nipper boards, 

buoys

• Set up a board race course 

• Choose one or more of the

following techniques to explain

and demonstrate:

• Start

• Bunny Hopping

• Positioning and

Paddling

• Wave Catching

• Paddling a broken

wave

• Popping

• Dismount

• Have Nippers practice skills

and provide advice and

assistance as required 

• Once they have the basic

technique right, break Nippers

into groups 

• Have them paddle out around

two points and return to shore

Activity 2 – Board relay 
(25 mins)

Equipment – Nipper boards, 

buoys

• Set up a board race course 

• Explain and demonstrate

some board skills

• Give Nippers 5 - 10 minutes

to practice and provide

assistance as required

• Break Nippers into groups of

three

• Explain the course

• Each paddler starts on the

line and paddles out around

two points

• When they reach the

shoreline, the paddler will

drop the board, run around

two points and tag the next

paddler waiting on the start

line 

• Each person in the team

must help out by collecting

their team mates boards,

e.g. last paddler grabs first

paddlers board

• Last paddler runs between

the finishing flags
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Start

• Check the water for entry and exit

areas for the best conditions and

potential hazards

• Identify a landmark for finishing

• Toes on the line, preferred foot

forward and slightly bent knee

• Extend back foot to comfortable

position in a starting block

• Eyes looking forward for a clear

water entry

• Board facing the correct way

• Board held in preferred hand

• Board facing 90 degrees to the start

line

• If windy, face the board position into

the wind

Bunny Hopping

• Hold the rails of the board with a

hand on each side, thumbs on

board deck and inside hand slightly

forward of other hand

• Hand/arms to be slightly in front of

the body

• Have feet staggered with the

outside leg in front

• Push forward by extending arms

and driving forward with the legs in

a bounding motion

• Both feet should leave and enter the

water at the same time

• The board should take the weight of

the body as the legs leave the water

Board Positioning and 

Paddling

• Position yourself in the center of the

board

• Paddle with freestyle arms

• As you go to catch the wave, kick

hard with your legs or push off the

sandbank

• Don’t let go of the board

• Stay towards the middle of the

board to avoid nose diving, too far

back and you will miss the wave

Wave Catching

• Look behind to note where the

waves are

• Increase board speed as

swell/wave approaches

• When on the wave paddle for at

least two more strokes

• Once on the wave slide back on the

board

• Keep your feet apart for balance

and steering

• If the wave starts to die off slide

forward on the board again

Paddling through a Broken 

Wave

• Approach wave head on and

increase paddling speed

• Arch back before the broken wave

reaches the nose of board

• Reach out and take a stroke over

the broken wave with one arm

• Resume normal paddling technique

Popping

• As the wave come towards

you, go to sitting

position towards the back of

the board with legs over the

side and hold the handles

• Lean back and pull on the

handles to raise the nose of

the board

• As the foam hits, lean forward

holding the board by one side

handle and with the other arm

outstretched, and push the

front of the board down

• Start a stroke with the one arm

and start paddling as soon as

possible

Dismount

• Stay on the board till knee

deep water or when your

hand can just touch the sand

to indicate shallow depth

• Keep eyes on strap/handle

• Grab the front handle

• Stand and run to the finish,

dragging the board

• Finish on your feet in control

of the board

• Remember finish is judged on

chest, not the board crossing

the line

Board Relay Changeover

• Make sure you tag each other

on the back

Q. When should you bunny

hop?

A. Along a sand bank that is too

deep to run at top speed and too

shallow to paddle.

Q. Why should you turn your

board into the wind?

A. Less surface area for the wind

to catch so the board will be

blown around less and easier to

run with.

Q. Why is it important to

slide back on the board?

A. To stop you from nose

diving.

Q. Why do you position in

the centre of the board?

A. Helps keep you balanced,

stops the nose from sinking.

Q. Why should you never let

go of the board?

A. If you get into trouble the

board can keep you afloat?

Discussions Points Coaching Tips
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Run - Swim - Run Nippers

Activity 1 – Run-swim-run 
(20 mins) 

Equipment – Markers, buoys 

• Set up a run – swim - run

course (knee to waist deep

water)

• Explain and demonstrate the

following techniques:

• Wading

• Dolphin Diving 

• Give Nippers 5 - 10 minutes to

practice and provide advice

and assistance as required

• Once  they have the basic

technique right, complete a

run – swim - run

• Explain the course

• Start Nippers at one end of the

beach; have them run along

the beach (around the flags)

then into the water

• They must then swim around

two points in the water then

run back around the flags 

• Break Nippers up into groups

if needed so you have a

manageable group in the

water

Run - Swim - Run is an 

activity Lifesavers use to 

practice and improve 

their combined beach 

running and swimming 

techniques.

It is essential that 

Lifesavers have the 

physical ability and 

fitness to be able to 

transition from the beach 

to the water efficiently if 

they are trying to help 
someone.

U9
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Stroke

• Keep body flat in the water

• Strong freestyle arms,

reaching forward and pulling

down along your body

• Kick hard with legs

• Look forward every few

strokes to look for the turning

can/finishing flags

Wading

• Wading 

• Clear the knee from the water

at the side so the thigh is

horizontal to the water 

• Swing the leg around to the

front keeping the thigh

horizontal to the water 

• When the leg comes around

the front throw the foot out and

place onto the sand ready for

the other leg to repeat 

• Swing arms in time with legs

Dolphin Diving

• Dive into the water with arms

together and outstretched 

• Angle dive 45 degrees

towards the bottom and dig

hands into the sand to prevent

being dragged backwards by

the wave

• Bring feet forward to where

hands are and spring off at 45

degrees towards surface with

arms outstretched ready to

repeat the dolphin dive

Q. Why is wading and

dolphining good in a run –

swim - run?

A. Helps you move faster and

easier through the water.

Discussions Points Coaching Tips
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Aquacameron Nippers

Aquacameron is a multi –

discipline activity 

Lifesavers use to improve 

their teamwork and the 

lifesaving skills of 

wading, board, running 

and swimming. 

Each team member will 

complete in a particular 

discipline as a part of the 

activity.  

It is essential that 

Lifesavers can recognise 

and know the strengths 

of their team members, 

so they can identify who 

would be best to help 
someone. 

Activity 1 – Aquacameron 
(25 mins)

Equipment – Markers, buoys. 

Nipper boards 

• Set up a course -using two

points in the water and cones

or flags on the beach- in knee

to waist deep water

• Format for the relay is wade,

swim, board, a run leg

between each water leg

• Break Nippers into teams of

four (1 runner, 1 wader,1

swimmer, 1 boarder)

• Explain and demonstrate how

the race works and the

tagging technique

• Wader starts at the start line,

wades around the two points

and back into shore, where

they tag the runner

• Runner runs up the beach,

around the turning flags and

tags the swimmer at

start/changeover line

• Swimmer starts on the start

line, swims around the two

points and back into shore,

where they tag the runner

• Runner runs up the beach,

around the turning flags and

tags the paddler at

start/changeover line

• Board paddler proceeds

around the two points then

returns to the beach tagging

the runner at the water’s

edge

• The runner proceeds up the

beach around the turning

flag and through the finish

flags

• Repeat if time permits and

have Nippers switch the legs

so each Nipper has turns on

an alternate leg.

U9
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Q. Why is tagging important in

competition?

A. Needs to be seen by officials,

must be on the back  and above

the water line so it is easy to

see.

If tagging  is incorrect you may 

be disqualified from racing.

Ask for swimmer and board 

paddler volunteers first so the 

more confident Nippers can take 

the harder legs.

Swimming technique

• Glide – keep the body straight

• Keep head down, hips up

• Kick hard with feet

• Catch – Reach out in front

with arms

• Pull – trace the lines of your

body

Board positioning and 
paddling

• Position yourself in the centre

of the board

• Paddle with freestyle arms

• As you go to catch the wave,

kick hard with your legs or

push off the sandbank

• Don’t let go of the board

• Stay towards the middle of the

board to avoid nose diving, too

far back and you will miss the

wave

Tagging

• Make sure you tag each other

on the back so it’s easy to

see. Don’t tag each others

hands

Discussions Points Coaching Tips

Age Manager Tips
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Education

Learning Outcomes

Introduction to Lifesaving Our Beach Environment

First Aid

• Develop an understanding of Life Saving in Australia

• Identify the Life Saving Club as a welcoming place

• Identify the five beach safety tips using the F.L.A.G.S acronym

• Identify and demonstrate the SunSmart guidelines

• Understand the consequences of skin damage caused by sunburn

Eat, Drink, Exercise

Personal Safety Network

• Recognise what an emergency situation is

• Understand the basic principles of DRSABCD

• Identify dangerous animals at the beach and the basic first aid treatments

• Identify times when you might feel unsafe and who you can ask for help

• Identify adults at the Life Saving Club who can help you

• Understand the natural water cycle and water collection methods

• Identify the ways in which water usage can be limited at the Life Saving

Club

• Recognise unsafe behaviours at the beach

• Recognise a safety sign and understand what the symbols on it mean

• Recognise the importance of hydration, nutrition and exercise as part of

participating in Nippers

Surf Safe One

U10
Nippers

Play it Safe in the Water

• Recognise and understand the red and yellow flags

• Demonstrate knowledge of signals

• Identify the surging, spilling and plunging waves

• Understand how Rips are formed, what they look like, and how to avoid

them
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Surf Skills

Learning Outcomes

Surf Safe One

Beach Sprints and Relay Wade

Beach Run

Boards

Beach Flags

Run-Swim-Run

Surf Race

Aquacameron

• Attempt or perform a beach relay baton

change

• Attempt or perform running technique on sand

• Attempt or perform running technique on

sand

• Attempt or perform jump turns

• Complete a Run-Swim-Run

• Perform the wading technique

• Participate in a wade relay

• Demonstrate tagging technique

• Perform wading and dolphin diving

techniques

• Attempt or perform surf stroke techniques

• Attempt or perform body surfing techniques

• Attempt or perform bunny hopping a nipper

board into the water

• Attempt or perform sitting over a wave on a

nipper board

• Attempt or perform paddling through a wave

on a nipper board

• Recognise how body boards can be used to

assist a distressed swimmer

U10
Nippers
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Nipper Education Program
U10

Nippers

U10 Nipper Session Preparation

U10 Competition 
Skills Evaluation

U10 Preliminary 
Assessments

• 150m open water swim

within 11 minutes

(continuous freestyle)

• 25m swim

(freestyle/front crawl)

• 1 and a half minutes

survival float (on back)

Age requirements

Nippers must be 9 years old as at 

30 September to participate in the 

U10 age group.

Aquatic activity risk 
Assessment

A documented risk assessment 

must be carried out prior to a 

Nipper session and if conditions 

change.

Attendance

Sign each Nipper in and out of 

each session.

Equipment

Check equipment to make sure 

it’s safe for use.

Ensure equipment is washed 

down and put away in it’s correct 

place. Any damage should be 

reported.

Facilitate parent 
involvement 

Encourage parent involvement in 

each session.

Extreme heat and fire 
danger

Follow Emergency 

Management Victoria 

recommendations on extreme 

heat and fire danger. Adapt 

or cancel sessions as 

required.

High visibility vests

All Nippers must wear a high 

visibility lycra top for open 

water activities. 

Inclement weather

Observe weather conditions 

and adapt sessions 

accordingly.

Nipper session 
overview

Introduce yourself and 

explain what you will be doing 

for each session.

Set clear rules and 

boundaries, including 

expectations of Nippers 

parents and personnel. 

Safeguarding Children 
and Young People

Safeguarding Children and 

Young People behaviour 

guidelines must be 

demonstrated at all times. 

Identify who Nippers should 

go to if they feel unsafe.

Sun safety

All Nippers should 

demonstrate sun smart 

standards. Hats, sunscreen, 

water bottles, covered 

shoulders. Seek shade where 

appropriate. 

Water quality

Observe EPA water quality 

ratings. Adapt sessions 

accordingly to suit.

Water safety and age 
manager ratios

Enforce water safety ratios 

1:5. Water safety must hold 

appropriate qualifications. 

Patrol uniform or high vis 

orange must be worn. 

Utilise Age Manager ratios 

1:20. 
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Introduction to Lifesaving
U10

Nippers

Lesson 1:
Welcome to the Club (20 mins)

Preparation and 
equipment

Learning 
outcomes

• Develop an understanding

of Life Saving in Australia

• Identify the Life Saving Club

as a welcoming place

• Identify the five beach

safety tips using the

F.L.A.G.S acronym

• Identify and demonstrate

the SunSmart guidelines

• Understand the

consequences of skin

damage caused by sunburn

• Lesson 1 - Ensure the club

is available for a tour

Discussion (10 mins):

• Sit Nippers in a group

• Welcome them to the club

• Introduce them to the main

people involved in running the

junior program, or the club

• Briefly discuss the history of

lifesaving and the history of

your club – include interesting

facts you might know

Activities:

1. Club tour (10 mins)

Take Nippers on a tour of the 

club and explain the areas as 

you go through .

Make sure that you visit the 

following places:

• Bathroom/changerooms

• First Aid Room

• IRB Shed

• Point out where

equipment is stored

(Nipper boards) and

where to wash equipment

down etc.

Finish the tour by setting the 

boundaries for Nippers 

around the club house.
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Age Manager tips Lesson 2:
F.L.A.G.S (10 mins)

Lesson 3:
Safety – SunSmart (15 mins)

• Invite parents to accompany

you on the tour
Discussion (10 mins):

Sit the Nippers somewhere in the 

shade and revise and discuss the 

6 x S’s with emphasis on the 

beach environment .

• Slip – Slip on a shirt

• Slop – Slop on sunscreen

• Slap – Slap on a hat

• Seek – Seek shade or shelter

• Slide – Slide on sunglasses

• Sip – Sip water

Encourage the Nippers to talk 

about times they may have been 

sunburnt and what it was like? i.e. 

Can be painful, peeling and 

irritated, dehydrated/tired.

Discuss that the worst 

consequence of sunburn is skin 

cancer (the worst of these is 

Melanoma).

Melanoma doesn’t just occur 

when you get burnt.

• They can come up anywhere

• The often look like moles on

your skin

It’s very important to protect 

your skin when you’re young.

Discuss ways in which you 

can monitor skin cancer:

• Have your skin checked

when you visit the doctor

• Getting a mole map done

(where you take pictures

of your moles and use this

to create a mole history)

The best idea is to prevent 

damage by always being 

SunSmart!

Activities:

1. SunSmart demo (5 mins):

Call for a volunteer to help 

demonstrate being 

SunSmart. 

Ask Nippers how we can 

make the volunteer 

SunSmart? 

Have them dress accordingly.

Discussion (10 mins):

Sit the Nippers in a group and 

discuss the five beach safety tips 

with Nippers. Ask the Nippers 

what they think each beach safety 

tip means and discuss in detail.

(F) Find the red and yellow flag

and swim between them (safest

place to swim, patrolled by

lifesavers)

(L) Look out for safety signs

(alert you to important

information)

(A) Ask a lifesaver for some good

advice (if you are unsure of

dangers and conditions ask a

lifesaver)

(G) Get a parent to swim with you

(ensure someone will be there to

look out for you)

(S) Stick your hand up for help

(this is the best way to attract

attention)
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Personal safety network

Lesson 4:
You can talk (10 mins)

Learning 
Outcomes

Age Manager tips

• Identify times when you

might feel unsafe and who

you can ask for help

• Identify adults at the Life

Saving Club who can help

you

Discussion (10 mins):

Find a quiet place in the 

clubhouse and arrange the 

Nippers into a semi-circle in front 

of you.

Ask each Nipper to introduce 

themselves.

Using the following conversation 

starters generate a discussion on 

feelings:

• Can you think of a time when

you didn’t feel safe at the

beach? When/why?

• Why is it important to always

feel safe?

Using the following conversation 

starters generate a discussion on 

why it is important to have adults 

you can trust around you all the 

time (i.e. a Personal Safety 

Network):

• Who are people that can keep

us safe?

• At home (parents, older

brothers and sisters,

caregivers etc.)

• At the beach (Lifesavers,

parents etc.)

• During the Nipper

program (Water Safety

Personnel, Age Managers

etc.)

When might you need to get 

help during the junior 

program and who would you 

talk to about it?

• When you are feeling

scared about doing an

activity (Age Manager)

• If you get caught in a rip

(Water Safety Personnel)

• If someone is bullying you

(Age Manager, people in

their personal safety

network)

Provide the Nippers with 

words they can use when 

they talk to others, e.g.

• “I am feeling a little scared

about …..”

• “Can I talk to you about

something ….”

• Use this session to develop

trust between you (the

Age Manager) and the

Nippers

• Be accepting of what comes

forward as part of the lesson

so you will be seen as being

a trustworthy person

• If you’re not confident

discussing

the personal safety topics in

this lesson, identify and

bring in someone who can

help (Teachers, Club Captain,

Police Officer etc.)

U10
Nippers
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Eat, drink, exercise

Lesson 6:
Keeping fit (10 mins)

Lesson 5:
Healthy eating (10 mins)

Learning 
Outcomes

• Identify healthy eating

• Know what to eat before

Nippers

• Understand why you need

water

• Know why staying fit is

important

Discussion (10 mins):

Sit the Nippers in a group and 

discuss how they can stay 

healthy.

• Healthy eating (lesson 5)

• Drinking lots of water

• Staying active (sports,

running, swimming, playing

outside, less TV)

• Getting enough sleep at night.

• Warm ups and stretching (like

we do on all of our Nipper

days)

Discussion (10 mins):

Sit the Nippers in a group.

Ask the group:

Q. What are some healthy

foods you should eat/drink

daily

A. Fruit and vegetables, chicken

and fish, rice and grains, dairy

and lots of water.

Q, What are some unhealthy 

foods you shouldn’t have 

daily?

A. Lollies, chips, chocolate, soft

drink

Q. Why should we eat healthy

food instead of unhealthy food

A. Because we get more nutrients

from healthy food. We feel better

because our bodies work better

and we have more energy for

sport

Q. Why do you think it is

important to drink water

A. To stay hydrated.

Q. Why drink water and not

soft drinks and sports

drinks?

A. Water doesn't contain

extra sugar or salt

Q. When should you drink

water when participating

in Nippers?

A. Before Nippers, between

activities and after Nippers.

U10
Nippers
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Our beach environment
U10

Nippers

Lesson 8:
Safety signage (15 mins)

Lesson 7:
Water conservation (10 mins)

Learning 
outcomes

Preparation and 
equipment

• Understand the natural

water cycle and water

collection methods

• Identify the ways in which

water usage can be limited

at the Life Saving Club

• Recognise a safety sign and

understand what the

symbols on it mean

• Recognise unsafe

behaviours at the beach

• Lesson 7 – Whiteboard and

markers or butchers paper

and pens

• Lesson 8 - Know where any

beach signage is

Discussion (10 mins):

Ask the Nippers if they know what 

the “water cycle” is, and how it 

works.

Water Cycle:

1. Rain, hail or snow falls

2. Some water is absorbed by

plants or into the ground

3. Water that is not absorbed

enters creeks, drains and

rivers, and flows into the

oceans

4. Oceans heat up and the

water evaporates and rises

into the clouds

5. Water is collected in the

clouds and moved via wind

6. Rain, hail or snow falls (the

cycle repeats itself!)

Using a whiteboard or paper, 

write down the steps and draw a 

picture of the water cycle

Discuss the next few 

questions that relate to water 

and the Life Saving Club 

environment:

Q. How does water play a

role in a beach

environment?

A. The sea is salt water and

is the main reason people

come to the beach).

Q. How is water used in a

Life Saving Club

environment?

A. Washing down equipment,

showers, drinking water).

Q. How can we limit the use

of water from the mains

supply?

A. Rooftop collection into

storage tanks, shorter

showers, don't leave hoses

running, use a broom not a

hose to clean outside, water

flow restrictors.

Discussion (5 mins):

Sit the Nippers in a group

Ask the Nippers what kind of 

signs they may see at the 

beach? i.e. No swimming, rocks, 

beach signage, lifeguard signs 

etc.

Activities:

1. Read a safety sign (10

mins):

Take the Nippers on a walk to 

the nearest safety sign 

located at your club.

Explain all information on the 

sign and how to go about 

reading safety signs at 

beaches. Point out the useful 

information that is on the sign 

and see if they know what the 

pictures mean.

There are three types of 

symbols on the signs:

• Red circle with a line

crossed through it (shows

you what can’t be done)

• Yellow diamond (warning

of a danger)

• Blue Square (extra

information on patrol

locations, disabled access

etc.)
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• Lesson 9 – Ask a lifesaver

on patrol that day if they can

assist with this session

Discuss how some of these 

incidents could have been 

prevented and discuss how 

lifesavers perform preventative 

actions on patrol. Some examples 

of preventative actions are:

• Stopping a swimmer from

entering a rip

• Picking up sharp objects from

the sand

• Talking to people about

dangers before a situation

happens

Discussion (20 mins):

Sit the Nippers in a group and go 

through the following questions:

Q. What do you think an unsafe

behavior is?

A. An action that could hurt you or

somebody else.

Q. Can you think of any

behaviours that may be

dangerous at home or at

school?

A. Putting your hand under hot

water, leaving a towel on a

heater.

Ask the Nippers to describe some 

unsafe behaviours they have 

witnessed, then prompt for:

What the person could have done 

to prevent the unsafe behavior?

What the Nipper could have done 

to help?

Now ask the Nippers to identify 

some behaviours which may be 

dangerous at the beach:

• Jumping off rocks or

groins

• Fishing on rocks in large

surf

• Not swimming between

the flags

• Swimming alone

• Swimming out of their

depth/ability

• Being too tired to swim

Using the examples they 

provide, discuss how you 

would identify people that 

need assistance:

• Washed off rocks and

can’t get back up

• Swimmer has raised arm

for assistance

• Swimmer is “climbing the

ladder’”

Age Manager tips
Lesson 9:
Unsafe behavior (20 mins)

Lesson 10:
Unsafe behavior cont.
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Play it safe in the water

Lesson 12:
Signals (15 mins)

Lesson 11:
It’s all red and yellow (10 mins)

Learning 
outcomes

Preparation and 
equipment

• Recognise and understand

what the red and yellow

flags mean

• Demonstrate knowledge of

signals

• Lesson 11 - Have a red and

yellow flag handy

• Lesson 12 - Have a card or

chart with signals on it

and/or be prepared to

demonstrate signals

Discussion (10 mins):

Sit the Nippers in a group and 

discuss why we use signals to 

communicate.

Demonstrate a few signals:

• Return to Shore – Arm straight

up

• Proceed further out to sea –

two arms straight up

• Go left – left arm raised

horizontally

• Go right – right arm raised

horizontally

• Remain stationary – both arms

raised horizontally

Discussion (10 mins):

Using the red and yellow flag as a 

prop, discuss with the Nippers the 

role of the red and yellow flags.

• The flags represent the area

patrolled by Lifesavers and

Lifeguards and they mark the

safest place to swim

If a patrol is operating, find a spot 

where you can see through the 

flagged area and start a 

discussion on what you can see.

• What dangers can be seen

nearby? (i.e. rocks, rips,

waves, surfers)

• Why are the flags where they

are now? (i.e. it’s the safest

place for swimmers)

• Where are the Lifesavers

located? (i.e. centre of the

flags)

• Is everyone swimming

between the flags? Why/why

not? (i.e. surfers should be

outside the flags)

Activities:

1. Circle signals (5 mins):

After the discussion, have the

Nippers stand in a large circle

facing outwards and call out

signals.

The aim to guess the correct 

signal – emphasise that it 

doesn't matter if you make a 

mistake when you're 

learning!

U10
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Lesson 13:
Waves (10 mins)

Lesson 14:
Rips (20 mins)

• Identify a surging, spilling

and plunging wave

• Understand how rips are

formed, what they look like

and how to avoid them

Discussion (10 mins):

Sit the Nippers in a group and ask 

them what they know about rips. 

Ask the Nippers if they've ever 

seen a rip poster. Is there one in 

the clubhouse?

Ask the Nippers:

Q. Can anyone tell me

what a rip is?

A. Water flowing out to

sea, forming a strong current.

Q. How do you spot a rip?

A. Deep, dark water that has sand

and foam on the surface.

Q. What should you do if you

get caught in a rip?

A. Stay calm, float and raise your

arm for help.

Q. What is the best way to

avoid a rip?

A. Swim between the flags.

Activities:

1. Rip walk (10 mins):

Go for a walk along the 

beach and try to identify any 

rips. If there aren't any that 

day you can point out where 

there is sometimes/often a 

rip. 

2. Rip poster (5 mins):

If your beach doesn't have 

any rips you can use the rip 

poster. 

Have the Nippers volunteer to 

point out rips in the photos on 

the chart.

Ask the Nippers the following:

Q. What should you do

when you get to the beach,

and before you go into the

water?

A. Watch the water, observe

the waves, and make sure

the conditions suit your

ability.

Q. How can the tides and

winds effect waves?

A. Tides can create other

dangers. They can expose

rocks and sand banks. With

low tide waves may break on

a shallow sandbank

Discussion (10 mins):

Sit the Nippers in a group and 

discuss what the three different 

types of waves are.

1. Plunging wave (curling face)

Very strong, breaks in shallow 

water, can push you to bottom, is 

dangerous and can cause spinal 
injuries.

2. Spilling wave (sloping face)

Best waves to play in, wave 

crumbles, a gentle wave suitable 
for learning .

3. Surging wave (sloping face)

Found around rock ledges and 

steep beaches, don’t often break, 

but can knock you off your feet.

Learning 
outcomes
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First Aid

Lesson 15:
Not a happy manikin (30 mins)

Learning 
Outcomes

Preparation and 
equipment

• Recognise what an

emergency situation is

• Understand the basic

principles of DRSABCD

• Identify dangerous animals

on the beach and the basic

first aid treatment

• Lesson 15 – Whiteboard and

markers/or butchers paper

and pens and training

manikin and cleaning

supplies

Discussion (10 mins):

Sit the Nippers in a 

group and discuss the following 

questions:

Q. What is an emergency?

Describe some different types

of emergencies?

A. A sudden crisis (usually

involving danger) that requires

fast action, i.e. a person is badly

injured, stopped breathing, fire

etc.

Ask the Nippers to think of 

some incidents that may 

happen at the beach?

Drowning, snake bite, heat stroke, 

heart attack.

What should they do if they 

come across an emergency 

situation?

Follow the DRSABCD principles 

(discuss these principles).

D Danger: Check for danger to 

yourself, bystanders and the 

patient.

R Response: Assess 

responsiveness.

S Send for help: If 

unresponsive call ‘000’.

A Airways: Open and clear 

airway.

B Breathing: Look, listen and 

feel for breathing.

C Compressions: 

Commence CPR.

D Defibrillation: Used by a 

trained operator

Explain the use of ‘000’ 

number in an emergency.

• It will connect you straight

to emergency services:

fire, police, ambulance

Explain use of this number at 

the beach.

• Tell a Lifesaver on patrol.

You don’t use ‘000’.

• A Lifesaver will contact

‘LSVCOMMS’, a special

emergency number just

for Lifesavers

Remind the Nippers that their 

role in DRSABCD is likely to 

be just the ‘S’ step when at 

Nippers as there are trained 

lifesavers everywhere!

Lesson 15:
Not a happy manikin cont.

Activities:

1. Introduce Annie (10 mins):

Introduce the Nippers to the 

training manikin – Little Annie.

Discuss why we use the training 

manikin to practice our 

resuscitation technique.

Discuss the different parts (chest, 

neck, nose, mouth, mask)

Demonstrate the two main parts 

of resuscitation practiced on the 

manikin:

• Breathing using the face mask

• Compressions on the chest

Discuss how to minimise the risk 

of infection during practices:

• By using our own mask and

bag (don’t share!)

• By washing hands before and

after training sessions

• By washing face masks in the

recommended manner

between usage

2. Trying DRSABCD (10 mins):

Break the Nippers into groups of 

3 or 4, and give each group a 

manikin.

Give them 10 minutes to take 

turns at trying breathing and 

compressions, or try to complete 

the entire DRSABCD procedure.

U10
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Lesson 16:
Dangerous animals (10 mins)

• From the age of 10 Nippers

can gain a Resuscitation

Certificate. Talk to your

clubs Chief Instructor to

organise.

https://lsv.com.au/clubs-

members/leadership/life-

saving-victoria-pathways/

3. Crabs

Not dangerous but if you try 

to pick them up they can grab 

you with their claw, if you get 

bitten apply ice.

4. Snakes

Found in the dunes, on 

tracks or near rocks behind 

the beach, poisonous, 

don’t touch or go near 

them. Unless you are still 

near the snake, do not move 

the patient, apply 

a pressure bandage and call 

an ambulance ‘000’.

Discussion (10 mins):

Sit in a circle and ask the Nippers 

to name some dangerous animals 

they might find at the beach (blue-

ringed octopus, snakes, jellyfish, 

sharks, crabs).

Q. Does anyone know some

basic first aid for if you get in

to trouble with one of these?

1. Blue-ringed octopus

Blue rings are not always 

visible, are often pale 

brown/yellow with rings appearing 

when threatened, don’t touch as 

they are very poisonous. Call a 

Lifesaver or an ambulance ‘000’ 

immediately if contact occurs. Do 

not move the patient, apply a 

splint to hold the limb straight, 

and apply a pressure bandage to 

the limb from the body outwards 

toward the fingers or toes. 

2. Jellyfish

Tentacles will sting you, 

wash with warm water to stop 

pain, ice if blisters appear later.
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Beach sprints

Beach sprints is an 

activity Lifesavers use to 

improve their running 

technique, speed and 

fitness on soft sand. 

Being able to sprint 

efficiently over a short 

distance on sand is 

essential if you are trying 
to help someone.

Activity 1 –
Beach sprints 
(25 mins)

Equipment – Markers

• Set up a sprint track 

• Choose one or more

technique/s to explain and

demonstrate for the

session:

• Standing Start

• Running 

• Finish

• Give Nippers time to

practice the technique and

provide assistance as

required

• Once they have the basic

technique right, complete

the beach sprints

• Explain the course

• Mix up the activity by

having Nippers run the

races doing different things

e.g. skipping, crawling,

sidestepping, running

backwards, crab crawling

Activity 2 –
Beach Relay (25 mins)

Equipment – Markers, relay 

batons

• Set up a  running track 

• Explain and demonstrate

the baton change over

technique

• Give Nippers time to

practice the technique

and provide assistance as

required

• Break Nippers up into

teams of four and spread

them out across the start

line

• Send half of each team

down each end of the

track

• Use correct starter’s

commands: ‘competitors

ready’ ‘set’ ‘go’ or whistle

• Mix up the activity by

having Nippers run the

relay doing different

things e.g. skipping,

crawling, sidestepping,

jumping
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Q. What should you do

towards the end of the sprint

race?

A. Maintain good technique,

don’t drop head approaching

the line, remain upright and run

through the finish line.

Q. Why should you stay

upright and hold your form

through  the finish?

A. Dropping your head will

cause you to lose technique

and slow down.

Q. Why should you gradually

move to a more upright

position while running?

A. Saves time, stand up as you

are already running .

Q. What are some important

things to remember when

setting up for a crouch start?

A. Do not dig the holes for your

feet too deep, dig the sand out

towards the track so the back

of the block is flat, and clear

excess sand away.

Q. Why do we need to ensure

we hold the baton at the

base?

A. To ensure a smooth

transition.

Q. Why should the receiver

form a V with their thumbs

and fingers?

A. Easier to receive baton.

Q. Why is it important that the

receiving runner keeps their

eye on the baton?

A. So they don’t drop or fumble

the transition.

Q. Why should you move

over to the side coming into a

transition

A. To allow room for your team

mate to start running.

Standing Start

• Place one foot on the line and

the other foot behind it

• Dig the toes of the front foot

into the sand for a better grip

• Place the opposite arm

forward to the leg that is in the

front position

• Knees slightly bent

• On ‘go’ drive forward off the

front foot

Running

• Point feet straight ahead and

place them in a straight line

• Maintain high knees lift

• Bend elbows at 90 degrees

• Hold hands slightly clenched

• Swing hand to eye level on

forward swing

• Lean body slightly forward

and relax arms, body,

shoulders and head

Finish

• Drive through to the finish

line, don’t stop on the line

• Hold form until the finish line

• Lean forward (not too far) and

thrust chest in a lunge over

the last 2-3m propelling the

body forward when close to

the finish

• Keep eyes on the finish line

and swing arms

Beach Relay Baton 
Changes

• Beach Relay Baton Changes

• Runner holds the base of

baton out in front 

• Receiver forms a V with

thumbs and fingers to

changeover (both hands) 

• Changeover occurs, receiving

runner should keep their eyes

on the baton 

• Both runners to keep slightly

to one side of the track on

changeover 

• Baton must be exchanged

behind the start line 

• As the incoming runner is 5m

away from the start line,

awaiting runner should start

jogging forward to exchange

the baton 

• Once baton is  exchanged

pump arms and legs to

increase speed
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Beach run

Beach Run is an activity 

Lifesavers use to practice 

and improve their sand 

running and physical 

strength and endurance. 

It is essential that 

Lifesavers have the 

physical ability and 

endurance to cover vast 

distances on sand if they 

are trying to help 
someone.

Activity 1 – Beach run  
(15 mins)

Equipment – Markers

• Set up a marker approximately

250m down the beach which

Nippers can run around

• Explain the course

• Have Nippers running up on

soft sand

• This race can be run with the

whole group at one time
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Q. What should you remember

with competing in a longer race

(500m run)? 

A. Pace yourself, have a strong

start, settle into a solid pace

(middle) and on the last half lap

push hard to the finish line.

For a long run it’s important to 

pace yourself. Ensure that you 

are sufficiently warmed up and 

have stretched prior to completing 

the course.

Encourage parents join in the run.

Running

• Point feet straight ahead and

place them in a straight line

• Bend elbows at 90 degrees

• Hold hands slightly clenched

• Swing hand to eye level on

forward swing

• Lean body slightly forward

and relax arms, body,

shoulders and head
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Beach flags

Activity 1 – Beach flags 
(15 mins)

Equipment – Beach flags, 

markers

• Set up a beach flags area 

• Place flags on the finish line (1

less than number of Nippers

each time)

• Choose one or more of the

following techniques to explain

and demonstrate for the

session:

• Starting position

• Turning

• Jump turns

• Diving for the flag

• Give Nippers time to practice

the technique/s and provide

assistance as required

• Once they have the basic

techniques right, complete

beach flags

• Explain the activity

• Use correct starters

commands: ‘competitors

ready’ ‘heads down’ ‘go’

or whistle

• Nippers will get up, turn

around and run to collect

a flag

• If a Nipper doesn’t get a

flag, they are knocked out

• Nippers knocked out can

help by calling the start

and placing flags for

remaining Nippers

Beach flags is an activity 

Lifesavers use to practice 

their speed and reflexes 

on sand.

Being able to react 

quickly in different 

situations in a beach 

environment is essential 

if you are trying to help 
someone.
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Starting Position

• Nippers lay down facing away

from the arena

• Feet together on the start line

• Wrists together and elbows

extended

• Nippers place their chin on

hands and on whistle, push up

and turn

Turning

• On ‘go’ keep turning foot on

straight line

• Keep head and shoulders low

throughout turn

• Push backwards and upwards

towards the flag

• Use vigorous arm and leg

action

Jump Turns

• Push off with arms like a

fast push-up

• Jump up fast in the air

and start turning the body

around to the finish line

• Try and keep hands as

close to the line as

possible and on whistle,

push up and turn

Diving for the Flag

• Don’t dive too far out from

the flag

• Dive for a flag with both

arms outstretched and

hands in a V-shape

• Keep your eyes on the

flag

• Grasp firmly and bring to

your body

• If a flag is missed,

immediately look around

to see if there is another

one free

Q. Why is it important to stay

low through the turn?

A. Wastes time standing upright,

you need to stay relatively low to

get the flag.

Q. Why is it important to

remember to dive with both

arms?

A. It helps protect your shoulder,

you are more likely to get injured

diving with one arm, also better to

grab the flag with two hands so

no one can take it from you.

The first few times you run 

through Beach Flags you should 

have enough flags for each 

Nipper. Only start eliminating 

Nippers after you’ve taught this 

activity a few times.
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Wading

Wading is a technique 

which Lifesavers use to 

move efficiently through 

the water. 

This technique enables 

Lifesavers to get their 

legs up and over the 

water, using less energy 

to make their way out 

through shallow sections 

of the water.

Making your way out 

much faster, whilst using 

less energy, is essential if 

you are trying to help 
someone.

Activity 1 – Wade race 
(25 mins)

Equipment – Markers

• Set up a wade race course 

• Explain and demonstrate the

wading technique

• Have Nippers practice the

technique on the sand and

provide assistance as

required

• Once they have the basic

technique right, complete a

wade race

• Break Nippers into smaller

groups if necessary 

• Explain the course

• Nippers are to wade out

around two points (knee

deep)

• Use correct starters

commands: ‘competitors

ready’ ‘set’ ‘go’ or whistle

• Finish on the beach between

the flags/cones

Activity 2 –
Run-Wade-Run (20 mins)

Equipment – Markers

• Set up a small run (25m) -

wade (25m) - run (25m)

course using markers and

points in the water (knee

deep)

• Explain and demonstrate the

wading technique

• Have Nippers practice the

technique on the sand and

provide assistance as

required

• Once they have the basic

technique right, complete a

run – wade - run

• Explain the course

• Break Nippers up into groups

so you have a manageable

group in the water

• Start Nippers at one end of

the beach, have them run

around a cone and then into

the water

• They must then wade around

the two points in the water

and then run back along the

beach
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Q. Why do you need to lift

your knees high?

A. To help you move

through the water.

Wading

• Clear your knee from the

water at the side so your thigh

is horizontal to the water

• Swing your leg around to the

front keeping your thigh

horizontal to the water

• When your leg comes around

the front, throw your foot out

and place it onto the sand

ready for the other leg to

repeat

• Arms should be bent at

around 90 degrees at the

elbow and swing around

horizontal to the water in a

circular motion with legs

Wade Race Start

• Check water entry and exit for

best conditions and potential

hazards

• Toes on the line, preferred

foot forward. With a slightly

bent knee

Wade Relay Changeover

• Nippers to tag their team

member on the back

Activity 3 – Wade relay 
(20 mins)

Equipment – Markers

• Set up a wade race course

• Explain and demonstrate the

course, wading technique and

changeover

• Break Nippers up into teams

of four

• Have Nippers wait for the

changeover 5m behind the

start line

• Nippers wade around two

points in the water (knee

deep) then finish between the

flags/cones

• Nippers to run back to the

start line and tag team

member

• Use correct starters

commands: ‘competitors

ready’ ‘set’ ‘go’ or whistle
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Surf race

Activity 1 – Body surfing 
(20 mins) 

• Explain and demonstrate the

body surfing technique

• Take Nippers out to waist

deep water

• Line up Nippers facing the

beach

• Ask Nippers to get into their

‘stiff as a board’ position

• When you see a wave is

about to reach the Nippers,

get them to bend over and

push off with the wave

• If there is no surf you can still

practice the technique, on

your call of ‘wave’ have them

push forward and kick hard,

demonstrating correct

positioning

• Provide assistance as

required

• Repeat till they get the idea

and can do it themselves

Activity 2 – Surf race 
(20 mins) 

Equipment – Markers, buoys 

• Set up a swim course.

• Choose one or more of the

following techniques to explain

and demonstrate:

• Planning the race

• Start

• Wading

• Dolphin diving

• Stroke

• Bodysurfing

• Finish

• Give Nippers time to practice

the technique and provide

assistance as required

• Once  competent, complete a

surf race

• Break Nippers up into smaller

groups if necessary

• Use correct starters

commands: ‘competitors ready’

‘set’ ‘go’ or whistle

• On ‘go’ Nippers run in to the

water, swim around two points

and back into the beach to

finish between the flags

A Surf Race is an activity 

Lifesavers use to develop 

and practice their skills to 

negotiating different 

water conditions.

Lifesavers learn new 

skills in calm conditions 

and then attempt to 

practice in more 

challenging conditions. 

Using prevailing 

conditions such as wind, 

rip currents and wave 

conditions to your 

advantage is essential if 

you are trying to help 
someone. 
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Planning the Race

• Take note of water depth and

any potholes etc. 

• Wade for as long as you can

until waist depth 

• Watch the water to take note

of any rips, currents, water

movement, test this out in a

warm up or by watching

previous races 

• Check both the entry and exit

• At waist depth dolphin until it

is deep enough to swim 

• Dive deep under large waves

(hands above head) 

• If you can reach the bottom

grab hold with hands 

• Wait until the wave has

passed before resurfacing 

• Keep landmark in focus 

• Swim until your hand touches

the sand, don’t try to stand up

too early (wade and dolphin

where you can) 

• Run hard across the finish line

Start 

• Place preferred leg forward

with toes on the start line and

dig toes into sand 

• Place other leg back to enable

stability 

• Run hard into the water on

‘go’ 

Wading

• Clear the knee from the

water at the side so the

thigh is horizontal to the

water

• Swing the leg around to

the front keeping the thigh

horizontal to the water

• When the leg comes

around the front throw the

foot out and place onto

the sand ready for the

other leg to repeat

• Swing arms in time with

legs

Dolphin Diving

• Dive into the water with

arms together and

outstretched

• Angle dive 45 degrees

towards the bottom and

dig hands into the sand to

prevent being dragged

backwards by the wave

• Bring feet forward to

where hands are and

spring off at 45 degrees

towards surface with arms

outstretched ready

to repeat the dolphin

dive

Stroke

• Keep body flat in the

water

• Strong freestyle arms,

reaching forward and

pulling down along your

body

• Kick hard with legs

• Look forward every few

strokes to look for

finishing point

Body surfing

• Keep your body stiff with

hands out in front

(above head)

• Keep head down between

arms

• Strong fast kick

• To breathe take a single

arm stroke with one hand

out in front and breathe to

side

Finish 

• Keep landmark in focus

• Swim until your hand

touches the sand, don’t try

to stand up too early

(wade and dolphin where

you can)

• Run hard across finish

line

Q. Why is it important to look

forward every few strokes?

A. Make sure you are swimming

straight and are on course  with 

the buoys and finishing flag

Q. Why should you check the

water before you run in?

A. To look for any potholes,

troughs, or dangers.

Q. Why is it important to keep

your hands above your head at

all times?

A. To protect your neck in case

you hit the sandbank or another

swimmer.

Q. Why should you lift your

head as little as possible

when body surfing?

A. Lifting your head can

change the position of your

body and cause you to drop

off the back of the wav e.

Q. Why is it helpful to hold

the sand when diving

under?

A. Can stop you being

washed back by the waves.

Q. How can you make sure

you stay on the wave for as

long as possible?

A. Kick hard, keep body stiff

and straight, try to hold your

breath and keep your head

down.

Have the Nippers bring their 

goggles to each session and 

leave them with their water 

bottles in a tub for easy access.

Ensure Nippers are comfortable 

swimming the distance. 
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Boards

Lifesavers use board 

activities to develop and 

practice their board and 

paddling techniques.

The rescue board 

provides a fast and 

reliable means of 

reaching people and if 

required can support 

multiple people in the 

water. 

It is essential for 

Lifesavers to have 

competent board skills 

and be able to recognise 

the conditions for when a 

board can be used to 
help someone. 

Activity 1 – Board race 
(25 mins)

Equipment – Nipper boards, 

buoys

• Set up a board race course 

• Choose one or more of the

following techniques to explain

and demonstrate:

• Bunny Hopping

• Positioning and

Paddling

• Wave Catching

• Paddling a broken

wave

• Popping

• Dismount

• Have  Nippers practice skills

and provide advice and

assistance as required 

• Once they have the basic

technique right, break Nippers

into groups 

• Have them paddle out around

two points and return to shore

Activity 2 – Board Rescue 
(25 mins)

Equipment – Nipper boards, buoys

• Discuss with the Nippers when

you might use a board to assist

a distressed swimmer (i.e. when

you’re already out in the water

on a board and you see

someone in trouble)

• Discuss the importance of a

careful approach to a distressed

swimmer:

• They will want to grab onto

anything and pull you under

• They might be panicking and

not in control of their actions

• Discuss what to do if the

distressed swimmer grabs a

hold of you (put your head

under water, a distressed

swimmer won’t want to go

underneath the water with you

because they are trying to stay

above the water)

• Pair up Nippers and give them a

board

• Have each pair practice helping

a distressed swimmer. Have the

Nippers take turns being the

distressed swimmer
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Q. Why do you need to lift

your knees high?

A.To help you move

through the water.

Q. Why is it better to carry

the board than dragging?

A. Much faster, less

resistance and quicker to

jump on once you reach the

water.

Q. When is it better to

drag?

A. If it is really windy it may

be easier to drag.

Q. When is bunny

hopping  used?

A. Along a sand bank that

is too deep to run at top

speed and too shallow  to

paddle.

Q. Why should you look

forward every few

strokes?

A. To make sure you are

swimming straight and are 

on course  with the buoys 

and finishing flags.

Q. What else can you do to

stay on course?

A. Line up something behind

the finish line which is easier

to see, a tree, building or tent

may be easier to see from

the water than the flags. Also

check the colour of the  flags

and buoys before the race.

Q. What is the reason for

kicking your legs in time

with your stroke?

A. Helps with momentum and

balance.

Bunny Hopping

• Hold the rails of the board with a

hand on each side, thumbs on

board deck and inside hand

slightly forward of other hand

• Hand/arms to be slightly in front

of the body

• Have feet staggered with the

outside leg in front

• Push forward by extending arms

and driving forward with the legs

in a bounding motion

• Both feet should leave and enter

the water at the same time

• The board should take the

weight of the body as the

legs leave the water

Board Positioning and 

Paddling

• Position yourself in the center of

the board

• Paddle with freestyle arms

• As you go to catch the wave,

kick hard with your legs or push

off the sandbank

• Don’t let go of the board

• Stay towards the middle of the

board to avoid nose diving, too

far back and you will miss the

wave

Wave Catching

• Look behind to note where the

waves are

• Increase board speed as

swell/wave approaches

• When on the wave paddle for at

least two more strokes

• Once on the wave slide back on

the board

• Keep your feet apart for balance

and steering

• If the wave starts to die off slide

forward on the board again

Paddling through a Broken 

Wave

• Approach wave head on and

increase paddling speed

• Arch back before the broken

wave reaches the nose of board

• Reach out and take a stroke

over the broken wave with

one arm

• Resume normal paddling

technique

Popping

• As the wave come towards

you, go to sitting

position towards the back of

the board with legs over the

side and hold the handles

• Lean back and pull on the

handles to raise the nose of

the board

• As the foam hits, lean forward

holding the

board between your legs with

your

• Arm outstretched and

push the front of the board

down

• Start a stroke with the one arm

and start paddling as soon as

possible

Dismount

• Stay on the board till knee

deep water or when your

hand can just touch the sand

to indicate shallow depth

• Keep eyes on strap/handle

• Grab the front handle

• Stand and run to the finish,

dragging the board

• Finish on your feet in control

of the board

• Remember finish is judged on

chest, not the board crossing

the line
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Board Relay

Lifesavers use board 

activities to develop and 

practice their board and 

paddling techniques.

The rescue board 

provides a fast and 

reliable means of 

reaching people and if 

required can support 

multiple people in the 

water. 

It is essential for 

Lifesavers to have 

competent board skills 

and be able to recognise 

the conditions for when a 

board can be used to 
help someone. 

Activity 1 – Board relay 
(25 mins)

Equipment – Nipper boards, 

buoys

• Set up a board race course 

• Explain and demonstrate

some board skills

• Give Nippers 5 - 10 minutes

to practice and provide

assistance as required

• Break Nippers into groups of

three

• Explain the course

• Each paddler starts on the

line and paddles out around

two points

• When they reach the

shoreline, the paddler will

drop the board, run around

two points and tag the next

paddler waiting on the start

line 

• Each person in the team

must help out by collecting

their team mates boards,

e.g. last paddler grabs first

paddlers board

• Last paddler runs between

the finishing flags
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Q. Why is it better to carry the
board than dragging?

A. Must faster, less resistance

and quicker to jump on once you

reach the water .

Q. When is it better to drag?

A. If it is really windy it may be

easier to drag.

Q. When is it best to bunny

hop?

A. Along a sand bank that is too

deep to run at top speed and too

shallow to paddle.

Q. What is the reason for

kicking your legs in time  with

your stroke?

A. Helps with momentum and

balance.

Q. Why should you look

forward every few strokes?

A. To make sure you are

swimming straight and are

on course with the buoys

and finishing flags.

Q. What else can you do to stay

on course?

A. Line up something behind the

finish line which is easier to see, a

tree, building or tent may be

easier to see from the water than

the flags. Also check the colour of

the flags and buoys before the

race.

Start

• Check the water for entry

and exit areas for the

best conditions and

potential hazards

• Identify a landmark for

finishing

• Toes on the line, preferred

foot forward and slightly

bent knee

• Extend back foot to

comfortable position in a

starting block

• Eyes looking forward for a

clear water entry

• Board facing the correct

way

• Board held in preferred

hand

• Board facing 90 degrees

to the start line

• If windy, face the board

position into the wind

Board Relay Changeover

• Make sure you tag each

other on the back
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Run - Swim - Run

Activity 1 – Run-swim-run 
(20 mins) 

Equipment – Markers, buoys 

• Set up a run – swim - run

course (knee to waist deep

water)

• Explain and demonstrate the

following techniques:

• Wading

• Dolphin Diving 

• Give Nippers 5 - 10 minutes to

practice and provide advice

and assistance as required

• Once  they have the basic

technique right, complete a

run – swim - run

• Explain the course

• Start Nippers at one end of the

beach; have them run along

the beach (around the flags)

then into the water

• They must then swim around

two points in the water then

run back around the flags 

• Break Nippers up into groups

if needed so you have a

manageable group in the

water

Run - Swim - Run is an 

activity Lifesavers use to 

practice and improve 

their combined beach 

running and swimming 

techniques.

It is essential that 

Lifesavers have the 

physical ability and 

fitness to be able to 

transition from the beach 

to the water efficiently if 

they are trying to help 
someone.
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Stroke

• Keep body flat in the water

• Strong freestyle arms,

reaching forward and pulling

down along your body

• Kick hard with legs

• Look forward every few

strokes to look for the turning

can/finishing flags

Wading

• Wading 

• Clear the knee from the water

at the side so the thigh is

horizontal to the water 

• Swing the leg around to the

front keeping the thigh

horizontal to the water 

• When the leg comes around

the front throw the foot out and

place onto the sand ready for

the other leg to repeat 

• Swing arms in time with legs

Dolphin Diving

• Dive into the water with arms

together and outstretched 

• Angle dive 45 degrees

towards the bottom and dig

hands into the sand to prevent

being dragged backwards by

the wave

• Bring feet forward to where

hands are and spring off at 45

degrees towards surface with

arms outstretched ready to

repeat the dolphin dive

Q. When should you

dolphin dive?

A. When it is too deep to

wade but still less than

waist deep so it can be

faster than swimming

Q. When should you wade?

A. In ankle to knee depth water

Discussions Points Coaching Tips
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Aquacameron

Aquacameron is a multi –

discipline activity 

Lifesavers use to improve 

their teamwork and the 

lifesaving skills of 

wading, board, running 

and swimming. 

Each team member will 

complete in a particular 

discipline as a part of the 

activity.  

It is essential that 

Lifesavers can recognise 

and know the strengths 

of their team members, 

so they can identify who 

would be best to help 
someone. 

Activity 1 – Aquacameron 
(25 mins)

Equipment – Markers, buoys. 

Nipper boards 

• Set up a course -using two

points in the water and cones

or flags on the beach- in knee

to waist deep water

• Format for the relay is wade,

swim, board, a run leg

between each water leg

• Break Nippers into teams of

four (1 runner, 1 wader,1

swimmer, 1 boarder)

• Explain and demonstrate how

the race works and the

tagging technique

• Wader starts at the start line,

wades around the two points

and back into shore, where

they tag the runner

• Runner runs up the beach,

around the turning flags and

tags the swimmer at

start/changeover line

• Swimmer starts on the start

line, swims around the two

points and back into shore,

where they tag the runner

• Runner runs up the beach,

around the turning flags and

tags the paddler at

start/changeover line

• Board paddler proceeds

around the two points then

returns to the beach tagging

the runner at the water’s

edge

• The runner proceeds up the

beach around the turning

flag and through the finish

flags

• Repeat if time permits and

have Nippers switch the legs

so each Nipper has turns on

an alternate leg.

U10
Nippers
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Q. Why is tagging important in

competition?

A. Needs to be seen by officials,

must be on the back  and above

the water line so it is easy to

see.

If tagging  is incorrect you may 

be disqualified from racing.

Ask for swimmer and board 

paddler volunteers first so the 

more confident Nippers can take 

the harder legs.

Swimming technique

• Glide – keep the body straight

• Keep head down, hips up

• Kick hard with feet

• Catch – Reach out in front

with arms

• Pull – trace the lines of your

body

Board positioning and 
paddling

• Position yourself in the centre

of the board

• Paddle with freestyle arms

• As you go to catch the wave,

kick hard with your legs or

push off the sandbank

• Don’t let go of the board

• Stay towards the middle of the

board to avoid nose diving, too

far back and you will miss the

wave

Tagging

• Make sure you tag each other

on the back so it’s easy to

see. Don’t tag each others

hands

Discussions Points Coaching Tips

Age Manager Tips
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Education

Learning Outcomes

Introduction to Lifesaving Our Beach Environment

First Aid

Eat, Drink, Exercise

Personal Safety Network

• Identify healthy eating

• Know what to eat before Nippers

• Understand why you need water

• Know why staying fit is important

Surf Safe Two

U11
Nippers

Play it Safe in the Water

• Recognise and understand the red and yellow flags

• Demonstrate knowledge of signals

• Identify the surging, spilling and plunging waves

• Understand how Rips are formed, what they look like, and how to avoid

them

• Develop an understanding of Life Saving in Australia

• Identify the Life Saving Club as a welcoming place

• Identify the five beach safety tips using the F.L.A.G.S acronym

• Identify and demonstrate the SunSmart guidelines

• Understand the consequences of skin damage caused by sunburn

• Identify the actions you can take if feeling frightened, lost, upset or bullied

• Identify adults at the Life Saving Club who can help you

• Recognise the difference between renewable and non-renewable energy

generation

• Identify the ways in which electricity usage can be reduced at the Club

• Recognise ‘at risk’ people in a beach environment

• Recognise the importance of beach safety signage and understand

signage on your beach

Becoming a Lifesaver

• Recognise the different types of communication used in a beach

environment

• Identify why communication is an important skill for a lifesaver

• Recognise and manage patients suffering from cuts and abrasions, bleeding

from the nose, sprained muscle ligaments and sunburn

• Understand the basic principles of DRSABCD

• Recognise what an emergency situation is

• Perform CPR techniques
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Surf Skills

Learning Outcomes

Surf Safe Two

Beach Sprints and Relay Surf Race

Beach Run

Board Race

Beach Flags

Run-Swim-Run

Ironman/woman Board Relay

Aquacameron

• Attempt to perform a crouching beach start

• Attempt to perform a beach sprint finish

• Complete a 500m beach run

• Identify different beach flag race strategies

• Complete a Run-Swim-Run

• Understand the technique of surf swimming

• Demonstrate an ability to swim through surf,

parallel to surf and back to shore

• Attempt or perform Aquacameron relay race

transitions

• Enjoy participating in an Ironman/Ironwoman

race

• Attempt or perform a dismount from a nipper

board

• Attempt or perform catching a wave on a

nipper board

• Attempt or perform a board relay race

U11
Nippers
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Nipper Education Program
U11
Nippers

U11 Nipper Session Preparation

U11 Competition 
Skills Evaluation

U11 Preliminary 
Assessments

• 288m open water swim

within 12 minutes

(continuous freestyle)

• 50m swim

(freestyle/front crawl)

• 2 minutes survival float

(on back)

Age requirements

Nippers must be 10 years old as 

at 30 September to participate in 

the U11 age group.

Aquatic activity risk 
Assessment

A documented risk assessment 

must be carried out prior to a 

Nipper session and if conditions 

change.

Attendance

Sign each Nipper in and out of 

each session.

Equipment

Check equipment to make sure 

it’s safe for use.

Ensure equipment is washed 

down and put away in it’s correct 

place. Any damage should be 

reported.

Facilitate parent 
involvement 

Encourage parent involvement in 

each session.

Extreme heat and fire 
danger

Follow Emergency 

Management Victoria 

recommendations on extreme 

heat and fire danger. Adapt 

or cancel sessions as 

required.

High visibility vests

All Nippers must wear a high 

visibility lycra top for open 

water activities. 

Inclement weather

Observe weather conditions 

and adapt sessions 

accordingly.

Nipper session 
overview

Introduce yourself and 

explain what you will be doing 

for each session.

Set clear rules and 

boundaries, including 

expectations of Nippers 

parents and personnel. 

Safeguarding Children 
and Young People

Safeguarding Children and 

Young People behaviour 

guidelines must be 

demonstrated at all times. 

Identify who Nippers should 

go to if they feel unsafe.

Sun safety

All Nippers should 

demonstrate sun smart 

standards. Hats, sunscreen, 

water bottles, covered 

shoulders. Seek shade where 

appropriate. 

Water quality

Observe EPA water quality 

ratings. Adapt sessions 

accordingly to suit.

Water safety and age 
manager ratios

Enforce water safety ratios 

1:5. Water safety must hold 

appropriate qualifications. 

Patrol uniform or high vis 

orange must be worn. 

Utilise Age Manager ratios 

1:20. 
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Introduction to Lifesaving
U11

Nippers

Lesson 1:
Welcome to the Club (20 mins)

Preparation and 
equipment

Learning 
outcomes

• Develop an understanding

of Life Saving in Australia

• Identify the Life Saving Club

as a welcoming place

• Identify the five beach

safety tips using the

F.L.A.G.S acronym

• Identify and demonstrate

the SunSmart guidelines

• Understand the

consequences of skin

damage caused by sunburn

• Lesson 1 - Ensure the club

is available for a tour

Discussion (10 mins):

• Sit Nippers in a group

• Welcome them to the club

• Introduce them to the main

people involved in running the

junior program, or the club

• Briefly discuss the history of

Life Saving and the history of

your club –include interesting

facts you might know

• Discuss additional training

times for those interested

• Discuss competition

requirements (skills

evaluation)

Activities:

1. Club and beach tour (10

mins)

Take Nippers on a tour of the 

club and explain the areas as 

you go through

Make sure that you visit the 

following places –

• Bathroom/changerooms

• First Aid Room

• Gear Shed

• Point out where

equipment is stored

(Nipper boards) and

where to wash equipment

down etc.

Finish the tour by setting the 

boundaries for Nipper 

activities around the club 

house.
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Age Manager tips Lesson 2:
F.L.A.G.S (10 mins)

Lesson 3:
Safety – SunSmart (10 mins)

• Invite parents to accompany

you on the tour
Discussion (10 mins):

Sit the Nippers somewhere in the 

shade and revise and discuss the 

6 x S’s with emphasis on the 

beach environment .

• Slip – Slip on a shirt

• Slop – Slop on sunscreen

• Slap – Slap on a hat

• Seek – Seek shade or shelter

• Slide – Slide on sunglasses

• Sip – Sip water

Encourage the Nippers to talk 

about times they may have been 

sunburnt, and what it was like? 

i.e. Can be painful, peeling and

irritated, dehydrated/tired.

Discuss that the worst 

consequence of sunburn is skin 

cancer (The worst of these being 

Melanoma).

Melanoma doesn’t just occur 

when you get burnt.

• They can come up anywhere

• The often look like moles on

your skin

It’s VERY important to protect 

your skin when you’re young.

Discuss ways in which you 

can monitor skin cancer:

• Have your skin checked

when you visit the doctor

• Get a mole map done

(where you take pictures

of your moles and use this

to create a mole history)

The best idea is to prevent 

damage by always being 

SunSmart!

Activities:

1. SunSmart demo (5 mins):

Call for a volunteer to help 

demonstrate being 

SunSmart. 

Ask Nippers how we can 

make the volunteer 

SunSmart? 

Have them dress accordingly

Discussion (10 mins):

Sit the Nippers in a group and 

discuss the five beach safety tips 

with Nippers. Ask the Nippers 

what they think each surf safety 

tip means and discuss in detail.

(F) Find the red and yellow flag

and swim between them (safest

place to swim, patrolled by

lifesavers) .

(L) Look out for safety signs

(alert you to important

information).

(A) Ask a lifesaver for some good

advice (if you are unsure of

dangers and conditions ask a

lifesaver) .

(G) Get a parent to swim with you

(ensure someone will be there to

look out for you).

(S) Stick your hand up for help

(this is the best way to attract

attention).
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Personal safety network

Lesson 4:
Persistence pays cont. 

Lesson 4:
Persistence pays (20 mins)

Learning 
Outcomes

Age Manager 
Tips

• Identify the actions you can

take when feeling

frightened, lost, upset or

bullied

• Identify adults at the Life

saving club who can help

you

• Keep the lesson short and

focused on beach activities

and situations

• Be aware of the language

being used and the actions

of the Nippers

• Consult LSV Safeguarding

Children and Young People

resources for further

information

Discussion (10 mins):

Find a quiet place in the club 

house and arrange the Nippers 

into a semi-circle in front of you.

Talk to the Nippers about the 

importance of having trusted 

people who you can talk to when 

you are feeling frightened, lost, 

upset or bullied.

Discuss “What if ….” situations 

and ask Nippers to recognise if 

the action is safe or unsafe.

• Relate the content back to the

club environment, such as:

‘What if you were really scared

of the big surf and were bullied

to go out”

Discuss with Nippers the following 

scenario:

• What if you told a person you

trusted that you did not feel

safe and nothing happened?

Scenario 1:

Billy has been bullied at 

Nippers and tries to talk to 

Jack, but Jack doesn’t want 

to listen. Billy decides to talk 

to Caitlan and Caitlan listens. 

The Nipper acting as Caitlan 

needs to listen to Billy and 

prompt him to give her more 

information about him being 

bullied and/or persist in trying 

to find out about the bullying .

Scenario 2:

Zoe has hurt her leg while 

running on the beach. Sam 

notices that she is hurt and 

persists in finding out as 

much info as he can to pass it 

on to the Age Manager, or a 

person in their Safety 

Network.

• What if the person did not

believe you?

• What if the person was too

busy to listen?

• What if the person wasn’t

there?

• What if the person believed

you and still did nothing?

Activities:

1. Persistence pays role play

(10 mins):

Create a couple of role plays:

Nippers are split into groups of 3 

or 4.

A role play scenario is given to 

each group.

Each group is allocated 10 

minutes to address the scenario .

Allocate a parent/helper to each 

group to ensure they know what 

they’re doing and stay focused.

U11
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Eat, drink, exercise

Lesson 6:
Keeping fit (10 mins)

Lesson 5:
Healthy eating (10 mins)

Learning 
Outcomes

• Identify healthy eating

• Know what to eat before

Nippers

• Understand why you need

water

• Know why staying fit is

important

Discussion (10 mins):

Sit the Nippers in a group and 

discuss how they can stay 

healthy.

• Healthy eating (lesson 5)

• Drinking lots of water

• Staying active (sports,

running, swimming, playing

outside, less TV)

• Getting enough sleep at night.

• Warm ups and stretching (like

we do on all of our Nipper

days)

Discussion (10 mins):

Sit the Nippers in a group.

Ask the group:

Q. What are some healthy

foods you should eat/drink

daily

A. Fruit and vegetables, chicken

and fish, rice and grains, dairy

and lots of water.

Q, What are some unhealthy 

foods you shouldn’t have 

daily?

A. Lollies, chips, chocolate, soft

drink.

Q. Why should we eat healthy

food instead of unhealthy food

A. Because we get more nutrients

from healthy food. We feel better

because our bodies work better

and we have more energy for

sport .

Q. Why do you think it is

important to drink water

A. To stay hydrated.

Q. Why drink water and not

soft drinks and sports

drinks?

A. Water doesn't contain

extra sugar or salt

Q. When should you drink

water when participating

in Nippers?

A. Before Nippers, between

activities and after Nippers.

U11
Nippers
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Our beach environment

Lesson 8:
Energy conservation cont.

Lesson 7:
Energy conservation (25 mins)

Learning 
outcomes

Preparation and 
equipment

• Recognise the difference

between renewable and

non-renewable energy

generation

• Identify the ways in which

electricity usage can be

reduced at the Club

• Recognise ‘at risk’ people in

a beach environment

• Recognise the importance

of beach safety signage and

understand signage on the

beach

• Lesson 7 – Whiteboard and

markers OR butchers paper

and pens

• Lesson 10 - Know where

any beach signage is

Activities:

1. Examples/Our club (10 mins)

Form small groups of 3 - 4 

Nippers and give each 

group paper and pens or a 

whiteboard and pens. 

Write the following headings 

on the paper/whiteboard for 

everyone to see, and give each 

group 10 minutes to answer them:

• Give examples of how non-

renewable energy is being

used these days

• What type of energy is our Life

Saving Club being run on?

• List all of the things that use

electricity in the Life Saving

Club

• Draw an outline of the Club

and add the form of energy

collection you think would

work best at the club.

Describe why you choose this

technology

• List ways in which we could

limit electricity usage at our

Club

.

• After 10 minutes ask each

group to present their

answers to the group

2. Energy audit (5 mins)

Take the Nippers on a walk 

through the club to conduct 

an “energy audit”.

Stop in different areas of 

energy usage to discuss 

ways in which electricity is 

being wasted and ways in 

which it could be reduced.

Include things such as: lights, 

radios charging, kitchen 

appliances, water heating 

and any other things Nippers 

may have listed in their 

groups.

Discussion (10 mins):

Ask the Nippers if they know what 

the difference between renewable 

and non - renewable energy is?

Renewable Energy:

• Uses natural resources such

as sunlight, rain, wind, tides

and geothermal heat, which

are found in nature and can

always be found

Non-renewable Energy:

• Uses energy taken from

resources that will eventually

run out, become too

expensive or too

environmentally damaging to

get.

Ask the group to list renewable 

energy sources and non-

renewable energy sources and 

write them on a whiteboard or call 

them out for you to write up. 

If the Nippers are struggling to 

name any, you can add to the list. 

Be careful to explain each one as 

some Nippers may not 

understand what another Nipper 

suggests.

Energy Sources:

Renewable 

• Solar power

• Wind power

• Hydroelectricity

• Biofuels for transportation

Non-renewable

• Coal

• Petroleum

• Diesel fuel

• Gasoline

• Natural gas

• Uranium ore (nuclear)

Discuss why it is important for 

the world to focus on 

renewable energy sources.

U11
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• Lesson 9 – Ask a lifesaver

on patrol that day if they can

assist with this session

Discussion (20 mins):

Sit the Nippers in a group and 

discuss what “at risk” beach users 

are.

Discuss with the Nippers the 

factors that affect the different 

kinds of beach users and how 

these factors may cause them 

harm.

At Risk Beach Users:

• Age extremities: The very

young, or very old people on

the beach should always be

observed carefully. Young

children should be intercepted

if they approach the water

without adult supervision

• Overweight people: These

people are often in very poor

physical condition

• Recent immigrants and

tourists: People from countries

where surf conditions may not

be as rough should be kept

under close supervision

• Unstable or Intoxicated

people: Those whose

behaviour patterns show a

lack of coordination should

be kept under supervision

• Float users: These people

should be observed until

the lifesaver is sure they

are competent without

floats

• People improperly

dressed for the beach

conditions: Be wary of

people who attempt to

swim in clothing that is

unsuitable for surf, e.g.

jeans, jumpers

Ask Nippers to recommend 

actions they could take to 

help prevent people getting 

into dangerous situations at 

their beach. Answers may 

include:

• Use signage

• Talk to at-risk people

• Scanning surf conditions

before entering the water

• Preventative action

(schools etc.)

Lesson 10:
Safety Signage (15 mins)

Discussion (5 mins):

Ask the Nippers what kind of 

signs they may see at the 

beach? i.e. No swimming, rocks, 

beach signage, patrol signs etc..

Ask and discuss the following 

question with the Nippers:

Q. Why is signage used at the

beach?

A. To provide information on

safety and the environment to

beach users, tourists, non-English

speaking people

Activities:

1. Find a sign (10 mins):

Take the Nippers for a walk 

around the beach looking for 

signage that provides the 

public with information, points 

out hazards or warnings.

For each sign you come 

cross ask Nippers what the 

sign is for?

• Information (dune

rehabilitation, weather)

• Warning (rocks, cliff)

• Instruction (no swimming,

board riders permitted)

Note the three types of 

symbols on signs:

• Red circle with a line

crossed through it -

Shows you what can’t be

done

• Yellow diamond - Warning

of a danger

• Blue Square - Extra

information on patrol

locations, disabled access

etc.

Age Manager tips Lesson 9:
Risky business (20 mins)
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Play it safe in the water

Lesson 12:
Signals (10 mins)

Lesson 11:
It’s all red and yellow (10 mins)

Learning 
outcomes

Preparation and 
equipment

• Recognise and understand

the red and yellow flags

• Demonstrate knowledge of

signals

• Identify a surging, spilling

and plunging wave

• Understand how Rips are

formed, what they look like

and how to avoid them

• Lesson 8 - Have a red and

yellow flag handy

• Lesson 9 - Have a card or

chart with signals on it

and/or be prepared to

demonstrate signals

Discussion (10 mins):

Sit the Nippers in a group and 

discuss why we use signals to 

communicate.

Demonstrate a few signals:

• Return to Shore – Arm straight

up

• Proceed further out to sea –

two arms straight up

• Go left –left arm raised

horizontally

• Go right –right arm raised

horizontally

• Remain stationary – both arms

raised horizontally

Discussion (10 mins):

Using the red and yellow flag as a 

prop, discuss with the Nippers the 

role of the red and yellow flags.

• The flags represent the area

patrolled by Lifesavers and

Lifeguards, and they mark the

safest place to swim

If a patrol is operating, find a spot 

where you can see through the 

flagged area and start a 

discussion on what you can see.

• What dangers can be seen

nearby? (i.e. rocks, rips,

waves, surfers)

• Why are the flags where they

are now? (i.e. it’s the safest

place for swimmers)

• Where are the lifesavers

located? (i.e. centre of the

flags)

• Is everyone swimming

between the flags? Why/why

not? (i.e. surfers should be

outside the flags)

Activities:

1. Circle signals (15 mins):

After the discussion, have the

Nippers stand in a large circle

facing outwards and call out

signals.

The aim is to guess the 

correct signal – emphasise 

that it doesn't matter if you 

make a mistake when you're 

learning!

U11
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Lesson 13:
Waves (10 mins)

• Know your own beach so

you can better explain it’s

features to the Nippers

Discussion (10 mins):

Sit the Nippers in a semi-circle 

and discuss Rips. Namely:

How to spot a rip:

• Deeper, darker water; fewer

breaking waves; debris

floating seaward, foamy,

discoloured water extending

behind waves

Discuss inshore drift, holes and 

feeder currents and how they add 

to the dangers of the rip currents:

• They are found near rips

feeding water into it, strong

currents can drag you into the

rip

Discuss different types of rips:

• Permanent - Remains in the

same spot for many years

(near a groin, headland)

• Fixed - Long established

hole/gully, lasts for months

• Flash - Temporary, maybe

due to large surf build up in a

short time

• Travelling - Moves along the

beach

Discuss how you could use 

rips in a positive way:

• Help you get out through

the surf faster

Activities:

1. Rip walk (10 mins):

Go for a walk along the 

beach and try to identify any 

rips. If there aren't any that 

day you can point out where 

there is sometimes/often a 

rip. 

Ask the Nippers the following:

Q. What should you do

when they get to the beach,

and before they go into the

water?

A. Watch the water, observe

the waves, and make sure

the conditions suit your

ability. waves come in sets

(regular pattern of smaller

and bigger waves) so you

need to watch for a period of

time, waves may look small

(lulls) but then the bigger

waves of the set may be

coming.

Q. How can the tides and

winds effect waves?

A. Tides can create other

dangers. They can expose

rocks and sand banks. With

low tide waves may break on

a shallow sandbank.

Changing wind (afternoon

seas breeze in summer) can

increase waves and currents.

Discussion (10 mins):

Sit the Nippers in a group and 

discuss what the three different 

types of waves are.

1. Plunging wave (curling face)

Very strong, breaks in shallow 

water, can push you to bottom, is 

dangerous and can cause spinal 
injuries.

2. Spilling wave (sloping face)

Best waves to play in, wave 

crumbles, a gentle wave suitable 
for learning .

3. Surging wave (sloping face)

Found around rock ledges and 

steep beaches, don’t often break, 

but can knock you off your feet.

Age Manager tips Lesson 14:
Rips (20 mins)
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First Aid
U11

Nippers

• Recognise and manage

patients suffering from cuts

and abrasions, bleeding

from nose, sprained muscle

ligaments and sunburn

• Understand the principles of

DRSABCD

• Recognise what an

emergency situation is

• Perform CPR techniques

• Lesson 15 – DRSABCD

poster

• Lesson 15 – Organise a

qualified trainer or lifesaver

to run the session

• Lesson 15 - Training

Manikin and

cleaning supplies

Discussion (10 mins):

Q. What is first aid?

A. The immediate or emergency

assistance given to people

suffering from illness or injury

Q. How can you protect

yourself when performing first

aid?

A. First confirm there is no danger

to yourself or others before

approaching a patient. Avoid

direct contact with blood or any

bodily fluids by wearing gloves.

Treatments for some common 

injuries:

• Severe bleeding - Lay the

patient down with feet raised

and apply firm direct pressure

to stop the bleeding

• Nose bleeds - Apply pressure

over the soft part of the

nostrils and have the patient

sit up and lean forward

• Burns - Cooled by running

cold water over it for 20 mins

• Soft tissue injuries (sprains &

strains) - RICER: Rest, Ice,

Compression, Elevation, Refer

the patient to a qualified

medical practitioner such as a

Doctor or Physiotherapist

• Stingers - Wash off with warm

water and if welts appear

apply ice

• Snake bites - Patient should

move as little as possible, call

an ambulance and apply a

pressure bandage (firm and

even) to the bitten limb and

immobilise 

• Sunburn – rest, cool, drink

fluid

Lesson 15:
Here to help (10 mins)

Learning 
outcomes

Preparation and 
equipment

Lesson 16:
It’s an Emergency (10 mins)

Discussion (10 mins):

Sit the Nippers in a 

group and discuss the following 

questions:

Q. What is an emergency?

Describe some different types

of emergencies?

A. A sudden crisis (usually

involving danger) that requires

fast action, i.e. a person is badly

injured, stopped breathing, fire

etc..

Ask the Nippers to think of 

some incidents that may 

happen at the beach?

Drowning, snake bite, heat stroke, 

heart attack.

What should they do if they 

come across an emergency 

situation?

Follow the DRSABCD principles 

(discuss these principles)

D Danger: Check for danger to 

yourself, bystanders and the 

patient.

R Response: Assess 

responsiveness.

S Send for help: If 

unresponsive call ‘000’.

A Airways: Open and clear 

airway.

B Breathing: Look, listen and 

feel for breathing.

C Compressions: 

Commence CPR.

D Defibrillation: Used by a 

trained operator.

Explain the use of ‘000’ 

number in an emergency -

• It will connect you straight

to emergency services:

fire, police, ambulance

Explain use of this number at 

the beach.

• Tell a Lifesaver on patrol.

You don’t use ‘000’.

• A Lifesaver will contact

‘LSVCOMMS’, a special

emergency number just

for Lifesavers

Remind the Nippers that their 

role in DRSABCD is likely to 

be just the ‘S’ step when at 

Nippers as there are trained 

lifesavers everywhere!
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Discussion (15 mins):

Have discussions on the 

areas such as:

• Hygiene – Minimising the

risk of infection

• The Chain of Survival

• DRSABCD Flow Chart

• When to start CPR

• Rates for CPR

Activities:

1.CPR (20 mins):

Have the Nippers get into 

small groups based on the 

number of manikins available 

and practice resuscitation.

Provide scenarios to the 

groups to use as starting 

points for practicing

Discussion (5 mins):

Finish the lesson by 

discussing the issues, 

thoughts and feelings that 

have come out of the 

session.

• From the age of 10 Nippers

can gain a Resuscitation

Certificate. Talk to your

clubs Chief Instructor to

organise.

https://lsv.com.au/clubs-

members/leadership/life-

saving-victoria-pathways/

From the age of 10 a junior 

member of a Life Saving Club 

can work towards obtaining a 

Resuscitations Certificate. 

As an Age Manager you have two 

options for the delivery of 

resuscitation to your 10 year old 

Nippers:

Option 1 – Deliver a single 

lesson on Resuscitation

If you are a qualified trainer or a 

lifesaver the lesson could be 

delivered by you. If you are not 

qualified you would need to find a 

qualified bronze Lifesaver or 

trainer to deliver the lesson.

Option 2 – Complete a 

Resuscitation Certificate.

Have a qualified trainer and 

assessor deliver the course. Talk 

to your clubs Chief Instructor to 

organise.

Lesson 17:
The breath of life (45 mins)

Age Manager tips
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Becoming a Lifesaver

Lesson 18:
Breaking the barriers (20 mins)

Learning 
Outcomes

Preparation and 
equipment

• Recognise the different

types of communication

used in a beach

environment

• Identify why communication

is an important skill for a

Lifesaver

• Whiteboard and markers OR

butcher’s paper and pens

Discussion (10 mins):

Sit the Nippers in a group in a 

quiet area and start with a 

discussion on communication 

using the following starters:

Q. What are the different ways

we communicate with each

other?

Spoken/written/facial 

expressions/gestures

Q. Do we communicate

differently to different people?

Why?

Friends/parents/teachers

Q. How do we communicate in

a life saving environment?

Spoken/signals/signs etc.

Discuss with the Nippers some of 

the things that can make it hard to 

communicate properly using the 

following starters:

Q. What are some things that

might make it hard to

communicate with someone?

Background noise, language 

ability, distance etc.

Q. Why is it important to

listen properly?

So you can understand, so 

people trust you, so in a 

rescue scenario you know 

what to do etc.

Activities:

1.Communication (10 

mins):

Split the Nippers into pairs.

Have each Nipper tell their 

partner the following three 

things about themselves:

• Name

• Favourite movie and why

• Favourite thing to do on

the weekend

When both Nippers in each of 

the sets of pairs have 

finished, get the whole group 

to listen while each Nipper 

introduces their partner. 

In the introduction they must 

mention the three things they 

have learnt about them.
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Beach sprints

Beach sprints is an 

activity Lifesavers use to 

improve their running 

technique, speed and 

fitness on soft sand. 

Being able to sprint 

efficiently over a short 

distance on sand is 

essential if you are trying 
to help someone.

Activity 1 –
Beach sprints 
(25 mins)

Equipment – Markers

• Set up a sprint track

• Discuss with Nippers how

they can break down the

race

• Choose one or more

technique/s to explain and

demonstrate for the

session:

• Standing Start

• Crouch Start

• Running 

• Breaking up the

race

• Finish

• Give Nippers time to

practice the technique and

provide assistance as

required

• Once they have the basic

technique right, complete

the beach sprints

• Explain the course

Activity 2 –
Beach Relay (25 mins)

Equipment – Markers, relay 

batons

• Set up a  running track 

• Explain and demonstrate

the baton change over

technique

• Give Nippers time to

practice the technique

and provide assistance as

required

• Break Nippers up into

teams of four and spread

them out across the start

line

• Send half of each team

down each end of the

track

• Use correct starter’s

commands: ‘competitors

ready’ ‘set’ ‘go’ or whistle

• Mix up the activity by

having Nippers run the

relay doing different

things e.g. skipping,

crawling, sidestepping,

jumping
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Q. Why is it important

outgoing runner waits back
from start line?

A. This allows for an area for

the changeover to take place as

it must occur behind the start

line. It also gives running space

for outgoing runner to get

moving.

Q. What should you do

towards the end of the sprint

race?

A. Maintain good technique,

don’t drop head approaching

the line, remain upright and run

through the finish line.

Q. Why should you look at the

ground not towards the

finish line or the starter.

A. Looking down will give you

correct body positioning

for starting and ensure a more

efficient take off .

Q. Why should you break your

race up?

A. It is too long to go 100% for

the whole race so you should

focus on each section. It also

allows you to improve on

different aspects of your race.

Standing Start

• Place one foot on the line and

the other foot behind it

• Dig the toes of the front foot

into the sand for a better grip

• Place the opposite arm

forward to the leg that is in the

front position

• Knees slightly bent

• On ‘go’ drive forward off the

front foot

Crouch Start

• On ‘competitors ready’ take

this position

• Hands positioned slightly

more than shoulder

width apart

• Thumb and forefingers (form

a bridge) on the start line

• On ‘set’ lift hips to slightly

higher than the

shoulder height, rotate weight

forward and ensure weight is

in the hands

• On ‘go’ drive forward on the

front foot

• Keep low with head down for

up to 10m

• Come to an upright sprinting

position

Running

• Point feet straight ahead and

place them in a straight line

• Maintain high knees lift

• Bend elbows at 90 degrees

• Hold hands slightly clenched

• Swing hand to eye level on

forward swing

• Lean body slightly forward

and relax arms, body,

shoulders and head

Break the Race Up

• Drive Phase (0 - 20m)

• Keep low, drive arms fast to

gets legs moving, head down

• Middle (20 - 50m)

• Look ahead and maintain

stride, high knees, hips under

and use core

• Finish (50 - 70m)

• Maintain body positioning and

technique, don’t drop head

• Run through the finish

Beach Relay Baton 
Changes

• Runner holds the base of

baton out in front 

• Receiver forms a V with

thumbs and fingers to

changeover (both hands) 

• Changeover occurs, receiving

runner should keep their eyes

on the baton 

• Both runners to keep slightly

to one side of the track on

changeover 

• Baton must be exchanged

behind the start line 

• As the incoming runner is 5m

away from the start line,

awaiting runner should start

jogging forward to exchange

the baton 

• Once baton is  exchanged

pump arms and legs to

increase speed

Finish

• Drive through to the finish

line, don’t stop on the line

• Hold form until the finish line

• Lean forward (not too far) and

thrust chest in a lunge over

the last 2-3m propelling the

body forward when close to

the finish

• Keep eyes on the finish line

and swing arms

Discussions Points Coaching Tips
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Beach run

Beach Run is an activity 

Lifesavers use to practice 

and improve their sand 

running and physical 

strength and endurance. 

It is essential that 

Lifesavers have the 

physical ability and 

endurance to cover vast 

distances on sand if they 

are trying to help 
someone.

Activity 1 – Beach run  
(15 mins)

Equipment – Markers

• Set up a marker approximately

250m down the beach which

Nippers can run around

• Explain the course

• Have Nippers running up on

soft sand

• This race can be run with the

whole group at one time
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Age Manager Tips

Q. What should you remember

with competing in a longer race

(500m run)? 

A. Pace yourself, have a strong

start, settle into a solid pace

(middle) and on the last half lap

push hard to the finish line.

For a long run it’s important to 

pace yourself. Ensure that you 

are sufficiently warmed up and 

have stretched prior to completing 

the course.

Encourage parents join in the run.

Discussions Points Coaching Tips

Running

• Point feet straight ahead and

place them in a straight line

• Maintain high knees lift

• Bend elbows at 90 degrees

• Hold hands slightly clenched

• Swing hand to eye level on

forward swing

• Lean body slightly forward

and relax arms, body,

shoulders and head
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Beach flags

Activity 1 – Beach flags 
(15 mins)

Equipment – Beach flags, 

markers

• Set up a beach flags area 

• Place flags on the finish line (1

less than number of Nippers

each time)

• Choose one or more of the

following techniques to explain

and demonstrate for the

session:

• Starting position

• Turning

• Running Technique

• Diving for the flag

• Give Nippers time to practice

the technique/s and provide

assistance as required

• Once they have the basic

techniques right, complete

beach flags

• Explain the activity

• Use correct starters

commands: ‘competitors

ready’ ‘heads down’ ‘go’

or whistle

• Nippers will get up, turn

around and run to collect

a flag

• If a Nipper doesn’t get a

flag, they are knocked out

• Nippers knocked out can

help by calling the start

and placing flags for

remaining Nippers

• Repeat as necessary

Beach flags is an activity 

Lifesavers use to practice 

their speed and reflexes 

on sand.

Being able to react 

quickly in different 

situations in a beach 

environment is essential 

if you are trying to help 
someone.
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Starting Position

• Nippers lay down facing away

from the arena

• Feet together on the start line

• Wrists together and elbows

extended

• Nippers place their chin on

hands and on whistle, push up

and turn

Turning

• On ‘go’ keep turning foot on

straight line

• Keep head and shoulders low

throughout turn

• Push backwards and upwards

towards the flag

• Use vigorous arm and leg

action

Jump Turns

• Push off with arms like a

fast push-up

• Jump up fast in the air

and start turning the body

around to the finish line

• Try and keep the hands

as close to the line as

possible, and on whistle,

push up and turn

Diving for the Flag

• Don’t dive too far out from

the flag

• Dive for a flag with both

arms outstretched and

hands in a V-shape

• Keep your eyes on the

flag

• Grasp firmly and bring to

your body

• If a flag is missed,

immediately look around

to see if there is another

one free

Q. Why is it important to

remember to dive with both

arms?

A. It helps to protect your

shoulder, you are more likely

to get injured diving with one

arm, also better to grab the

flag with two hands so no one

can take it from you.

Q. Once you are up what

should you do?

A. Choose which flag you will go

for, pick the closest flag but be

aware of a secondary option, if

you think you will miss out (faster

opponent) change direction for an
alternate flag early .

Q. What is a way you can try to

block a competitor from

getting a flag?

A. You can use your body to an

extent to cut someone off

by adjusting your course, e.g.

running wide (you can

not physically push someone with

your arms.
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Surf race

Activity 1 – Body surfing 
(20 mins) 

• Explain and demonstrate the

body surfing technique

• Take Nippers out to waist

deep water

• Line up Nippers facing the

beach

• Ask Nippers to get into their

‘stiff as a board’ position

• When you see a wave is

about to reach the Nippers,

get them to bend over and

push off with the wave

• If there is no surf you can still

practice the technique, on

your call of ‘wave’ have them

push forward and kick hard,

demonstrating correct

positioning

• Provide assistance as

required

• Repeat till they get the idea

and can do it themselves

Activity 2 – Surf race 
(20 mins)

Equipment – Markers, buoys

• Set up a swim course.

• Choose one or more of the

following techniques to

explain and demonstrate:

• Planning the race

• Start

• Stroke

• Negotiating the surf

• Bodysurfing

• Finish

• Give Nippers time to practice

the technique and provide

assistance as required

• Once  competent, complete a

surf race

• Break Nippers up into smaller

groups if necessary

• Use correct starters

commands: ‘competitors

ready’ ‘set’ ‘go’ or whistle

• On ‘go’ Nippers run in to the

water, swim around two

points and back into the

beach to finish between the

flags

• Run the next group after the

first one finishes.

A Surf Race is an activity 

Lifesavers use to develop 

and practice their skills to 

negotiating different 

water conditions.

Lifesavers learn new 

skills in calm conditions 

and then attempt to 

practice in more 

challenging conditions. 

Using prevailing 

conditions such as wind, 

rip currents and wave 

conditions to your 

advantage is essential if 

you are trying to help 
someone. 
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Planning the Race

• Take note of water depth and

any potholes etc. 

• Wade for as long as you can

until hip depth 

• Watch the water to take note

of any rips, currents, water

movement, test this out in a

warm up or by watching

previous races 

• Check both the entry and exit

spots 

• At hip depth dolphin until it is

deep enough to swim 

• Dive deep under large waves

(hands above head) 

• If you can reach the bottom

grab hold with hands 

• Wait until the wave has

passed before resurfacing 

• Keep landmark in focus 

• Swim until your hand touches

the sand, don’t try to stand up

too early (wade and dolphin

where you can) 

• Run hard across the finish line

Start 

• Place preferred leg forward

with toes on the start line and

dig toes into sand 

• Place other leg back to enable

stability 

• Run hard into the water on

‘go’ 

Body surfing

• Keep your body stiff with

hands out in front

(above head)

• Keep head down between

arms

• Strong fast kick

• To breathe take a single

arm stroke with one hand

out in front and breathe to

side

Finish 

• Keep landmark in focus

• Swim until your hand

touches the sand, don’t try

to stand up too early

(wade and dolphin where

you can)

• Run hard across finish

line

Q. Why should you always

check the water before a race?

A. Beach conditions are always

changing with the wind, waves

and currents, holes can move or

develop. Ensuring you know

when to run and wade, reduces

the chance of injury by falling into

a hole or trough.

Q. When is it best to wade?

A. In ankle to knee or hip deep

water.

Q. When is it best to dolphin
dive?

A. In hip deep water or when it

becomes too difficult to wade.

Q. What else can you do

before a race to prepare?

A. Watch the ocean and

previous events and note any

RIPS, currents, drift. Choose

landmarks to help see the

finish line; take note of

the colour of the flags and

buoys.

Stroke

• Keep body flat in the

water

• Strong freestyle arms,

reaching forward and

pulling down along your

body

• Kick hard with legs

• Look forward every few

strokes to look for

finishing point

Negotiating the Surf

• Wade for as long as you

can until waist depth

• At waist depth dolphin

until it is deep enough to

swim

• Dive deep under large

waves (hands above

head)

• If you can reach the

bottom grab hold with

hands

• Wait until the wave has

passed before

resurfacing

Discussions Points Coaching Tips
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Boards

Lifesavers use board 

activities to develop and 

practice their board and 

paddling techniques.

The rescue board 

provides a fast and 

reliable means of 

reaching people and if 

required can support 

multiple people in the 

water. 

It is essential for 

Lifesavers to have 

competent board skills 

and be able to recognise 

the conditions for when a 

board can be used to 
help someone. 

Activity 1 – Board race 
(25 mins)

Equipment – Markers, buoys, 

Nipper boards 

• Set up a board race course 

• Choose one or more of the

following techniques to explain

and demonstrate:

• Bunny Hopping

• Positioning and

Paddling

• Wave Catching

• Paddling a broken

wave

• Popping

• Bouy Turns

• Dismount

• Have  Nippers practice skills

and provide advice and

assistance as required 

• Once they have the basic

technique right, break Nippers

into groups 

• Have them paddle out around

two points and return to shore

Activity 2 – Board rescue 
(25 mins)

Equipment – Nipper boards

• Discuss with the Nippers when

you might use a board to

assist a distressed swimmer

(i.e. when you’re already out in

the water on a board and you

see someone in trouble)

• Discuss the importance of a

careful approach to a

distressed swimmer:

• They will want to grab onto

anything and pull you under

• They might be panicking and

not in control of their actions

• Discuss what to do if the

distressed swimmer grabs a

hold of you ( put your head

under water, a distressed

swimmer won’t want to go

underneath the water with you

because they are trying to stay

above the water)

• Pair up Nippers and give them

a board

• Have each pair practice

helping a distressed swimmer.

Have the Nippers take turns

being the distressed swimmer
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Bunny Hopping

• Hold the rails of the board with a

hand on each side, thumbs on

board deck and inside hand

slightly forward of other hand

• Hand/arms to be slightly in front

of the body

• Have feet staggered with the

outside leg in front

• Push forward by extending arms

and driving forward with the legs

in a bounding motion

• Both feet should leave and enter

the water at the same time

• The board should take the

weight of the body as the

legs leave the water

Board Positioning and 

Paddling

• Position yourself in the center of

the board

• Paddle with freestyle arms

• As you go to catch the wave,

kick hard with your legs or push

off the sandbank

• Don’t let go of the board

• Stay towards the middle of the

board to avoid nose diving, too

far back and you will miss the

wave

Wave Catching

• Look behind to note where the

waves are

• Increase board speed as

swell/wave approaches

• When on the wave paddle for at

least two more strokes

• Once on the wave slide back on

the board

• Keep your feet apart for balance

and steering

• If the wave starts to die off slide

forward on the board again

Paddling through a Broken 

Wave

• Approach wave head on and

increase paddling speed

• Arch back before the broken

wave reaches the nose of board

• Reach out and take a stroke

over the broken wave with

one arm

• Resume normal paddling

technique

Buoy Turns

• Keep turning buoy in focus

• Try to get in inside position

Popping

• As the wave comes towards

you, go to a sitting

position towards the back of

the board with legs over the

side and hold the handles

• Lean back and pull on the

handles to raise the nose of

the board

• As the foam hits,

lean forward holding the

board by one side handle and

with the other arm

outstretched, and

push the front of the board

down

• Start a stroke with the one arm

and start paddling as soon as

possible

Dismount

• Stay on the board till knee

deep water or when your

hand can just touch the sand

to indicate shallow depth

• Keep eyes on strap/handle

• Grab the front handle

• Stand and run to the finish,

dragging the board

• Finish on your feet in control

of the board

• Remember finish is judged on

chest, not the board crossing

the line

Q. Where is the best spot

to be when going around

the buoys?

A. On the inside, if you are

on the outside of a group of

paddlers you may get

pushed out wide.

Q. If you jump off and it is

too deep to run what can

you do?

A. Bunny hopping helps you

move through knee deep

water faster than running.

Q. Why is it good to sprint

ahead of the wave at the

finish?

A. Makes it easier to get off

and you will have better

control of the board.

Q. When is bunny

hopping useful?

A. To move across a sand

bank where it is too deep to

run and also in shallow

water where it can be

quicker than paddling,

especially through the ‘dead

zone’ when coming back

into the beach.
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Board Relay

Lifesavers use board 

activities to develop and 

practice their board and 

paddling techniques.

The rescue board 

provides a fast and 

reliable means of 

reaching people and if 

required can support 

multiple people in the 

water. 

It is essential for 

Lifesavers to have 

competent board skills 

and be able to recognise 

the conditions for when a 

board can be used to 
help someone. 

Activity 1 – Board relay 
(25 mins)

Equipment – Markers, buoys, 

poles, Nipper boards

• Set up a board race course 

• Explain and demonstrate

some board skills

• Give Nippers 5 - 10 minutes

to practice and provide

assistance as required

• Break Nippers into groups of

three

• Explain the course

• Each paddler starts on the

line and paddles out around

two points

• When they reach the

shoreline, the paddler will

drop the board, run around

two points and tag the next

paddler waiting on the start

line 

• Each person in the team

must help out by collecting

their team mates boards,

e.g. last paddler grabs first

paddlers board

• Last paddler runs between

the finishing flags
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Start

• Check the water for entry

and exit areas for the

best conditions and

potential hazards

• Identify a landmark for

finishing

• Toes on the line, preferred

foot forward and slightly

bent knee

• Extend back foot to

comfortable position in a

starting block

• Eyes looking forward for a

clear water entry

• Board facing the correct

way

• Board held in preferred

hand

• Board facing 90 degrees

to the start line

• If windy, face the board

position into the wind

Board Relay 

Changeover

• Make sure you tag each

other on the back

Carrying the Board

• If dragging, hold the front top

handle and keep fin out of

the sand

• Or carry board under your arm,

holding the outer rail of the board

Q. Why is it better to carry the
board than dragging?

A. Must faster, less resistance

and quicker to jump on once you

reach the water .

Q. When is it better to drag?

A. If it is really windy it may be

easier to drag.

Q. When

is bunny hopping used?

A. Along a sand bank that is too

deep to run at top speed and too

shallow to paddle.

Q. What is the reason for

kicking your legs in time  with

your stroke?

A. Helps with momentum and

balance.

Q. Why should you look

forward every few strokes?

A. To make sure you are

swimming straight and are

on course with the buoys

and finishing flags.

Q. What else can you do to stay

on course?

A. Line up something behind the

finish line which is easier  to see,

a tree, building or tent may be

easier to see from  the water than

the flags. Also check the colour of

the  flags and buoys before the

race.
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Ironman/Ironwoman

Activity 1 –
Ironman/Ironwoman 
(30 mins) 

Equipment – Markers, buoys, 

poles, Nipper boards

• Set up an Iron course

• Give an explanation of the

course and the order (board-

run-swim-run), the race

involves a swim (around two

points), a run transition, a

board paddle (around three

points) and a run to finish 

• Explain and demonstrate

board, swim or running

techniques if necessary

• Order of the swim and board

can change and is drawn

randomly at carnivals

• Depending on numbers, break

Nippers into groups

• The second group, while

they’re not racing, can help

out the first group by grabbing

their boards on the waters

edge and vice versa for the

second group

Iron is a multi-discipline 

activity which Lifesavers 

use to practice combining 

their running, board, 

swimming and ski 

(seniors only) skills.

The activity improves 

Lifesavers fitness and 

endurance whilst also 

providing a means to 

practice navigating 

through different water 

and environmental 

conditions.

Being able to use 

conditions such as wind, 

rip currents, wave 

conditions to your 

advantage and combining 

with physical ability and 

endurance is essential if 

you are trying to help 
someone. 
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Q. What’s one important thing

to remember in an iron race?

A.You must go around the front

two buoys on the swim leg and all

three buoys on the board leg .

Q. What do you need to do

before an iron race?

A. Have all equipment (goggles,

cap, board, hi-vis singlet), pick a

handler to grab your equipment,

check the start and finish point for

holes and check the order and

course .

Q. What are some race
tactics?

A. In the board and swim, sit in

behind the person in front and try

to draft off their wash, you can get

pulled along behind them with

less effort .

General

• Running hard through the

transitions can make up

a lot of ground on people or

get ahead

• In both the swim and the

board, line up landmarks to

help you spot the turning flags

and stay on course

• In the swim make use of

wading/dolphin diving across

the sand bank but do not

stand up too early

• Ensure you do not jump off the

board too early

• Push off the board with both

hands on the rails, land in

a running stance and start

running/wading

• The board is left for your

handler to collect on the

waters edge

The Finish

• Jump off the board cleanly

and run across the line

• Paddle hard as you come

in to the beach to get

ahead of any waves

• Do not jump off the board

until you are sure it is

shallow enough

• To jump off the board,

place both hands on the

rails and push up and off

the board

• Land in a running position

with one foot forward of

the other

• As you jump off grab the

front handle of the board

(same side as the one you

jumped off ) and run up

the beach across the

finish line

Discussions Points Coaching Tips
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Run - Swim - Run

Activity 1 – Run-swim-run 
(20 mins) 

Equipment – Markers, buoys, 

poles

Set up a run – swim - run course 

(knee to waist deep water)

• Explain and demonstrate the

following techniques:

• Wading

• Dolphin Diving 

• Give Nippers 5 - 10 minutes to

practice and provide advice

and assistance as required

• Once  they have the basic

technique right, complete a

run – swim - run

• Explain the course

• Start Nippers at one end of the

beach; have them run along

the beach (around the flags)

then into the water

• They must then swim around

two points in the water then

run back around the flags 

• Break Nippers up into groups

if needed so you have a

manageable group in the

water

Run - Swim - Run is an 

activity Lifesavers use to 

practice and improve 

their combined beach 

running and swimming 

techniques.

It is essential that 

Lifesavers have the 

physical ability and 

fitness to be able to 

transition from the beach 

to the water efficiently if 

they are trying to help 
someone.
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Stroke

• Keep body flat in the water

• Strong freestyle arms,

reaching forward and pulling

down along your body

• Kick hard with legs

• Look forward every few

strokes to look for the turning

can/finishing flags

Wading

• Wading 

• Clear the knee from the water

at the side so the thigh is

horizontal to the water 

• Swing the leg around to the

front keeping the thigh

horizontal to the water 

• When the leg comes around

the front throw the foot out and

place onto the sand ready for

the other leg to repeat 

• Swing arms in time with legs

Dolphin Diving

• Dive into the water with arms

together and outstretched 

• Angle dive 45 degrees

towards the bottom and dig

hands into the sand to prevent

being dragged backwards by

the wave

• Bring feet forward to where

hands are and spring off at 45

degrees towards surface with

arms outstretched ready to

repeat the dolphin dive

Q. When should you

dolphin dive?

A. When it is too deep to

wade but still less than

waist deep, as it can be faster

than swimming

Q. When should you wade?

A. In ankle to knee depth water

Discussions Points Coaching Tips
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Aquacameron

Aquacameron is a multi –

discipline activity 

lifesavers use to improve 

their teamwork and the 

lifesaving skills of 

wading, board, running 

and swimming. 

Each team member will 

complete in a particular 

discipline as a part of the 

activity.  

It is essential that 

lifesavers can recognise 

and know the strengths 

of their team members, 

so they can identify who 

would be best to help 
someone. 

Activity 1 – Aquacameron 
(25 mins)

Equipment – Markers, buoys, 

poles, Nipper boards

• Set up a course -using two

points in the water and cones

or flags on the beach- in knee

to waist deep water

• Format for the relay is wade,

swim, board, a run leg

between each water leg

• Break Nippers into teams of

four (1 runner, 1 wader,1

swimmer, 1 boarder)

• Explain and demonstrate how

the race works and the

tagging technique

• Wader starts at the start line,

wades around the two points

and back into shore, where

they tag the runner

• Runner runs up the beach,

around the turning flags and

tags the swimmer at

start/changeover line

• Swimmer starts on the start

line, swims around the two

points and back into shore,

where they tag the runner

• Runner runs up the beach,

around the turning flags and

tags the paddler at

start/changeover line

• Board paddler proceeds

around the two points then

returns to the beach tagging

the runner at the water’s

edge

• The runner proceeds up the

beach around the turning

flag and through the finish

flags

• Repeat if time permits and

have Nippers switch the legs

so each Nipper has turns on

an alternate leg.
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Ask for swimmer and board 

paddler volunteers first so the 

more confident Nippers can take 

the harder legs.

Swimming technique

• Glide – keep the body straight

• Keep head down, hips up

• Kick hard with feet

• Catch – Reach out in front

with arms

• Pull – trace the lines of your

body

Board positioning and 
paddling

• Position yourself in the centre

of the board

• Paddle with freestyle arms

• As you go to catch the wave,

kick hard with your legs or

push off the sandbank

• Don’t let go of the board

• Stay towards the middle of the

board to avoid nose diving, too

far back and you will miss the

wave

Tagging

• Make sure you tag each other

on the back so it’s easy to

see. Don’t tag each others

hands

Age Manager Tips

Q. Why is tagging important in

competition?

A. Needs to be seen by officials,

must be on the back  and above

the water line so it is easy to

see.

If tagging  is incorrect you may 

be disqualified from racing.

Q. What can runners do to

speed up the changeover? 

A. If there is a shallow bank

runners can wait for the

changeover in the water as it is

easier for them to wade a short

distance rather than a board

paddler or a swimmer who may

be tired .

Discussions Points Coaching Tips
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Education

Learning Outcomes

Introduction to Lifesaving Our Beach Environment

First Aid

• Develop an understanding of Life Saving in Australia

• Identify the Life Saving Club as a welcoming place

• Identify and demonstrate the SunSmart guidelines

• Identify what skin Cancer is and what causes it

Becoming a Lifesaver

Personal Safety Network

• Perform cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) techniques

• Identify the role of the body’s circulatory system, skeletal system, respiratory

system and nervous system

• Understand how the body’s major organ systems relate to First Aid scenarios

• Identify the principles of DRSABCD

• Recognise and manage basic patient management techniques

• Understand the rights and responsibilities as a member of Surf Life Saving

Australia and Life Saving Victoria

• Understand how weather can effect both the beach environment and the

beach user

• Identify natural and man-made causes of erosion and their impact on the

beach environment

• Identify the four different types of rips

• Identify how to use rip currents to assist in surf swimming and rescues

• Recognise the different types of communication used in a beach

environment

• Identify why communication is an important skill for a lifesaver

Surf Smart One
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Surf Skills

Learning Outcomes

Surf Smart One

Beach Sprints Surf Race

Beach Run

Board Race

Beach Flags

Run-Swim-Run

Ironman/woman Board Relay

Board RescueAquacameron

• Develop a beach sprint arm and leg drive

technique

• Complete a 1km beach run and

demonstrating pacing

• Identify different beach flag race strategies

• Complete a Run-Swim-Run

• Attempt or perform diving under waves

• Perform Aquacameron relay race transitions

• Complete an Ironman/Ironwoman

Tube Rescue

• Recognise a rescue tube and what it is used

for

• Attempt or perform rolling under a wave

• Attempt or perform buoy turn

• Attempt or perform changeover techniques in

in a board relay

• Recognise how a board can be used to secure

and support a conscious patient

• Demonstrate the skills required to secure and

support a conscious patient
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Nipper Education Program
U12
Nippers

U12 Nipper Session Preparation

U12 Competition 
Skills Evaluation

U12 Preliminary 
Assessments

• 288m open water swim

within 10 minutes

(continuous freestyle)

• 100m swim

(freestyle/front crawl)

• 2 minutes survival float

(on back)

Age requirements

Nippers must be 11 years old as 

at 30 September to participate in 

the U12 age group.

Aquatic activity risk 
Assessment

A documented risk assessment 

must be carried out prior to a 

Nipper session and if conditions 

change.

Attendance

Sign each Nipper in and out of 

each session.

Equipment

Check equipment to make sure 

it’s safe for use.

Ensure equipment is washed 

down and put away in it’s correct 

place. Any damage should be 

reported.

Facilitate parent 
involvement 

Encourage parent involvement in 

each session.

Extreme heat and fire 
danger

Follow Emergency 

Management Victoria 

recommendations on extreme 

heat and fire danger. Adapt 

or cancel sessions as 

required.

High visibility vests

All Nippers must wear a high 

visibility lycra top for open 

water activities. 

Inclement weather

Observe weather conditions 

and adapt sessions 

accordingly.

Nipper session 
overview

Introduce yourself and 

explain what you will be doing 

for each session.

Set clear rules and 

boundaries, including 

expectations of Nippers 

parents and personnel. 

Safeguarding Children 
and Young People

Safeguarding Children and 

Young People behaviour 

guidelines must be 

demonstrated at all times. 

Identify who Nippers should 

go to if they feel unsafe.

Sun safety

All Nippers should 

demonstrate sun smart 

standards. Hats, sunscreen, 

water bottles, covered 

shoulders. Seek shade where 

appropriate. 

Water quality

Observe EPA water quality 

ratings. Adapt sessions 

accordingly to suit.

Water safety and age 
manager ratios

Enforce water safety ratios 

1:5. Water safety must hold 

appropriate qualifications. 

Patrol uniform or high vis 

orange must be worn. 

Utilise Age Manager ratios 

1:20. 
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Introduction to Lifesaving
U12

Nippers

Lesson 1:
Welcome to the Club (20 mins)

Preparation and 
equipment

Learning 
outcomes

• Develop an understanding

of Life Saving in Australia

• Identify the Life Saving Club

as a welcoming place

• Identify and demonstrate

the SunSmart guidelines

• Identify what skin cancer is

and what causes it

• Lesson 1 - Ensure the club

is available for a tour

Activities:

1. Club and beach tour (10

mins)

Take Nippers on a tour of the 

club and explain the areas as 

you go through.

Make sure that you visit the 

following places:

• Bathroom/changerooms

• First Aid Room

• Gear Shed

• Point out where

equipment is stored

(Nipper boards) and

where to wash equipment

down etc.

Finish the tour by setting the 

boundaries for Nipper 

activities around the club 

house.

Discussion (10 mins):

• Sit Nippers in a group

• Welcome them to the club

• Introduce them to the main

people involved in running the

junior program, or the club

• Briefly discuss the history of

Life Saving and the history of

your club –include interesting

facts you might know

• Discuss additional training

times for those interested
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Age Manager tips
Lesson 2:
Safety – SunSmart (10 mins)

• Invite parents to accompany

you on the tour

• Encourage parents to

demonstrate SunSmart

guidelines

Discussion (10 mins):

Sit the Nippers somewhere in the 

shade and revise and discuss the 

6 x S’s with emphasis on the 

beach environment .

• Slip – Slip on a shirt

• Slop – Slop on sunscreen

• Slap – Slap on a hat

• Seek – Seek shade or shelter

• Slide – Slide on sunglasses

• Sip – Sip water

Discuss skin cancer using the 

information below:

Q. What is skin cancer?

A. The skin is made up of cells

which can be cancerous when

exposed to ultraviolet radiation

(UV).

Q. What is melanoma?

A. It’s a form of skin cancer, can

occur anywhere on the body,

even between the toes and can

grow fast. If not treated it can

spread to lower skin cells and can

be carried to other parts of the

body.

Q. What causes

melanoma?

A. Develop due to

overexposure to UV radiation

from the sun. Related to short

intense episodes of sunburn

in childhood as well as long

term exposure over a number

of years.

Each time unprotected skin is 

exposed to UV it changes the 

structure of the cells.

Q. How common is

melanoma?

A. Australia has the highest

rate of skin cancer in the

world, 1 in 2 Australians will

develop skin cancer during

their lifetime and is more

common in people with fair

complexions as their skin

pigment offers less protection

against UV radiation than

people with darker skin.
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Personal safety network

Lesson 3:
Looking after you (10 mins)

Learning 
Outcomes

Preparation and 
equipment

• Understand your rights and

responsibilities as a

member of Surf Life Saving

Australia and Life Saving

Victoria

• Read and have with you the

SLSA Member Protection

Policy and LSV

Safeguarding Children and

Young People Commitment

Statement and Behaviour

Guidelines

• Organise for parents to

attend

Discussion (10 mins):

Start by explaining to Nippers and 

parents that a Life Saving Club is 

a place where everyone should 

feel welcome and safe.

Discuss with Nippers the following 

parts of Member Protection 

Policy:

• Codes of Conduct

• Rights and Responsibilities

• Equality, Discrimination and

Anti harassment

• Safeguarding Children

Discuss with the Nippers and 

parents these areas in relation to:

• What does the policy say?

• Why is it important?

• What does it mean for

Nippers?

• What does it mean for the

parents?

• What does it mean for the Life

Saving Club?

Ask the Nippers and parents if 

they have any questions and 

discuss any issues that may arise 

from the policy. 

This is a good time to discuss 

any specific codes of conduct 

or rules that your Club may 

have on top of this policy.

Policy and guidelines can be 

found on the Life Saving 

Victoria Website, under Clubs 

and Members.
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Our beach environment

Lesson 4:
Gail force cont.

Lesson 4:
Gail force (25 mins)

Learning 
Outcomes

Preparation and 
equipment

• Understand how weather

can effect both the

beach environment and the

beach user

• Identify natural and man-

made causes of erosion and

their impact on the beach

environment

• Lesson 4 – Whiteboard and

markers or butchers paper

and pens

• Have the Nippers open their

fingers and let the sand drop

to the beach. While they are

doing this mention how easy

sand is to move and

manipulate on the beach

Discussion (10 mins):

Ask the Nippers the following 

questions:

Q. What impact might waves

have on the beach/dune

environment?

A. Heavy, dumping waves take

sand away from the beach

(erode), and gentle spilling waves

return the sand to the beach

Q. Can you see any signs of

erosion on the beach?

A. Look for eroded rock platforms

or cliff races, eroded dunes, areas

of steep beach etc..

Q. Can you think of other ways

erosion could be caused?

A. Wind shapes rocks and cliffs,

human development, humans

walking over dunes and

destroying vegetation that holds

the sand together

Q. What impact do humans

have on the coast/sand

dunes?

A. Tramping over them,

tracking weeds in on shoes,

car parks, building too close

to the beach etc..

Finish the lesson by 

discussing ways in which we 

can protect our 

coastline/sand dunes. Some 

examples are not walking 

over sand dunes, join a dune 

care group, fence off dunes, 

don’t build so close to the 

beach.

Discussion (5 mins):

Ask the following questions to 

generate a discussion on 
weather:

Q. What is weather?

A. It’s a description of what’s

happening with the air, sun, rain
and wind at any given time.

Q. How can the weather effect

the role of Lifesavers at the

beach?

A. Numbers of people i.e. sunny =

more, wet = less, cold water =

more chance of people getting

cold, large waves =

more dangerous, storms =
dangerous debris in the water.

Q. How can we be prepared for

different weather conditions?

A. Sun protection, wet weather

equipment, appropriate warning

signage etc.

Activities:

1. Know the beach (10

mins):

Take the Nippers on to the 

beach and have them face 

the water and describe what 

the waves look like. Ask the 

Nippers:

• Are they heavy, dumping

waves?

• Are they gentle, spilling

waves?

Describe both of the wave 

types (dumping waves curl 

and dump forcefully, gentle 

waves spill slowly).

Ask the Nippers to pick up a 

handful of sand and study it 

in detail in their hands.

• Ask them to describe what

they find in the sand or

what they think it’s made

of? (may identify broken

shells, crab

fragments, purples

fragments from barnacles

etc.)
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Our beach environment

Learning 
Outcomes

Preparation and 
equipment

• Identify the four different

types of rips

• Identify how to use a rip to

assist in surf swimming and

rescues

• Lesson 5 – Rip

poster/picture of a rip

• Lesson 5 Activity 1 – water

safety personnel (1:5),

lifejackets, a working rip

Activities (20 mins):

1. Ride the rip (20 mins):

If you have the required number 

of water safety personnel (1:5), a 

competent group, life jackets and 

a working rip on the beach you 

can do this activity.

• Have each Nipper wear a life

jacket

• Take your group to the edge

of the rip

• Explain that you are going to

enter the rip and float out to

sea or to the ‘head’ of the rip

• Once out the back you can try

a short swim against the rip to

see how hard it is

• Then swim parallel to the

beach and catch a wave to

shore

Finish by discussing the 

experience with the Nippers. How 

did you feel? What did you learn?

• Fixed - Long established

hole/gully, lasts for

months

• Flash - Temporary,

maybe due to large surf

build up in a short time

• Travelling - Moves along

the beach

Discuss how the Nippers 

could use their knowledge of 

rips in a positive way while at 

the beach or on patrol:

Locate and monitor rips, 

communicate any dangers to 

beach users, put up signage 

near them, educate friends 

and family while at the beach

Ask the Nippers if they know 

how a rip can be used in a 

positive way.

It can be used to swim out 

through the surf fast. This is 

handy is performing a rescue. 

Remind the Nippers that if 

they DO use a rip for a 

rescue they shouldn’t try to 

swim back to shore –instead 

they should signal for 

assistance.

Discussion (10 mins):

Sit the Nippers in a semi-circle 

and discuss rips. Namely:

Discuss how a rip is formed.

Water that has come into the 

beach in waves needs a way 

back out to sea, as the water 

moves out to sea it creates a 

trench that channels the water

Discuss how to spot a rip:

Deeper, darker water; fewer 

breaking waves, and/or waves 

breaking on either side but not in 

the rip; debris floating seaward, 

foamy, discoloured water 

extending behind waves

Discuss inshore drift, holes and 

feeder currents and how they add 

to the dangers of the rip:

They are found near rips feeding 

water into it, strong currents can 

drag you into the rip.

Discuss different types of rips:

• Permanent - Remains in the

same spot for many years

(near groin, headland)

Lesson 5:
Rip it up (30 mins)

Lesson 5:
Rip it up cont.

ONLY attempt this activity if 

you have a competent group 

of Nippers and the 

appropriate number of water 

safety personnel.
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First Aid

Lesson 6:
Giving hope (60 mins)

Learning 
Outcomes

Preparation and 
equipment

• Perform cardiopulmonary

resuscitation (CPR)

techniques

• Identify the role of the

body’s circulatory system,

skeletal system, respiratory

system and nervous system

• Understand how the body’s

major organ systems relate

to First Aid scenarios

• Qualified trainer or lifesaver

• Resuscitation training

equipment and disinfectant

• SLSA Training Manual

• Worksheet: DRSABCD

Flowchart

• Whiteboard and markers or

butcher’s paper and pens

AWARD DELIVERY OPTION:

From the age of 11 a junior 

member of a Life Saving Club 

can work towards obtaining a 

Resuscitation Certificate and a 

Basic Emergency Care Award 

(AID). 

As an Age Manager you have two 

options for the delivery of 

resuscitation to your 11 year old 

Nippers:

Option 1 – Deliver a single 

lesson on Resuscitation / Basic 

Emergency Care.

If you are a qualified trainer or a 

lifesaver the lesson could be 

delivered by you. If you are not 

qualified you would need to find a 

qualified bronze Lifesaver or 

trainer to deliver the lesson.

Option 2 – Complete a 

Resuscitation Certificate / Basic 

Emergency Care (AID) Award.

Have a qualified trainer and 

assessor deliver the course. Talk 

to your clubs Chief Instructor to 

organise.

This lesson plan is a basic 

overview of what should be 

taught in a one off 

resuscitation lesson – not to 

be used as a lesson for 

instructing for the 

resuscitation certificate.

Note: Nippers may already 

have completed their 

Resuscitation Certificate the 

previous season. These 

Nippers can be used to assist 

in training and will need to 

complete their resuscitation 

proficiency to keep their 

award current

Lesson 6:
Giving hope cont.

Discussion (20 mins):

Have discussions on the areas 

such as:

• Hygiene – Minimising the risk

of infection

• The Chain of Survival

• DRSABCD Flow Chart

• When to start CPR

• Rates for CPR

Discuss and then demonstrate:

• One person patient

assessment

• Mouth to mouth and mouth to

nose rescue breathing

techniques as part of CPR

• Procedures for managing

patients after CPR

Activities:

1.CPR (35 mins):

Have the Nippers get into small 

groups based on the number of 

manikins available and practice 

resuscitation.

Provide scenarios to the groups 

to use as starting points for 

practicing

Discussion (5 mins):

Finish the lesson by discussing 

the issues, thoughts and feelings 

that have come out of the 

session.
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First Aid

Lesson 7:
A helping hand cont.

Learning 
Outcomes

Preparation and 
equipment

• Identify the principles of

DRSABCD

• Recognise and manage

basic patient

management techniques

• Whiteboard and markers OR

butcher’s paper and pens

• First Aid kit

• Any injury props if available

AWARD DELIVERY OPTION:

From the age of 11 a junior 

member of a Life Saving Club 

can work towards obtaining a 

Basic Emergency Care Award.

One of the three units that make 

up this award is Anatomy and 

Physiology. As an Age Manager 

you have two options for the 

delivery of Anatomy 

and Physiology to your 11 year 
old Nippers: 

Option 1 – Deliver a single 

lesson on Anatomy and 

Physiology. This information is 
very useful for all Nippers to learn

Option 2 – Complete a Basic 

Emergency Care (AID) award.

Have a qualified trainer and 

assessor deliver the course. Talk 

to your clubs Chief Instructor to 

organise.

This lesson plan is a basic 

overview of what should be 

taught in a one off 

resuscitation lesson – not to 

be used as a lesson for 

instructing for the 

resuscitation component of 

the Basic Emergency Care 

(AID) Award.

Discussion (15 mins):

Have discussions on the areas 

such as:

• Hygiene – Minimising the risk

of infection

• DRSABCD Flow Chart

Discuss and demonstrate how to 

treat the following first aid 

instances:

• Cuts and abrasions

• Bleeding from the nose

• Sprained muscle ligaments

i.e.. A sprained ankle

• Sunburn

• Cramping

• Fainting

• Shock

• Needle stick injuries

• Treatment of bleeding: arterial

and venous

Activities:

1. First aider (15 mins):

Split the group into pairs/small 

groups and have them practice 

the first aid treatments. 

Use props to simulate injuries and 

to make the scenarios more 

realistic and fun. 

Set up simple scenarios.

Lesson 7:
A helping hand (30 mins)
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Age Manager tips Lesson 8:
Skin and bones (20 mins)

Lesson 8:
Skin and bones cont.

• From the age of 10 Nippers

can gain a Resuscitation

Certificate. Talk to your

clubs Chief Instructor to

organise

• From the age of 11 Nippers

can gain a Basic Emergency

Care (AID) award. Talk to

your clubs Chief Instructor

to organise

sv.com.au/clubs-

members/leadership/life-

saving-victoria-pathways/

• Respiratory System

This includes airways (larynx) and 

the lungs. This system is 

important for taking in oxygen to 

fuel muscle potential through 

breathing in, and expelling carbon 

dioxide through breathing 

out. Example first aid cases 

include:

1. Resuscitation/CPR - trying to

get the air into the lungs to

keep the system working

2. Choking - lungs are starved

of air by a blocked airway

3. Anaphylactic – throat can

swell and restrict air to the

lungs

• Skeletal System

Your skeleton (bones) protect the 

major organs from being 

damaged. Your spine provides 

flexible support for the body and 

protects the spinal cord. The 

spinal cord is essential for 

allowing messages to travel from 

the body to the brain. Example 

first aid cases include:

1. Broken bones – bones break,

fracture, chip

2. Spinal – vertebrae

pops/slips, back

breaks/fractures and

effects the spinal cord

• Nervous System

The brain, through the spinal 

cord and nerves, controls 

every part of the body. 

Example first aid cases 

include:

1. Concussion – the head

takes a hard knock and

shakes up the brain/the

brain swells and puts
pressure on the skull

Activities (10 mins):

Have the Nippers draw a 

body on butcher’s paper and 

explain where the main 

systems are located

Finish the lesson by asking 

the Nippers this question that 

relates this lesson to life 

saving:

Q. What are you doing

when you breathe into a

patient?

A. Providing air to the lungs.

Discussion (10 mins):

Discuss the following human 

body organ:

• Circulatory System

The heart is the central organ 

that pumps blood to the lungs 

and the rest of the body. 

Example first aid cases 

include:

1. Resuscitation/CPR –

compressions trying to

restart the heart so it can

pump blood

2. Heart attacks – heart

stops pumping blood

3. Cuts and abrasions –

heart pumps the blood

through the body and out

through cuts

AWARD DELIVERY OPTION:

From the age of 11 a junior 

member of a Life Saving Club 

can work towards obtaining a 

Basic Emergency Care Award.

One of the three units that make 

up this award is Anatomy and 

Physiology. As an Age Manager 

you have two options for the 

delivery of Anatomy 

and Physiology to your 11 year 
old Nippers: 

Option 1 – Deliver a single 

lesson on Anatomy and 

Physiology. This information is 
very useful for all Nippers to learn

Option 2 – Complete a Basic 

Emergency Care (AID) award.

Have a qualified trainer and 

assessor deliver the course. Talk 

to your clubs Chief Instructor to 

organise.
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Becoming a Lifesaver

Lesson 9:
On patrol (15 mins)

Learning 
Outcomes

Preparation and
equipment

• Identify the role of a beach

patrol

• Identify the role of Lifesavers

during patrol

• Recognise that staying fit and

healthy is important as

a Lifesaver

• Identify ways to stay fit and

healthy during Nippers

• Whiteboard and markers or

butcher’s paper and pens

• Lesson 9 - If possible,

organise the lesson to occur

when a patrol is setting up

• Lesson 9 - Confirm that the

patrol captain is available to

lead the activity in advance

Activities (15 mins):

Ensure a patrol is operating on 

your beach and approach the 

patrol captain to discuss patrols 

with your Nippers. 

If a patrol does not operate during 

Nippers, have a patrolling 

member lead this activity.

Introduce your Nippers to the 

patrol captain and ask them to 

explain the role of a patrol:

• What are the roles of the

people on patrol? (watch the

water, perform rescues,

provide first aid, prevent

incidents)

• When do the patrols occur?

(specific to your club, but

usually volunteers on

weekends, paid lifeguards

during the week)

• What happens before the

patrol begins? (check

equipment, establish

communication between LSV

and the patrol, set up, check

conditions, put flags in

appropriate spots)

• What equipment is used

on patrol and why?

(Boards, tubes, IRBs, First

Aid equipment, vehicles.

Show the Nippers the

equipment)

• What types of things

happen on a patrol?

• What are the most fun

parts of being on patrol?

Have the Nippers ask the 

patrol captain any questions 

they may have.
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Age Manager tips Lesson 10:
LifeSmart (15 mins)

Lesson 10:
LifeSmart cont.

• Have examples of the

different types of healthy

foods

Regular Exercise:

Discuss the value of keeping fit 

outside of Nippers. It keeps you 

healthy, makes you feel better 

etc.

Discuss the different ways in 

which you can exercise and keep 

fit and healthy (sports, running, 

swimming, games, being outside 

more, less screen time).

Warm-up / Warm-down and 

Stretching:

Discuss the value of warming 

up, warming down and 

stretching .

• Gets blood flowing and

raises body temperature

• Desirable to have

muscles, ligaments and

joints experience the

functional range of motion

of the activities

• Helps get you mentally

ready for exercise

Demonstrate a number of 

stretches Nippers can do 

before exercise and discuss 

what muscles the stretches 

are working .

Discussion (15 mins):

Sit the Nippers in a group.

Discuss ways you can stay fit and 

healthy as a Lifesaver. 

Write these up on a whiteboard or 

on butcher’s paper.

Pick out some single ideas from 

the list of answers and focus on 

them individually. Ensure you 

focus on the following:

Nutrition:

Discuss the difference between 

healthy (always) foods and 

unhealthy (sometimes) foods. 

Discuss specific energy foods.

Q. What kinds of meals should

you have before coming to

Nippers to ensure that you

have enough energy to

participate?

A. Complex carbohydrates, low

GI.

Q. What can you do during a

session to stay energised?

A. Stay hydrated and eat small,

energy snacks.
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Becoming a Lifesaver

Lesson 11:
Sign me up cont.

Lesson 11:
Sign me up (30 mins)

Learning 
Outcomes

Preparation and 
equipment

• Demonstrate the following

signals: message

understood, attract attention,

message not clear, repeat, pick

up swimmers

• Lesson 11 – Have a set of

signal flags available to use

Have one of each pair stand at 

the water’s edge (the receiver) 

and the other one of the pair (the 

signaller) stand facing their 

partner 10 metres up the beach.

Ask the signaller to instruct the 

receiver using the following 

signals:

• Attract attention of the receiver

• Send receiver out into knee

deep water

• Ask the receiver to reply

• Ask the signaller to sign that

the message is not clear

• Ask the signaller to send the

receiver out into knee deep

water

• Once in knee deep water

signal to go left

• Send receiver further out to

sea

• Send receiver to the right

• Have the receiver return to

shore

Swap roles and repeat the 

exercise.

During the exercise pass 

around the signal flags and 

have different signallers have 

a turn with them. 

Is it easier with the flags?

Discussion (10 mins):

Sit the Nippers in a group and 

discuss why we use signals to 

communicate.

Demonstrate a few signals the 

Nippers will know from previous 

years:

• Return to Shore – arm straight

up

• Proceed further out to sea –

two arms straight up

• Go left – left arm raised

horizontally

• Go right – right arm raised

horizontally

• Remain stationary – both arms

raised horizontally

Demonstrate and discuss the 

following additions to the signals:

• Assistance required – one arm

waved too and from above the

head, closed fist

• Message understood - one

arm help stationary above the

head and cut away quickly

• Attract attention – wave

both arms to and from

crossing over the head

• Message not clear – wave

one arm to and from

above head

• Pick up swimmers – point

in direction of swimmer,

the other hand to be

waved in a circular

manner around the head

Activities:

1. Pair signals (20 mins)

Ask the Nippers to pair up 

and carry out the following 

activity under the watch of 

water safety personnel. 

Remind the Nippers that both 

the signaller and the receiver 

need to use the 

‘message understood’ signal 

when necessary .
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Beach sprints

Beach sprints is an 

activity Lifesavers use to 

improve their running 

technique, speed and 

fitness on soft sand. 

Being able to sprint 

efficiently over a short 

distance on sand is 

essential if you are trying 
to help someone.

Activity 1 –
Beach sprints 
(25 mins)

Equipment – Markers

• Set up a sprint track

• Discuss with Nippers how

they can break down the

race

• Choose one or more

technique/s to explain and

demonstrate for the

session:

• Standing Start

• Crouch Start

• Running 

• Breaking up the

race

• Finish

• Give Nippers time to

practice the technique and

provide assistance as

required

• Once they have the basic

technique right, complete

the beach sprints

• Explain the course

Activity 2 –
Beach relay (20 mins)

Equipment – Markers, relay 

batons

• Set up a sprint track

• Explain and demonstrate

the baton change over

technique

• Give Nippers time to

practice the technique

and provide assistance as

required

• Break Nippers up into

teams of four and spread

them out across the start

line

• Send half of each team

down each end of the

track

• Use correct starter’s

commands: ‘competitors

ready’ ‘set’ ‘go’ or whistle
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Standing Start

• Place one foot on the line and

the other foot behind it

• Dig the toes of the front foot

into the sand for a better grip

• Place the opposite arm

forward to the leg that is in the

front position

• Knees slightly bent

• On ‘go’ drive forward off the

front foot

Crouch Start

• On ‘competitors ready’ take

this position

• Hands positioned slightly

more than shoulder

width apart

• Thumb and forefingers (form

a bridge) on the start line

• On ‘set’ lift hips to slightly

higher than shoulder height,

rotate weight forward and

ensure weight is in the hands

• On ‘go’ drive forward on the

front foot

• Keep low with head down for

up to 10m

• Come to an upright sprinting

position

Running

• Point feet straight ahead and

place them in a straight line

• Maintain high knees lift

• Bend elbows at 90 degrees

• Hold hands slightly clenched

• Swing hand to eye level on

forward swing

• Lean body slightly forward

and relax arms, body,

shoulders and head

Break the Race Up

• Drive Phase (0 - 20m)

• Keep low, drive arms fast to

gets legs moving, head down

• Middle (20 - 50m)

• Look ahead and maintain

stride, high knees, hips under

and use core

• Finish (50 - 70m)

• Maintain body positioning and

technique, don’t drop head

• Run through the finish

Beach Relay Baton 
Changes

• Runner holds the base of

baton out in front 

• Receiver forms a V with

thumbs and fingers to

changeover (both hands) 

• Changeover occurs, receiving

runner should keep their eyes

on the baton 

• Both runners to keep slightly

to one side of the track on

changeover 

• Baton must be exchanged

behind the start line 

• As the incoming runner is 5m

away from the start line,

awaiting runner should start

jogging forward to exchange

the baton 

• Once baton is exchanged

pump arms and legs to

increase speed

Finish

• Drive through to the finish

line, don’t stop on the line

• Hold form until the finish line

• Lean forward (not too far) and

thrust chest in a lunge  over

the last 2-3m propelling the

body forward when close to

the finish

• Keep eyes on the finish line

and swing arms

Q. Why is arm movement so

important in beach sprinting?

A. It helps with sprinting to

propel the body forward

and assist legs to maintain
speed.

Q. Why should you break your

race up?

A. It is too long to go 100% for

the whole race so you should

focus on each section. It also

allows you to improve on

different aspects of your race.

Q. Why is it important

outgoing runner waits back
from start line?

A.This allows for an area for the

changeover to take place as it

must occur behind the start line.

It also gives running space for

outgoing runner to get moving.

Q. What are some important

things to remember when

setting up for a crouch start?

A. Do not dig the holes for your

feet too deep, dig the sand.
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Beach run

Beach Run is an activity 

Lifesavers use to practice 

and improve their sand 

running and physical 

strength and endurance. 

It is essential that 

Lifesavers have the 

physical ability and 

endurance to cover vast 

distances on sand if they 

are trying to help 
someone.

Activity 1 – Beach run  
(20 mins)

Equipment – Markers

• Set up a marker approximately

500m down the beach which

Nippers can run around

• Explain the course

• Have Nippers running up on

soft sand

• This race can be run with the

whole group at one time
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Age Manager Tips

Q. What should you remember

with competing in a longer race

(1km run)? 

A. Pace yourself, have a strong

start, settle into a solid pace

(middle) and on the last half lap

push hard to the finish line.

For a long run it’s important to 

pace yourself. Ensure that you 

are sufficiently warmed up and 

have stretched prior to 

completing the course.

Encourage parents join in the 

run 

Running

• Point feet straight ahead and

place them in a straight line

• Maintain high knees lift

• Bend elbows at 90 degrees

• Hold hands slightly clenched

• Swing hand to eye level on

forward swing

• Lean body slightly forward

and relax arms, body,

shoulders and head
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Beach flags

Activity 1 – Beach flags 
(20 mins)

Equipment – Beach flags, 

markers

• Set up a beach flags area 

• Discuss with Nippers the

simplicity of beach flags when

it’s broken down

• Question Nippers on their

beach flag strategy

• Which flag do you

usually go for?

• Why do you go for

that flag?

• Which is the best flag

to go for?

• Place flags on the finish line (1

less than number of Nippers

each time)

• Choose one or more of the

following techniques to explain

and demonstrate for the

session:

• Starting position

• Turning

• Running Technique

• Diving for the flag

• Give Nippers time to

practice the technique/s

and provide assistance as

required

• Once they have the basic

techniques right, complete

beach flags

• Explain the activity

• Use correct starters

commands: ‘competitors

ready’ ‘heads down’ ‘go’

or whistle

• Nippers will get up, turn

around and run to collect

a flag

• If a Nipper doesn’t get a

flag, they are knocked out

• Nippers knocked out can

help by calling the start

and placing flags for

remaining Nippers

• Repeat as necessary

Beach flags is an activity 

Lifesavers use to practice 

their speed and reflexes 

on sand.

Being able to react 

quickly in different 

situations in a beach 

environment is essential 

if you are trying to help 
someone.
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Q. What is a way you can try to

block a competitor from

getting a flag?

A. You can use your body to an

extent to cut someone off

by adjusting your course, e.g.

running wide. Note that you can

not physically push someone with

your arms.

Q. Why is it important to

remember to dive with both

arms?

A. It helps protect your shoulder,

you are more likely to get injured

diving with one arm, also better to

grab the flag with two hands so

no one can take it from you.

Q. Why should you lean to

one side?

A. It stops you getting

winded.

Starting Position

• Nippers lay down facing away

from the arena

• Feet together on the start line

• Wrists together and elbows

extended

• Nippers place their chin on

hands and on whistle, push up

and turn

Turning

• On ‘go’ keep turning foot on

straight line

• Keep head and shoulders low

throughout turn

• Push backwards and upwards

towards the flag

• Use vigorous arm and leg

action

Jump Turns

• Push off with arms like a

fast push-up

• Jump up fast in the air

and start turning the body

around to the finish line

• Try and keep your hands

as close to the line as

possible and on whistle,

push up and turn

Diving for the Flag

• Don’t dive too far out from

the flag

• Dive for a flag with both

arms outstretched and

hands in a V-shape

• Keep your eyes on the

flag

• Grasp firmly and bring to

your body

• If a flag is missed,

immediately look around

to see if there is another

one free

Break down beach 

flags

Start

• Speed in turn

• Keep low through turn

• Strong leg and arm action

Middle

• Quick decisions need to

be made on which flag

you will go for

• Quickly move in front of a

competitor if possible

• Keep low body position in

relation to your opponent

End

• Keep eyes on the flag

• Dive with hands stretched

right out

• Grasp firmly and bring to

body
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Surf race

Activity 1 – Body surfing 
(20 mins) 

• Explain and demonstrate the

body surfing technique

• Take Nippers out to waist

deep water

• Line up Nippers facing the

beach

• Ask Nippers to get into their

‘stiff as a board’ position

• When you see a wave is

about to reach the Nippers,

get them to bend over and

push off with the wave

• If there is no surf you can still

practice the technique, on

your call of ‘wave’ have them

push forward and kick hard,

demonstrating correct

positioning

• Provide assistance as

required

• Repeat till they get the idea

and can do it themselves

Activity 2 – Surf race 
(20 mins) 

Equipment – Markers, buoys

• Set up a swim course

• Choose one or more of the

following techniques to

explain and demonstrate:

• Planning the race

• Start

• Stroke

• Negotiating the surf

• Bodysurfing

• Finish

• Give Nippers time to practice

the technique and provide

assistance as required

• Once  competent, complete a

surf race

• Break Nippers up into smaller

groups if necessary

• Use correct starters

commands: ‘competitors

ready’ ‘set’ ‘go’ or whistle

• On ‘go’ Nippers run in to the

water, swim around two

points and back into the

beach to finish between the

flags

A Surf Race is an activity 

Lifesavers use to develop 

and practice their skills to 

negotiating different 

water conditions.

Lifesavers learn new 

skills in calm conditions 

and then attempt to 

practice in more 

challenging conditions. 

Using prevailing 

conditions such as wind, 

rip currents and wave 

conditions to your 

advantage is essential if 

you are trying to help 
someone. 
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Planning the Race

• Take note of water depth and

any potholes etc. 

• Wade for as long as you can

until waist depth 

• Watch the water to take note

of any rips, currents, water

movement, test this out in a

warm up or by watching

previous races 

• Check both the entry and exit

spots 

• At waist depth dolphin until it

is deep enough to swim 

• Dive deep under large waves

(hands above head) 

• If you can reach the bottom

grab hold with hands 

• Wait until the wave has

passed before resurfacing 

• Keep landmark in focus 

• Swim until your hand touches

the sand, don’t try to stand up

too early (wade and dolphin

where you can) 

• Run hard across the finish line

Start 

• Place preferred leg forward

with toes on the start line and

dig toes into sand 

• Place other leg back to enable

stability 

• Run hard into the water on

‘go’ 

Body surfing

• Keep your body stiff with

hands out in front

(above head)

• Keep head down between

arms

• Strong fast kick

• To breathe take a single

arm stroke with one hand

out in front and breathe to

side

Finish 

• Keep landmark in focus

• Swim until your hand

touches the sand, don’t try

to stand up too early

(wade and dolphin where

you can)

• Run hard across finish

line

Stroke

• Keep body flat in the

water

• Strong freestyle arms,

reaching forward and

pulling down along your

body

• Kick hard with legs

• Look forward every few

strokes to look for

finishing point

Negotiating the Surf

• Wade for as long as you

can until waist depth

• At waist depth dolphin

until it is deep enough to

swim

• Dive deep under large

waves (hands above

head)

• If you can reach the

bottom grab hold with

hands

• Wait until the wave has

passed before

resurfacing

Q. Why should you always

check the water before a race?

A. Beach conditions are always

changing with the wind, waves

and currents, holes can move or

develop. Ensuring you know

when to run and wade, reduces

the chance of injury falling into a

hole/trough.

Q. When is it best to wade?

A. In ankle to knee deep water

Q. When is it best to dolphin
dive?

A. In waist deep water of when it

becomes too difficult to wade.

Q. What else can you do

before a race to prepare?

A. Watch the ocean and

previous events and note any

RIPS, currents, drift. Choose

landmarks to help see the

finish line; take note of

the colour of the flags and

buoys.
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Board Race

Lifesavers use board 

activities to develop and 

practice their board and 

paddling techniques.

The rescue board 

provides a fast and 

reliable means of 

reaching people and if 

required can support 

multiple people in the 

water. 

It is essential for 

Lifesavers to have 

competent board skills 

and be able to recognise 

the conditions for when a 

board can be used to 
help someone. 

Activity 1 – Board race 
(25 mins)

Equipment – Markers, buoys, 

Nipper boards 

• Set up a board race course 

• Choose one or more of the

following techniques to explain

and demonstrate:

• Positioning and

Paddling

• Wave Catching

• Paddling a broken

wave

• Rolling a broken

wave

• Popping

• Bouy Turns

• Dismount

• Have  Nippers practice skills

and provide advice and

assistance as required 

• Once they have the basic

technique right, break Nippers

into groups 

• Have them paddle out around

two points and return to shore
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Q. Where is the best spot

to be when going around

the buoys?

A. On the inside, if you are

on the outside of a group of

paddlers you may get

pushed out wide

Q. If you jump off and it is

too deep to run what can

you do?

A. Bunny hopping helps you

move through knee deep

water faster than running

Q. Why is it good to sprint

ahead of the wave at the

finish?

A. Makes it easier to get off

and you will have better

control of the board

Q. When is bunny

hopping useful?

A. To move across a sand

bank where it is too deep to

run and also in shallow

water where it can be

quicker than paddling,

especially through the ‘dead

zone’ when coming back

into the beach.

Q. How do you decide

whether to pop or roll an

oncoming wave?

A. Popping works best on

smaller/weaker waves, less

chance of loosing the board

or getting pushed back.

Q. Where is the best spot

to be when going around

the buoys?

A. On the inside, if you are

on the outside of a group of

paddlers you may get

pushed out wide.

Q. Why is it best to carry

the board rather than

drag?

A. It’s quicker to run with

and easier to jump on the

board.

Board Positioning and 

Paddling

• Position yourself in the center of

the board

• Paddle with freestyle arms

• As you go to catch the wave,

kick hard with your legs or push

off the sandbank

• Don’t let go of the board

• Stay towards the middle of the

board to avoid nose diving, too

far back and you will miss the

wave

Wave Catching

• Look behind to note where the

waves are

• Increase board speed as

swell/wave approaches

• When on the wave paddle for at

least two more strokes

• Once on the wave slide back on

the board

• Keep your feet apart for balance

and steering

• If the wave starts to die off slide

forward on the board again

Paddling through a Broken 

Wave

• Approach wave head on and

increase paddling speed

• Arch back before the broken

wave reaches the nose of board

• Reach out and take a stroke

over the broken wave with

one arm

• Resume normal paddling

technique

Buoy Turns

• Keep turning buoy in focus

• Try to get in inside position

Rolling a Broken Wave

• Move forward and grab front

handles while lying along the

board

• Roll the board over and hold

tight

• While under the water keep the

body parallel to the board and

pull board forward and down as

the foam hits

• After wave has passed turn the

board back over

• Get back on the board and

quickly start paddling

Popping

• As the wave come towards

you, go to sitting

position towards the back of

the board with legs over the

side and hold the handles

• Lean back and pull on the

handles to raise the nose of

the board

• As the foam hits,

lean forward holding the

board by one side handle and

with the other arm

outstretched, and

push the front of the board

down

• Start a stroke with the one arm

and start paddling as soon as

possible

Dismount

• Stay on the board till knee

deep water or when your

hand can just touch the sand

to indicate shallow depth

• Keep eyes on strap/handle

• Grab the front handle

• Stand and run to the finish,

dragging the board

• Finish on your feet in control

of the board

• Remember finish is judged on

chest, not the board crossing

the line
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Board Relay

Lifesavers use board 

activities to develop and 

practice their board and 

paddling techniques.

The rescue board 

provides a fast and 

reliable means of 

reaching people and if 

required can support 

multiple people in the 

water. 

It is essential for 

Lifesavers to have 

competent board skills 

and be able to recognise 

the conditions for when a 

board can be used to 
help someone. 

Activity 1 – Board relay 
(25 mins)

Equipment – Markers, buoys, 

Nipper boards 

• Set up a board race course 

• Explain and demonstrate

some board skills

• Give Nippers 5 - 10 minutes

to practice and provide

assistance as required

• Break Nippers into groups of

three

• Explain the course

• Each paddler starts on the

line and paddles out around

two points

• When they reach the

shoreline, the paddler will

drop the board, run around

two points and tag the next

paddler waiting on the start

line 

• Each person in the team

must help out by collecting

their team mates boards,

e.g. last paddler grabs first

paddlers board

• Last paddler runs between

the finishing flags
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Start

• Check the water for entry

and exit areas for the

best conditions and

potential hazards

• Identify a landmark for

finishing

• Toes on the line, preferred

foot forward and slightly

bent knee

• Extend back foot to

comfortable position in a

starting block

• Eyes looking forward for a

clear water entry

• Board facing the correct

way

• Board held in preferred

hand

• Board facing 90 degrees

to the start line

• If windy, face the board

position into the wind

Board Relay 

Changeover

• Make sure you tag each

other on the back

Carrying the Board

• If dragging, hold the front top

handle and keep fin out of

the sand

• Or carry board under your arm,

holding the outer rail of the board

Q. When is it useful to

drag the board?

A. In really windy conditions

it can be easier to drag the

board.

Q. What are two things

that you should

remember to do in a

board relay.

A1. Grab your teammates 

board as they finish 

paddling, allows them 

to have a quicker transition 

paddling to running.

A2. Tag properly, make 

sure you tag your teammate 

clearly and on their back.
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Board Rescue

Activity 3 – Board Rescue 
(25 mins)

Equipment – Markers, buoys, 

Nipper boards 

• Set up a board rescue race

• Discuss with the Nippers when

they can use a board to

secure and support a

conscious patient

• Split Nippers into pairs (1

swimmer and 1 board paddler)

• Explain and demonstrate how

the race works and the basic

technique required 

• In their pairs, allow 5 minutes

for them to practice paddling

with two people on the board

and provide advice and

assistance as required

• Once they have the basic

technique right, run board

rescue races in heats until

every pair has had a turn 

• For those that are waiting for

their turn, have them watch

and see what works/doesn’t

work for those paddling 

Board Rescue is an 

activity which lifesavers 

use to develop and 

practice their board 

riding, paddling and 

rescue pick up 

techniques.

The rescue board 

provides a fast and 

reliable means of 

reaching people and if 

required can support 

multiple people in the 

water. 

It is essential for 

lifesavers to have 

competent board skills, 

complete a rescue pick 

up and be able to 

recognise the conditions 

for when a board can be 
used to help someone.

• If using a string line designate

each pair a buoy (only nine

teams can race at once),

otherwise swimmers are to

swim out in line with two

points in the water

• Make sure each Nipper has a

turn at being patient and the

rescuer

U12
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General

• On ‘go’, swimmer swims out

to designated buoy placing

one arm over the buoy and

straight up in the air (if no

buoy, just raise arm) 

• On swimmers signal, board

paddler paddles out to pick

them up 

• Board paddler paddles behind

the buoy and swimmer climbs

on 

• Once both people are on they

make their way back to shore 

• Front paddler lay as far

forward on the board as

possible without the nose

sinking and legs slightly apart 

• Back paddler lies half way up

the front paddler with legs

apart to help with balance 

• Both paddlers to paddle as

normal and in time with each

other

Pickup Technique

• Aim to keep the board on the

shoreward side of the patient

• Straddle the board slightly

towards the back

• Tell the patient to reach

across and take hold of

the handgrips

• Grab the patients nearest leg

to pull the patient onto

the craft

• Put the patient on the board

with the patients assistance

• Take a paddle position

between the patients legs,

turn the craft around and

paddle towards the shore

• Make sure on your return to

shore that the rescuer does

not catch any unbroken

waves as there is a risk of

loosing their patient

• When you reach the shore,

signal for assistance required

if necessary

Coaching Tips
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Ironman/Ironwoman

Activity 1 –
Ironman/Ironwoman 
(30 mins) 

Equipment – Markers, buoys, 

Nipper boards, poles

• Set up an Iron course

• Give an explanation of the

course and the order (board-

run-swim-run), the race

involves a swim (around two

points), a run transition, a

board paddle (around three

points) and a run to finish 

• Explain and demonstrate

board, swim or running

techniques if necessary

• Order of the swim and board

can change and is drawn

randomly at carnivals

• Depending on numbers, break

Nippers into groups

• The second group, while

they’re not racing, can help

out the first group by grabbing

their boards on the waters

edge and vice versa for the

second group

Iron is a multi-discipline 

activity which Lifesavers 

use to practice combining 

their running, board, 

swimming and ski 

(seniors only) skills.

The activity improves 

Lifesavers fitness and 

endurance whilst also 

providing a means to 

practice navigating 

through different water 

and environmental 

conditions.

Being able to use 

conditions such as wind, 

rip currents, wave 

conditions to your 

advantage and combining 

with physical ability and 

endurance is essential if 

you are trying to help 
someone. 
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Q. What’s one important

thing to remember in an iron

race?

A.You must go around the front

two buoys on the swim leg and

all three buoys on the board

leg .

Q. What do you need to do

before an iron race?

A. Have all equipment (goggles,

cap, board, hi-vis singlet), pick a

handler to grab your equipment,

check the start and finish point

for holes and check the order

and course.

Q. What are some race
tactics?

A. In the board and swim, sit in

behind the person in front and

try to draft off their wash, you

can get pulled along behind

them with less effort.

General

• Running hard through the

transitions can make up

a lot of ground on people or

get ahead

• In both the swim and the

board, line up landmarks to

help you spot the turning flags

and stay on course

• In the swim make use of

wading/dolphin diving across

the sand bank but do not

stand up too early

• Ensure you do not jump off the

board too early

• Push off the board with both

hands on the rails, land in

a running stance and start

running/wading

• The board is left for your

handler to collect on the

waters edge

The Finish

• Jump off the board cleanly

and run across the line

• Paddle hard as you come

in to the beach to get

ahead of any waves

• Do not jump off the board

until you are sure it is

shallow enough

• To jump off the board,

place both hands on the

rails and push up and off

the board

• Land in a running position

with one foot forward of

the other

• As you jump off grab the

front handle of the board

(same side as the one you

jumped off ) and run up

the beach across the

finish line

Discussions Points Coaching Tips
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Tube Rescue

Tube Rescue is an 

activity which Lifesavers 

use to develop and 

practice swimming with a 

rescue tube and tube 

rescue techniques. 

The rescue tube provides 

a means of reaching 

people if Lifesavers 

require to negotiate larger 

waves and can support 

people in the water while 

you wait for additional 

help.

It is essential for 

Lifesavers to have the 

skills to use a rescue 

tube and recognise the 

conditions for when it can 
be used to help someone. 

Activity 1 –
Rescue Tube Swim 
(20 mins)

Equipment – Markers, buoys, 

rescue tubes

• Set up a small swim course

• Discuss when you would use

a rescue tube. To perform a

rescue and use on patrol

when you doing a roving

patrol.

• Discuss the technique for

conducting a tube rescue

• Organise Nippers into small

groups

• Give each group a rescue

tube

• Send first Nipper out around

the points in the water and

repeat till all Nippers in the

group have had a turn
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Activity 3 –
Rescue Tube Race 
(25 mins)

Equipment – Markers, 

buoys, rescue tubes

• Set up a rescue tube

race

• Revise and demonstrate

how to do a tube rescue

• Have Nippers practice in

pairs on the beach and

provide assistance as

required

• Once they have the

basic technique right run

a race out in line with

the buoys

• Divide Nippers into pairs

each with a tube (each

pair is designated a

colour buoy if using

stringline)

• The first Nipper (patient)

swims out to their buoy,

puts one arm over the

can and other arm

straight up in the air (if

no stringline patient can

just wave arm for

assistance when in line

with buoys)

• The patient then must

release contact with

buoy and then await the

arrival of the rescue

swimmer

• On the patients signal

the rescuer runs into the

water with the tube

under their arm

• The tube should be

released once the

rescuer can no longer

wade

• Once the patient is

secure proceed back to

shore, rescuer towing

the patient

• Patient can assist by

kicking their legs

• Repeat so that both

Nippers have a turn at

being a ‘patient’ and a

‘rescuer’

Q. How do you wear a

rescue tube?

A. Pull the end of the belt

so it unwinds, place the belt

over your head and under

one arm like a sash, carry

the tube until you reach the

water

Parts of the Rescue 

Tube

• Tube shaft – is the main

floatation device

• Clip and Ring – the clip

connects to the ring at

either ends of the tube to

secure the patient

Tube Rescue

• Enter the water holding

the tube under your arm

and swim fins in the other

hand

• Run and wade to knee

depth before throwing the

tube to the side and

putting your fins on

• Observe your patient

continually

• Swim to you’re within 2m

of the patient and tell

them what you are going

to do

• Push the tube towards

the patient while

reassuring them

• Clip the patient into the

tube and begin to swim

back to the beach towing

the patient

• Assist from the water

Instructions Discussions Points Coaching Tips
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Run - Swim - Run

Activity 1 – Run-swim-run 
(20 mins) 

Equipment – Markers, buoys, 

poles

• Set up a run – swim - run

course

• Explain and demonstrate the

following techniques:

• Wading

• Dolphin Diving 

• Give Nippers 5 - 10 minutes to

practice and provide advice

and assistance as required

• Once  they have the basic

technique right, complete a

run – swim - run

• Explain the course

• Start Nippers at one end of the

beach; have them run along

the beach (around the flags)

then into the water

• They must then swim around

two points in the water then

run back around the flags 

• Break Nippers up into groups

if needed so you have a

manageable group in the

water

Run - Swim - Run is an 

activity Lifesavers use to 

practice and improve 

their combined beach 

running and swimming 

techniques.

It is essential that 

Lifesavers have the 

physical ability and 

fitness to be able to 

transition from the beach 

to the water efficiently if 

they are trying to help 
someone.
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Stroke

• Keep body flat in the water

• Strong freestyle arms,

reaching forward and pulling

down along your body

• Kick hard with legs

• Look forward every few

strokes to look for the turning

can/finishing flags

Wading

• Wading 

• Clear the knee from the water

at the side so the thigh is

horizontal to the water 

• Swing the leg around to the

front keeping the thigh

horizontal to the water 

• When the leg comes around

the front throw the foot out and

place onto the sand ready for

the other leg to repeat 

• Swing arms in time with legs

Dolphin Diving

• Dive into the water with arms

together and outstretched 

• Angle dive 45 degrees

towards the bottom and dig

hands into the sand to prevent

being dragged backwards by

the wave

• Bring feet forward to where

hands are and spring off at 45

degrees towards surface with

arms outstretched ready to

repeat the dolphin dive

Q. Why is wading and

dolphining good in a run –

swim - run?

A. Helps you move faster and

easier through the water.

Q. When should you

dolphin dive?

A. When it is too deep to

wade but still less than

waist deep so it can be

faster than swimming.

Q. When should you wade?

A. In ankle to knee depth water.

Q. How is ocean swimming

different to the pool?

A. Conditions are always

changing (wind, waves,

sand banks, currents) and you

have to adapt to these.

Q. Why should you always

check the water before a

race?

A. Beach conditions are always

changing with wind, waves and

currents, holes can move and

develop. Ensures you know

when to run and wade. Reduces

the chance of injury falling into a

hole or trough.

Discussions Points Coaching Tips
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Aquacameron

Aquacameron is a multi –

discipline activity 

Lifesavers use to improve 

their teamwork and the 

lifesaving skills of 

wading, board, running 

and swimming. 

Each team member will 

complete in a particular 

discipline as a part of the 

activity.  

It is essential that 

Lifesavers can recognise 

and know the strengths 

of their team members, 

so they can identify who 

would be best to help 
someone. 

Activity 1 – Aquacameron 
(25 mins)

Equipment – Markers, buoys, 

poles, Nipper boards

• Set up a course -using two

points in the water and cones

or flags on the beach- in knee

to waist deep water

• Format for the relay is wade,

swim, board, a run leg

between each water leg

• Break Nippers into teams of

four (1 runner, 1 wader,1

swimmer, 1 boarder)

• Explain and demonstrate how

the race works and the

tagging technique

• Wader starts at the start line,

wades around the two points

and back into shore, where

they tag the runner

• Runner runs up the beach,

around the turning flags and

tags the swimmer at

start/changeover line

• Swimmer starts on the start

line, swims around the two

points and back into shore,

where they tag the runner

• Runner runs up the beach,

around the turning flags and

tags the paddler at

start/changeover line

• Board paddler proceeds

around the two points then

returns to the beach tagging

the runner at the water’s

edge

• The runner proceeds up the

beach around the turning

flag and through the finish

flags

• Repeat if time permits and

have Nippers switch the legs

so each Nipper has turns on

an alternate leg.
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Ask for swimmer and board 

paddler volunteers first so the 

more confident Nippers can take 

the harder legs.

Swimming technique

• Glide – keep the body straight

• Keep head down, hips up

• Kick hard with feet

• Catch – Reach out in front

with arms

• Pull – trace the lines of your

body

Board positioning and 
paddling

• Position yourself in the centre

of the board

• Paddle with freestyle arms

• As you go to catch the wave,

kick hard with your legs or

push off the sandbank

• Don’t let go of the board

• Stay towards the middle of the

board to avoid nose diving, too

far back and you will miss the

wave

Tagging

• Make sure you tag each other

on the back so it’s easy to

see. Don’t tag each others

hands

Age Manager Tips

Q. Why is tagging important in

competition?

A. Needs to be seen by officials,

must be on the back  and above

the water line so it is easy to

see.

If tagging  is incorrect you may 

be disqualified from racing.

Q. What can runners do to

speed up the changeover? 

A. If there is a shallow bank

runners can wait for the

changeover in the water as it is

easier for them to wade a short

distance rather than a board

paddler or a swimmer who may

be tired

Discussions Points Coaching Tips
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Education

Learning Outcomes

Introduction to Lifesaving Our Beach Environment

First Aid

• Develop an understanding of Life Saving in Australia

• Identify the Life Saving Club as a welcoming place

• Become familiar with the opportunities Life Saving offers

• Identify and demonstrate the SunSmart guidelines

• Identify what skin Cancer is and what causes it

Becoming a Lifesaver

Personal Safety Network

• Identify how to minimise the risk of cross infection when delivering first aid

and resuscitation

• Perform cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) techniques

• Identify the role of the body’s circulatory system, skeletal system, respiratory

system and nervous system

• Understand how the body’s major organ systems relate to First Aid scenarios

• Identify the principles of DRSABCD

• Recognise and manage basic patient management techniques

• Understand the rights and responsibilities as a member of Surf Life Saving

Australia and Life Saving Victoria

• Understand Global Warming and Climate Change

• Identify the impacts Global Warming and Climate Change have on

lifesaving

• Identify the four different types of rips

• Identify how to manage rips in a beach environment

• Identify how to use rip currents to assist in surf swimming and rescues

• Identify the role of a beach patrol

• Identify and understand the top 10 beach safety tips

• Demonstrate the following signals: message understood, attract attention,

message not clear, repeat, pick up swimmers

• Identify why communication is an important skill for a lifesaver

Surf Smart Two

U13
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Surf Skills

Learning Outcomes

Surf Smart Two

Beach Sprints and Relays Surf Race

Beach Run

Board Race

Beach Flags

Run-Swim-Run

Ironman/woman Board Relay

Board RescueAquacameron

• Demonstrate beach sprinting skills in a beach

sprint event

• Demonstrate beach sprinting skills in a beach

relay event

• Complete a 1km beach run, demonstrating

pacing

• Demonstrate beach flags skills in a beach

flags event

• Demonstrate swimming and beach running

skills in a run-swim-run event

• Demonstrate swimming skills in a surf race

event

• Demonstrate beach running, swimming and

board skills in an Aquacameron event

• Demonstrate beach running, swimming and

board skills in an Ironman/Ironwoman event

Tube Rescue

• Attempt or perform swimming with a rescue

tube

• Attempt or perform a tube rescue for a

swimmer in distress

• Demonstrate board skills in a board race

event

• Demonstrate board skills in a board relay

event

• Demonstrate board rescue skills in a board

rescue event

U13
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Nipper Education Program
U13

Nippers

U13 Nipper Session Preparation

U13 Competition 
Skills Evaluation

U13 Preliminary 
Assessments

• 288m open water swim

within 9 minutes

(continuous freestyle)

• 150m swim

(freestyle/front crawl)

• 3 minutes survival float

(on back)

Age requirements

Nippers must be 12 years old as 

at 30 September to participate in 

the U13 age group.

Aquatic activity risk 
Assessment

A documented risk assessment 

must be carried out prior to a 

Nipper session and if conditions 

change.

Attendance

Sign each Nipper in and out of 

each session.

Equipment

Check equipment to make sure 

it’s safe for use.

Ensure equipment is washed 

down and put away in it’s correct 

place. Any damage should be 

reported.

Facilitate parent 
involvement 

Encourage parent involvement in 

each session.

Extreme heat and fire 
danger

Follow Emergency 

Management Victoria 

recommendations on extreme 

heat and fire danger. Adapt 

or cancel sessions as 

required.

High visibility vests

All Nippers must wear a high 

visibility lycra top for open 

water activities. 

Inclement weather

Observe weather conditions 

and adapt sessions 

accordingly.

Nipper session 
overview

Introduce yourself and 

explain what you will be doing 

for each session.

Set clear rules and 

boundaries, including 

expectations of Nippers 

parents and personnel. 

Safeguarding Children 
and Young People

Safeguarding Children and 

Young People behaviour 

guidelines must be 

demonstrated at all times. 

Identify who Nippers should 

go to if they feel unsafe.

Sun safety

All Nippers should 

demonstrate sun smart 

standards. Hats, sunscreen, 

water bottles, covered 

shoulders. Seek shade where 

appropriate. 

Water quality

Observe EPA water quality 

ratings. Adapt sessions 

accordingly to suit.

Water safety and age 
manager ratios

Enforce water safety ratios 

1:5. Water safety must hold 

appropriate qualifications. 

Patrol uniform or high vis 

orange must be worn. 

Utilise Age Manager ratios 

1:20. 
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Introduction to Lifesaving
U13

Nippers

Lesson 1:
Welcome to the Club (20 mins)

Preparation and 
equipment

Learning 
outcomes

• Develop an understanding

of Life Saving in Australia

• Identify the Life Saving Club

as a welcoming place

• Identify and demonstrate

the SunSmart guidelines

• Identify what skin cancer is

and what causes it

• Lesson 1 - Ensure the club

is available for a tour

Discussion (10 mins):

• Sit Nippers in a group

• Welcome them to the club

• Introduce them to the main

people involved in running the

junior program, or the club

• Briefly discuss the history of

Life Saving and the history of

your club –include interesting

facts you might know

• Discuss additional training

times for those interested

Activities:

1. Club and beach tour (10

mins)

Take Nippers on a tour of the 

club and explain the areas as 

you go through.

Make sure that you visit the 

following places:

• Bathroom/changerooms

• First Aid Room

• Gear Shed

• Point out where

equipment is stored

(Nipper boards) and

where to wash equipment

down etc

Finish the tour by setting the 

boundaries for Nipper 

activities around the club 

house.
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Age Manager tips
Lesson 2:
Safety – SunSmart (10 mins)

• Invite parents to accompany

you on the tour
Discussion (10 mins):

Sit the Nippers somewhere in the 

shade and revise and discuss the 

6 x S’s with emphasis on the 

beach environment .

Slip – Slip on a shirt

Slop – Slop on sunscreen

Slap – Slap on a hat

Seek – Seek shade or shelter

Slide – Slide on sunglasses

Sip – Sip water

Discuss skin cancer using the 

information below:

Q. What is skin cancer?

A. The skin is made up of cells

which can be cancerous when

exposed to ultraviolet radiation

(UV).

Q. What is melanoma?

A. It’s a form of skin cancer, can

occur anywhere on the body,

even between the toes and can

grow fast. If not treated it can

spread to lower skin cells and can

be carried to other parts of the

body.

Q. What causes

melanoma?

A. Develop due to

overexposure to UV radiation

from the sun. Related to short

intense episodes of sunburn

in childhood as well as long

term exposure over a number

of years.

Each time unprotected skin is 

exposed to UV it changes the 

structure of the cells.

Q. How common is

melanoma?

A. Australia has the highest

rate of skin cancer in the

world, 1 in 2 Australians will

develop skin cancer during

their lifetime and is more

common in people with fair

complexions as their skin

pigment offers less protection

against UV radiation than

people with darker skin.
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Personal safety network

Preparation and equipmentLearning 
Outcomes

Preparation and 
equipment

• Understand your rights and

responsibilities as a

member of Surf Life Saving

Australia and Life Saving

Victoria

• Organise clubs Member

Protection Officer to come

and explain and discuss the

policy to Nippers

• Read and have with you the

SLSA Member Protection

Policy and LSV

Safeguarding Children and

Young People Commitment

Statement and Behaviour

Guidelines

Discussion (15 mins):

In a quiet place away from 

distractions, sit the Nippers down 

and discuss with them SLSA 

Member Protection Policy and 

LSV Safeguarding Children and 

Young People guidelines.

Wellbeing Policy:

Q. What is a policy?

A. A policy is a document or

statement that guides behaviour

Q. What is the SLSA Member

Protection Policy and

Safeguarding Children and

Young People guidelines?

A. A document that looks after

and protects the lifesaving

members.

Q. What does it say?

A. It sets out the guidelines for

how we should behave as

members.

Have the Nippers ask any 

questions and discuss any issues 

that may arise from these 

policies. Highlight the following 

points:

• Protection for them and their

friends – this is what the policy

is all about

• Unacceptable behaviour – ask

for examples

• Warning signs –how do you

know when you or someone

else may be breaching this

policy

• Reporting – who and how to

tell about a breach 

Lesson 3:
For a reason (15 mins)

U13
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Age Manager tips

• If you are not confident

discussing the personal

safety topics in this

lesson, identify and bring

in somebody who can help

i.e. teacher, club captain,

club president, police

officer etc.

• Policies and Guidelines

can be found on the Life

Saving Victoria website –

Clubs and Members

• Encourage all Nippers to

discuss their ideas

• Invite parents to

participate in these

lessons

Sit the Nippers  is a quite place.

Discuss what constitutes a breach 

of the policy (as relates to junior 

members)

• You act against this policy

• You bring SLSA and LSV into

disrepute

• You discriminate against or

harass any person

• You victimise another person

for reporting a complaint

• You make a complaint you

know to be untrue, mean or

rude

Discuss with Nippers – who and 

how to tell about a breach 

Discuss the consequences 

of breaching the policy:

1. Making a verbal or

written apology

2. Being suspended or de-

registered

Lesson 4:
Breach of Policy (10 mins)
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Our beach environment

Lesson 5:
A changing planet cont.

Lesson 5:
A changing planet (25 mins)

Learning 
Outcomes

Preparation and 
equipment

• Understand Global Warming

and Climate Change

• Identify the impacts Global

Warming and Climate

Change have on lifesaving

• Identify the four different

types of rips

• Identify how to manage rips

in a beach environment

• Identify how to use rip to

assist in surf swimming and

rescues

• Lesson 5 – four to five

newspaper articles that refer

to events that may have

been triggered by

climate change i.e. a large

flood, land slide

• Whiteboard and markers or

butchers paper and pens

2. Change of role (10 mins):

Divide the Nippers into small 

groups and give each group 

butcher’s paper and pens. Assign 

an adult/parent helper to each 

group.

Write up on the 

whiteboard/butcher’s paper the 

following questions (only 
questions):

Q. How will rising sea levels

impact our role as Lifesavers?

A. The beach will get smaller or

disappear. New beaches could be

formed.

Q. How will rising sea levels

impact the life saving clubs

from which we operate?

A. The sea could reach the clubs

and force the clubs to be

relocated.

Q. How will life saving need to

adapt to a changing climate?

A. Look at the ways we operate,

the kind of rescue support we

might get involved in i.e. helping

in floods.

Q. How can we be best

prepared to play a role in

extreme weather events as

a Lifesaver?

A. Prepare for these events

by meeting and discussing

them, having equipment that

can deal with extreme

conditions etc.

Give the Nippers 10 minutes 

to discuss this amongst 

themselves, and then write 

up their answers on their 

paper. 

This can then be discussed 

by the whole group.

Discussion (5 mins):

Start by introducing the concepts 

of Global Warming and Climate 

Change:

Q. What is Global Warming?

A. An overall warming of the

planet, based on average

temperature over the entire

surface. Effects include: rising

sea levels, glacier retreating,

Arctic shrinkage.

Q. What is Climate Change?

A. Changes in regional climate

characteristics, including

temperature, humidity, rainfall,

wind and severe weather events.

Discuss the causes of Global 

Warming and Climate Change:

1. Response to external forces,

including variations in the orbit

around the sun, changes in solar

luminosity and volcanic
eruptions etc.

2. Atmospheric greenhouse

gas concentrations (Most

commonly known cause

through media reporting).

Human activity generates

excess greenhouse gases

(like Carbon Dioxide) i.e.

burning of fossil fuels,

population growth, more

cars/trucks on the road,

destruction of forests etc.

Activities:

1. In the news (10 mins):

Introduce your newspaper 

articles on events that may 

have been triggered by 

climate change and/or global 

warming.

Discuss these articles in 

relation to:

• What causes them?

• Is it a common event or

random severe weather

event?

• What effects they have on

people, society,

communities etc.
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Age Manager tips Lesson 6:
Rip it up (30 mins)

Lesson 6:
Rip it up cont.

• In Lesson 6 you can ask a

long serving club member

to discuss the types and

regularity of rips at your

beach

• ONLY attempt Lesson 6,

Activity 1 if you have a

competent group of Nippers

Activities (20 mins):

1. Ride the rip (20 mins):

If you have the required number

of water safety personnel (1:5), a

competent group, life jackets and

a working rip on the beach you

can do this activity.

• Have each Nipper wear a life

jacket

• Take your group to the edge

of the rip

• Explain that you are going to

enter the rip and float out to

sea or to the ‘head’ of the rip

• Once out the back you can try

a short swim against the rip to

see how hard it is

• Then swim parallel to the

beach and catch a wave to

shore

Finish by discussing the 

experience with the Nippers. How 

did you feel? What did you learn?

• Fixed - Long established

hole/gully, lasts for

months

• Flash - Temporary,

maybe due to large surf

build up in a short time

• Travelling - Moves along

the beach

Discuss how the Nippers 

could use their knowledge of 

rips in a positive way while at 

the beach or on patrol:

Locate and monitor rips, 

communicate any dangers to 

beach users, put up signage 

near them, educate friends 

and family while at the beach

Ask the Nippers if they know 

how a rip can be used in a 

positive way.

It can be used to swim out 

through the surf fast. This is 

handy when performing a 

rescue. Remind the Nippers 

that if they DO use a rip for a 

rescue they shouldn’t try to 

swim back to shore –instead 

they should signal for 

assistance.

Discussion (10 mins):

Sit the Nippers in a semi-circle 

and discuss rips. Namely:

Discuss how a rip is formed

Water that has come into the 

beach in waves needs a way 

back out to sea, as the water 

moves out to sea it creates a 

trench that channels the water.

Discuss how to spot a rip:

Deeper, darker water; fewer 

breaking waves, and/or waves 

breaking on either side but not in 

the rip; debris floating seaward, 

foamy, discoloured water 

extending behind waves.

Discuss inshore drift, holes and 

feeder currents and how they add 

to the dangers of the rips:

They are found near rips feeding 

water into it, strong currents can 

drag you into the rip.

Discuss different types of rips:

• Permanent - Remains in the

same spot for many years

(near groin, headland)
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First Aid

Lesson 7:
Barriers to bugs (15 mins)

Learning 
Outcomes

Preparation and 
equipment

• Identify how to minimise the

risk of cross infection

when delivering first aid and

resuscitation

• Perform cardiopulmonary

resuscitation (CPR)

techniques

• Whiteboard and markers or

butcher’s paper and pens

• Training manikin

• Manikin masks

• Cleaning supplies (cloth,

hot soapy water)

Discussion (15 mins):

Ask the Nippers the following 

questions and write the 

responses up on the whiteboard 

or butcher’s paper:

Q. What is an infectious

disease?

A. One that can be passed on

from one person to another .

Q. What are some infectious

diseases you know of?

A. Hepatitis A/B/C, HIV/Aids,

Meningococcal, Meningitis .

Q. Ask the Nippers to

brainstorm ways infections can

be spread?

A. Poor hand washing after using

the bathroom and then contacting

food.

A. treating a person with a

bleeding cut .

A. Sharing water bottles .

A. Sharing improperly cleaned

resuscitation manikins.

A. Administering CPR.

Ask the Nippers to list ways 

in which they can keep first 

aid and resuscitation 

‘infection-free’. This 

discussion should cover:

• Mouth to mask

resuscitation is

recommended

• Always wear gloves

• Wash your hands before

and after being involved in

first aid or resuscitation

• Get rid of disposable

contaminated items such

as ambulance personnel’s

syringes in appropriate

containers

• Be especially wary of

coming into contact with a

patient’s blood or bodily

fluids

Lesson 7:
Barriers to bugs cont.

To minimise infection during 

resuscitation training:

• Scrub in hot soapy water for

two minutes

• Rinse in water to remove soap

residue

• Dry carefully

• Ensure you have your own

manikin mask

• Wash face masks in-between

sessions

• Wash your hands before,

during and after training

sessions

Finish the lesson by 

demonstrating the correct 

cleaning of a manikin mask.
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Age Manager tips Lesson 8:
Life is for living (60 mins)

Lesson 8:
Life is for living cont.

AWARD DELIVERY OPTION:

From the age of 11 a junior 

member of a Life Saving Club 

can work towards obtaining a 

Resuscitation Certificate and a 

Basic Emergency Care Award 

(AID). 

As an Age Manager you have two 

options for the delivery of 

resuscitation to your 11 year old 

Nippers:

Option 1 – Deliver a single 

lesson on Resuscitation / Basic 

Emergency Care.

If you are a qualified trainer or a 

lifesaver the lesson could be 

delivered by you. If you are not 

qualified you would need to find a 

qualified bronze Lifesaver or 

trainer to deliver the lesson.

Option 2 – Complete a 

Resuscitation Certificate / Basic 

Emergency Care (AID) Award.

Have a qualified trainer and 

assessor deliver the course. Talk 

to your clubs Chief Instructor to 

organise.

This lesson plan is a basic 

overview of what should be 

taught in a one off 

resuscitation lesson – not to 

be used as a lesson for 

instructing for the 

resuscitation certificate.

Note: Nippers may already 

have completed their 

Resuscitation Certificate the 

previous season. These 

Nippers can be used to assist 

in training and will need to 

complete their resuscitation 

proficiency to keep their 

award current

Discussion (20 mins):

Have discussions on the areas 

such as:

• Hygiene – Minimising the risk

of infection

• The Chain of Survival

• DRSABCD Flow Chart

• When to start CPR

• Rates for CPR

Discuss and then demonstrate:

• One person patient

assessment

• Mouth to mouth and mouth to

nose rescue breathing

techniques as part of CPR

• Procedures for managing

patients after CPR

Activities:

1.CPR (35 mins):

Have the Nippers get into small 

groups based on the number of 

manikins available and practice 

resuscitation.

Provide scenarios to the groups 

to use as starting points for 

practicing

Discussion (5 mins):

Finish the lesson by discussing 

the issues, thoughts and feelings 

that have come out of the 

session.

• From the age of 10 Nippers

can gain a Resuscitation

Certificate. Talk to your

clubs Chief Instructor to

organise

• From the age of 11 Nippers

can gain a Basic Emergency

Care (AID) award. Talk to

your clubs Chief Instructor

to organise

/lsv.com.au/clubs-

members/leadership/life-

saving-victoria-pathways/
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First Aid

Lesson 9:
Body works cont.

Lesson 9:
Body works (20 mins)Learning 

Outcomes

Preparation and 
equipment

• Identify the role of the

body’s circulatory system,

skeletal system, respiratory

system and nervous

system.

• Understand how the body’s

major organ systems relate

to First Aid scenarios

• Identify the principles of

DRSABCD

• Recognise and manage

basic patient management

technique

• Whiteboard and markers OR

butcher’s paper and pens

• First Aid equipment/kit

• Any injury props if available

AWARD DELIVERY OPTION:

From the age of 11 a junior 

member of a Life Saving Club 

can work towards obtaining a 

Basic Emergency Care Award.

One of the three units that make 

up this award is Anatomy and 

Physiology. As an Age Manager 

you have two options for the 

delivery of Anatomy 

and Physiology to your 11 year 
old Nippers: 

Option 1 – Deliver a single 

lesson on Anatomy and 

Physiology. This information is 

very useful for all Nippers to 
learn.

Option 2 – Complete a Basic 

Emergency Care (AID) award.

Have a qualified trainer and 

assessor deliver the course. Talk 

to your clubs Chief Instructor to 

organise.

Discussion (10 mins):

Discuss the following human 

body organ:

• Circulatory System

The heart is the central organ 

that pumps blood to the lungs 

and the rest of the body. 

Example first aid cases 

include:

1. Resuscitation/CPR –

compressions trying to

restart the heart so it can

pump blood

2. Heart attacks – heart

stops pumping blood

3. Cuts and abrasions –

heart pumps the blood

through the body and out

through cuts

• Respiratory System

This includes airways (larynx) and 

the lungs. This system is 

important for taking in oxygen to 

fuel muscle potential through 

breathing in, and expelling carbon 

dioxide through breathing 

out. Example first aid cases 

include:

1. Resuscitation/CPR - trying to

get the air into the lungs to

keep the system working

2. Choking - lungs are starved

of air by a blocked airway

3. Anaphylactic – throat can

swell and restrict air to the

lungs

• Skeletal System

Your skeleton (bones) protect the 

major organs from being 

damaged. Your spine provides 

flexible support for the body and 

protects the spinal cord. The 

spinal cord is essential for 

allowing messages to travel from 

the body to the brain. Example 

first aid cases include:

1. Broken bones – bones break,

fracture, chip

2. Spinal – vertebrae

pops/slips, back

breaks/fractures and

effects the spinal cord

• Nervous System

The brain, through the spinal 

cord and nerves, controls 

every part of the body. 

Example first aid cases 

include:

1. Concussion – the head

takes a hard knock and

shakes up the brain/the

brain swells and puts
pressure on the skull

Activities (10 mins):

Have the Nippers draw a 

body on butcher’s paper and 

explain where the main 

systems are located.

Finish the lesson by asking 

the Nippers this question that 

relates this lesson to life 

saving:

Q. What are you doing

when you breathe into a

patient?

A. Providing air to the lungs.
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Age Manager tips Lesson 10:
Patched up (30 mins)

Lesson 10:
Patched up cont.

• From the age of 11 Nippers

can gain a Basic Emergency

Care (AID) award. Talk to

your clubs Chief Instructor

to organise

AWARD DELIVERY OPTION:

From the age of 11 a junior 

member of a Life Saving Club 

can work towards obtaining a 

Basic Emergency Care  (AID) 

Award.

One of the three units that make 

up this award is Anatomy and 

Physiology. As an Age Manager 

you have two options for the 

delivery of Basic First Aid to your 
12 year old Nippers: 

Option 1 – Deliver a single 

lesson on First Aid. This 

information is very useful for 

all Nippers to learn.

If you are a qualified trainer or a 

lifesaver the lesson could be 

delivered by you. If you are not 

qualified you would need to find a 

qualified bronze Lifesaver or 
trainer to deliver the lesson.

Option 2 – Complete a Basic 

Emergency Care (AID) award.

Have a qualified trainer and 

assessor deliver the course. Talk 

to your clubs Chief Instructor to 

organise.

This lesson plan is a basic 

overview of what should be 

taught in a one off First Aid 

lesson – not to be used as a 

lesson for instructing for the 

First Aid component of the 

Basic Emergency Care (AID) 

Award.

Discussion (15 mins):

Have discussions on the areas 

such as:

• Hygiene – Minimising the risk

of infection

• DRSABCD Flow Chart

Discuss and demonstrate how to 

treat the following first aid 

instances:

• Cuts and abrasions

• Bleeding from the nose

• Sprained muscle ligaments i.e.

A sprained ankle

• Sunburn

• Cramping

• Fainting

• Shock

• Needle stick injuries

• Treatment of bleeding: arterial

and venous

Activities:

1. First aider (15 mins):

Split the group into pairs/small 

groups and have them practice 

the first aid treatments. 

Use props to simulate injuries and 

to make the scenarios more 

realistic and fun. 

Set up simple scenarios.
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Becoming a Lifesaver

Lesson 11:
On patrol (15 mins)

Learning 
Outcomes

Preparation and 
equipment

• Identify the role of a beach

patrol

• Identify and understand the

top 10 beach safety tips

• Lesson 11- If possible,

organise the lesson to occur

when a patrol is setting up.

• Lesson 12 – whiteboard and

markers or butcher’s paper

and pens (optional)

Activities (15 mins):

Ensure a patrol is operating on 

your beach and approach the 

patrol captain to discuss patrols 

with your Nippers. 

If a patrol does not operate during 

Nippers, have a patrolling 

member lead this activity.

Introduce your Nippers to the 

patrol captain and ask them to 

explain the role of a patrol:

• What are the roles of the

people on patrol? (watch the

water, perform rescues,

provide first aid, prevent

incidents)

• When do the patrols occur?

(specific to your club, but

usually volunteers on

weekends, paid lifeguards

during the week)

• What happens before the

patrol begins? (check

equipment, establish

communications between LSV

and the patrol, set up, check

conditions, put flags in

appropriate spots)

• What equipment is used

on patrol and why?

(Boards, tubes, IRBs, first

aid equipment, vehicles.

Show the Nippers the

equipment)

• What types of things

happen on a patrol?

• What are the most fun

parts of being on patrol?

Have the Nippers ask the 

patrol captain any questions 

they may have.
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Age Manager tips Lesson 12:
Count the tips (30 mins)

Lesson 12:
Count the tips cont.

• Lifesaving is

about providing an essential

community service

NEVER run and dive into the 

water – you don’t know what’s 

under the water that you might 

land on. You also may trip over 

and hurt yourself while running in.

NEVER swim directly after a meal 

– your body is focussing it’s

energy on trying to digest your

food and won’t have the same

energy levels to assist in the

physical activity of swimming.

Introduce the final five safety 

tips that focus on what beach 

users should ‘never’ do. 

Discuss each of these tips, 

focussing on why they should 

never be done.

NEVER swim at an un-

patrolled beach – there is no 

guarantee someone is 

watching and can help you if 

you get into trouble.

NEVER ever swim at night –

you cannot see the dangers 

that may be present and no 

one will be able to see if you 

get into trouble.

NEVER swim under the 

influence of alcohol or drugs–

You do not have the same 

level of coordination and can 

make stupid choices 

regarding safety.

Discussion (15 mins):

Sit the Nippers in a group and see 

if they recall the F.L.A.G.S 

acronym. Write the first letter of 

each safety tip on the 

whiteboard/paper and ask the 

Nippers to recall the safety tip and 

what it means.

(F) Find the red and yellow flag

and swim between them (safest

place to swim, patrolled by

Lifesavers)

(L) Look out for safety signs

(alert you to important

information)

(A) Ask a Lifesaver for some

good advice (conditions can

change quickly so check with a

Lifesaver)

(G) Get a friend to swim with you

( so you can look out for each

other and get help if needed,

children should always be with an

adult)

(S) Stick your hand up for help (if

in trouble, stay calm, raise your

arm to signal for help)
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Becoming a Lifesaver

Lesson 13:
Sign me up cont.

Lesson 13:
Sign me up (30 mins)

Learning 
Outcomes

Preparation and 
equipment

• Demonstrate the following

signals: message

understood, attract attention,

message not clear, repeat, pick

up swimmers

• Recognise the importance of

communication with beach

users

• Lesson 13 – Have a set of

signal flags available to use

Have one of each pair stand at 

the water’s edge (the receiver) 

and the other one of the pair (the 

signaller) stand facing their 

partner 10 metres up the beach.

Ask the signaller to instruct the 

receiver using the following 

signals:

• Attract attention of the receiver

• Send receiver out into knee

deep water

• Ask the receiver to reply

• Ask the signaller to sign that

the message is not clear

• Ask the signaller to send the

receiver out into knee deep

water

• Once in knee deep water

signal to go left

• Send receiver further out to

sea

• Send receiver to the right

• Have the receiver return to

shore

Swap roles and repeat the 

exercise.

During the exercise pass 

around the signal flags and 

have different signallers have 

a turn with them. 

Is it easier with the flags?

Discussion (10 mins):

Sit the Nippers in a group and 

discuss why we use signals to 

communicate

Demonstrate a few signals that 

the Nippers should know from 

previous years:

• Return to Shore – arm straight

up

• Proceed further out to sea –

two arms straight up

• Go left – left arm raised

horizontally

• Go right – right arm raised

horizontally

• Remain stationary – both arms

raised horizontally

Demonstrate and discuss the 

following additions to the signals:

• Assistance required – one arm

waved too and from above the

head, closed fist

• Message understood - one

arm help stationary above the

head and cut away quickly

• Attract attention – wave

both arms to and from

crossing over the head

• Message not clear – wave

one arm to and from

above head

• Pick up swimmers – point

in direction of swimmer,

the other hand to be

waved in a circular

manner around the head

Activities:

1. Pair signals (20 mins)

Ask the Nippers to pair up 

and carry out the following 

activity under the watch of 

water safety personnel. 

Remind the Nippers that both 

the signaller and the receiver 

need to use the 

‘message understood’ signal 

when necessary .
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Age Manager tips Lesson 14:
Make it known (25 mins)

Lesson 14:
Make it known cont.

• This is a good time to

remind the Nippers that

there is a lot more to being a

Lifesaver than racing

Activities:

1. Script it (15 mins):

Ask the Nippers to divide up into 

small groups. 

Give each group 10 minutes to 

develop a script (using what they 

have learnt during the lesson) that 

could be used to make a PA 

announcement to communicate 

with beach users.

Have one member of each group 

read this out.

As a special addition to this 

activity, you could pick the best 

script and ask the patrol captain if 

it could be read out over the PA 

system while the group is at the 

beach.

• Advising the public as to

who the patrol captain is

that they can approach if

they have any questions

• Advising the public of

patrol times and club

services

• Advising the public of

current and forecasted

conditions

• Advising the public of their

proximity to a hazard or

their breaching of a beach

safety regulation

Ask the Nippers to discuss 

the different ways we 

communicate with the public:

• Information boards

• PA announcements

• Roving patrols/talking to

the public

Discussion (10 mins):

Sit the Nippers in a group and 

discuss the importance of 

delivering effective 

communication as a Lifesaver to 

beach users.

As an organisation providing 

expert advise and service to the 

public, it is essential that 

Lifesavers use effective 

communication to:

• Inform

• Educate

• Provide warnings

• Offer assistance

• Give advice

Have the Nippers brainstorm the 

kind of messages that Lifesavers 

could communicate to beach 

users (write answers on a 

whiteboard/butchers paper). 

Some examples might include:

• Making the public feel

welcome at your beach
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Beach sprints

Beach sprints is an 

activity Lifesavers use to 

improve their running 

technique, speed and 

fitness on soft sand. 

Being able to sprint 

efficiently over a short 

distance on sand is 

essential if you are trying 
to help someone.

Activity 1 –
Beach sprints 
(25 mins)

Equipment – Markers

• Set up a sprint track

• Discuss with Nippers how

they can break down th e 

race

• Choose one or more

technique/s to explain and

demonstrate for the

session:

• Standing Start

• Crouch Start

• Running 

• Breaking up the

race

• Finish

• Give Nippers time to

practice the technique and

provide assistance as

required

• Once they have the basic

technique right, complete

the beach sprints

• Explain the course

Activity 2 –
Beach relay (20 mins)

Equipment – Markers, relay 

batons

• Set up a sprint track

• Explain and demonstrate

the baton change over

technique

• Give Nippers time to

practice the technique

and provide assistance as

required

• Break Nippers up into

teams of four and spread

them out across the start

line

• Send half of each team

down each end of the

track

• Use correct starter’s

commands: ‘competitors

ready’ ‘set’ ‘go’ or whistle
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Q. Why is arm movement so

important in beach sprinting?

A. It Helps with sprinting to

propel the body forward

and assist legs to maintain
speed.

Q. Why should you break your

race up?

A. It is too long to go 100% for

the whole race so you should

focus on each section. It also

allows you to improve on

different aspects of your race.

Q. What is the correct way to
run

A. On your toes, high knees,

swing arms with legs, fists lightly

clenched.

Standing Start

• Place one foot on the line and

the other foot behind it

• Dig the toes of the front foot

into the sand for a better grip

• Place the opposite arm

forward to the leg that is in the

front position

• Knees slightly bent

• On ‘go’ drive forward off the

front foot

Crouch Start

• On ‘competitors ready’ take

this position

• Hands positioned slightly

more than shoulder

width apart

• Thumb and forefingers (form

a bridge) on the start line

• On ‘set’ lift hips to slightly

higher than shoulder height,

rotate weight forward and

ensure weight is in the hands

• On ‘go’ drive forward on the

front foot

• Keep low with head down for

up to 10m

• Come to an upright sprinting

position

• Lean forward (not too far) and

thrust chest in a lunge over

the last 2-3m propelling the

body forward when close to

the finish

• Keep eyes on the finish line

and swing arms

Finish

• Drive through to the finish

line, don’t stop on the line

• Hold form until the finish line

Break the Race Up

Drive Phase (0 - 20m)

• Keep low, drive arms fast to

gets legs moving, head down

Middle (20 - 50m)

• Look ahead and maintain

stride, high knees, hips under

and use core

Finish (50 - 70m)

• Extra burst of power, maintain

body positioning and

technique, don’t drop head

• Run through the finish

Q. What are some important

things to remember when

setting up for a crouch start?

A. Do not dig the holes for your

feet too deep, dig the sand.

Q. Why is it important

outgoing runner waits back
from start line?

A. This allows for an area for

the changeover to take place as

it must occur behind the start

line. It also gives running space

for outgoing runner to get

moving.

Judging

• Placing order over the finish

line

• Finish is judged on chest over

line and on their feet

• Moving before ‘go’ command

shall be considered a ‘break’

and a false start declared

Relay Judging

• Baton must be handed over

behind changeover line

• No part of body/hands to

cross changeover line

before baton has changed

team

• Judges required at both ends

to check changes

• Batons must be handed not

thrown

• If baton dropped it can be

picked up and team continues

Discussions Points Coaching Tips
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Beach run

Beach Run is an activity 

Lifesavers use to practice 

and improve their sand 

running and physical 

strength and endurance. 

It is essential that 

Lifesavers have the 

physical ability and 

endurance to cover vast 

distances on sand if they 

are trying to help 
someone.

Activity 1 – Beach run  
(20 mins)

Equipment – Markers

• Set up a marker approximately

500m down the beach which

Nippers can run around

• Explain the course

• Have Nippers running up on

soft sand

• This race can be run with the

whole group at one time
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Age Manager Tips

Q. What should you remember

with competing in a longer race

(1km run)? 

A. Pace yourself, have a strong

start, settle into a solid pace

(middle) and on the last half lap

push hard to the finish line.

For a long run it’s important to 

pace yourself. Ensure that you 

are sufficiently warmed up and 

have stretched prior to completing 

the course.

Encourage parents join in the run.

Discussions Points Coaching Tips

Running

• Point feet straight ahead and

place them in a straight line

• Maintain high knees lift

• Bend elbows at 90 degrees

• Hold hands slightly clenched

• Swing hand to eye level on

forward swing

• Lean body slightly forward

and relax arms, body,

shoulders and head
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Beach flags

Activity 1 – Beach flags 
(20 mins)

Equipment – Beach flags, 

markers

• Set up a beach flags area 

• Discuss with Nippers the

simplicity of beach flags when

it’s broken down

• Question Nippers on their

beach flag strategy

• Which flag do you

usually go for?

• Why do you go for

that flag?

• Which is the best flag

to go for?

• Place flags on the finish line (1

less than number of Nippers

each time)

• Choose one or more of the

following techniques to explain

and demonstrate for the

session:

• Starting position

• Turning

• Running Technique

• Diving for the flag

• Give Nippers time to

practice the technique/s

and provide assistance as

required

• Once they have the basic

techniques right, complete

beach flags

• Explain the activity Use

correct starters

commands: ‘competitors

ready’ ‘heads down’ ‘go’

or whistle

• Nippers will get up, turn

around and run to collect

a flag

• If a Nipper doesn’t get a

flag, they are knocked out

• Nippers knocked out can

help by calling the start

and placing flags for

remaining Nippers

• Repeat as necessary

Beach flags is an activity 

Lifesavers use to practice 

their speed and reflexes 

on sand.

Being able to react 

quickly in different 

situations in a beach 

environment is essential 

if you are trying to help 
someone.
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Starting Position

• Nippers lay down facing away

from the arena

• Feet together on the start line

• Wrists together and elbows

extended

• Nippers place their chin on

hands and on whistle, push up

and turn

Turning

• On ‘go’ keep turning foot on

straight line

• Keep head and shoulders low

throughout turn

• Push backwards and upwards

towards the flag

• Use vigorous arm and leg

action

Jump Turns

• Push off with arms like a

fast push-up

• Jump up fast in the air

and start turning the body

around to the finish line

• Try and keep your hands

as close to the line as

possible and on whistle,

push up and turn

Diving for the Flag

• Don’t dive too far out from

the flag

• Dive for a flag with both

arms outstretched and

hands in a V-shape

• Keep your eyes on the

flag

• Grasp firmly and bring to

your body

• If a flag is missed,

immediately look around

to see if there is another

one free

Break down beach 

flags

Start

• Speed in turn

• Keep low through turn

• Strong leg and arm action

Middle

• Quick decisions need to

be made on which flag

you will go for

• Quickly move in front of a

competitor if possible

• Keep low body position in

relation to your opponent

End

• Keep eyes on the flag

• Dive with hands stretched

right out

• Grasp firmly and bring to

body

Q. Why is it important to

remember to dive with both

arms?

A. It helps protect your

shoulder, you are more likely

to get injured diving with one

arm, also better to grab the

flag with two hands so no one

can take it from you .

Q. Why should you lean to

one side?

A. It stops you getting

winded.

Q. What should you focus on
during a flags start?

A. Concentrate on the

commands of the starter, not

the people next to you or in the

crowd .

Q. Once you are up what

should you do?

A. Choose which flag you will

go for, pick the closest flag

but be aware of a secondary

option, if you think you will miss

out (faster opponent) change

direction for an alternate flag

early.
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Surf race

Activity 1 – Surf race 
(20 mins) 

Equipment – Markers, buoys

• Set up a swim course.

• Choose one or more of the

following techniques to

explain and demonstrate:

• Planning the race

• Start

• Wading

• Dolphin diving

• Stroke

• Negotiating the surf

• Bodysurfing

• Finish

• Give Nippers time to practice

the technique and provide

assistance as required

• Once  competent, complete a

surf race

• Break Nippers up into smaller

groups if necessary

• Use correct starters

commands: ‘competitors

ready’ ‘set’ ‘go’ or whistle

• On ‘go’ Nippers run in to

the water, swim around two

points and back into the

beach to finish between the

flags

• Run the next group after

the first one finishes.

A Surf Race is an activity 

Lifesavers use to develop 

and practice their skills to 

negotiating different 

water conditions.

Lifesavers learn new 

skills in calm conditions 

and then attempt to 

practice in more 

challenging conditions. 

Using prevailing 

conditions such as wind, 

rip currents and wave 

conditions to your 

advantage is essential if 

you are trying to help 
someone. 
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Planning the Race

• Take note of water depth and

any potholes etc. 

• Wade for as long as you can

until waist depth 

• Watch the water to take note

of any rips, currents, water

movement, test this out in a

warm up or by watching

previous races 

• Check both the entry and exit

spots 

• At waist depth dolphin until it

is deep enough to swim 

• Dive deep under large waves

(hands above head) 

• If you can reach the bottom

grab hold with hands 

• Wait until the wave has

passed before resurfacing 

• Keep landmark in focus 

• Swim until your hand touches

the sand, don’t try to stand up

too early (wade and dolphin

where you can) 

• Run hard across the finish line

Start 

• Place preferred leg forward

with toes on the start line and

dig toes into sand 

• Place other leg back to enable

stability 

• Run hard into the water on

‘go’ 

Body surfing

• Keep your body stiff with

hands out in front

(above head)

• Keep head down between

arms

• Strong fast kick

• To breathe take a single

arm stroke with one hand

out in front and breathe to

side

Finish 

• Keep landmark in focus

• Swim until your hand

touches the sand, don’t try

to stand up too early

(wade and dolphin where

you can)

• Run hard across finish

line

Stroke

• Keep body flat in the

water

• Strong freestyle arms,

reaching forward and

pulling down along your

body

• Kick hard with legs

• Look forward every few

strokes to look for

finishing point

Negotiating the Surf

• Wade for as long as you

can until waist depth

• At waist depth dolphin

until it is deep enough to

swim

• Dive deep under large

waves (hands above

head)

• If you can reach the

bottom grab hold with

hands

• Wait until the wave has

passed before

resurfacing

Q. Why should you always

check the water before a race?

A. Beach conditions are always

changing with the wind, waves

and currents, holes can move or

develop. Ensuring you know

when to run and wade, reduces

the chance of injury falling into a

hole/trough.

Q. When is it best to wade?

A. In ankle to knee deep water

Q. When is it best to dolphin
dive?

A. In waist deep water of when it

becomes too difficult to wade.

Q. What can happen if you

lift your head while body

surfing?

A. You will loose speed and

drop off the back of the

wave.
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Board Race

Lifesavers use board 

activities to develop and 

practice their board and 

paddling techniques.

The rescue board 

provides a fast and 

reliable means of 

reaching people and if 

required can support 

multiple people in the 

water. 

It is essential for 

Lifesavers to have 

competent board skills 

and be able to recognise 

the conditions for when a 

board can be used to 
help someone. 

Activity 1 – Board race 
(25 mins)

Equipment – Markers, buoys, 

Nipper boards 

• Set up a board race course 

• Choose one or more of the

following techniques to explain

and demonstrate:

• Positioning and

Paddling

• Wave Catching

• Paddling a broken

wave

• Rolling a broken

wave

• Popping

• Bouy Turns

• Dismount

• Have  Nippers practice skills

and provide advice and

assistance as required 

• Once they have the basic

technique right, break Nippers

into groups 

• Have them paddle out around

two points and return to shore
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Board Positioning and 

Paddling

• Position yourself in the center of

the board

• Paddle with freestyle arms

• As you go to catch the wave,

kick hard with your legs or push

off the sandbank

• Don’t let go of the board

• Stay towards the middle of the

board to avoid nose diving, too

far back and you will miss the

wave

Wave Catching

• Look behind to note where the

waves are

• Increase board speed as

swell/wave approaches

• When on the wave paddle for at

least two more strokes

• Once on the wave slide back on

the board

• Keep your feet apart for balance

and steering

• If the wave starts to die off slide

forward on the board again

Paddling through a Broken 

Wave

• Approach wave head on and

increase paddling speed

• Arch back before the broken

wave reaches the nose of board

• Reach out and take a stroke

over the broken wave with

one arm

• Resume normal paddling

technique

Buoy Turns

• Keep turning buoy in focus

• Try to get in inside position

• Maintain ‘trim’ and balance

• Try to secure the inside turn for

the buoy

• Paddle wide with inside arm

• Use inside foot in the water to

steer

Rolling a Broken Wave

• Move forward and grab front

handles while lying along the

board

• Roll the board over and hold

tight

• While under the water keep the

body parallel to the board and

pull board forward and down as

the foam hits

• After wave has passed turn the

board back over

• Get back on the board and

quickly start paddling

Popping

• As the wave come towards

you, go to sitting

position towards the back of

the board with legs over the

side and hold the handles

• Lean back and pull on the

handles to raise the nose of

the board

• As the foam hits,

lean forward holding the

board by one side handle and

with the other arm

outstretched, and

push the front of the board

down

• Start a stroke with the one arm

and start paddling as soon as

possible

Dismount

• Stay on the board till knee

deep water or when your

hand can just touch the sand

to indicate shallow depth

• Keep eyes on strap/handle

• Grab the front handle

• Stand and run to the finish,

dragging the board

• Finish on your feet in control

of the board

• Remember finish is judged on

chest, not the board crossing

the line

Q. What is correct

position and paddling

technique?

A. Lay in the center of the

board, knees slightly apart,

freestyle motion with arms,

kicking legs in time with

arms.

Q. What are the things to

focus on in a board race?

A. Correct position on the

board, strong stroke, swing

legs, get on the inside for

the can turn, get off cleanly

in shallow water, sprint

across the finish.

Q. When is bunny

hopping useful?

A. To move across a sand

bank where it is too deep to

run and also in shallow

water where it can be

quicker than paddling,

especially through the ‘dead

zone’ when coming back

into the beach.

Q. Why do you not want

to get off to early?

A. Water may be too deep it

will slow you down.

Q. What are two things

that you should

remember to do in a

board relay.

A1. Grab your teammates 

board as they finish 

paddling, allows them 

to have a quicker transition 

paddling to running.

A2. Tag properly, make 

sure you tag your teammate 

clearly and on their back.
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Board Relay

Lifesavers use board 

activities to develop and 

practice their board and 

paddling techniques.

The rescue board 

provides a fast and 

reliable means of 

reaching people and if 

required can support 

multiple people in the 

water. 

It is essential for 

Lifesavers to have 

competent board skills 

and be able to recognise 

the conditions for when a 

board can be used to 
help someone. 

Activity 1 – Board relay 
(25 mins)

Equipment – Markers, buoys, 

Nipper boards 

• Set up a board race course 

• Explain and demonstrate

some board skills

• Give Nippers 5 - 10 minutes

to practice and provide

assistance as required

• Break Nippers into groups of

three

• Explain the course

• Each paddler starts on the

line and paddles out around

two points

• When they reach the

shoreline, the paddler will

drop the board, run around

two points and tag the next

paddler waiting on the start

line 

• Each person in the team

must help out by collecting

their team mates boards,

e.g. last paddler grabs first

paddlers board

• Last paddler runs between

the finishing flags
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Start

• Check the water for entry

and exit areas for the

best conditions and

potential hazards

• Identify a landmark for

finishing

• Toes on the line, preferred

foot forward and slightly

bent knee

• Extend back foot to

comfortable position in a

starting block

• Eye looking forward for a

clear water entry

• Board facing the correct

way

• Board held in preferred

hand

• Board facing 90 degrees

to the start line

• If windy, face the board

position into the wind

Board Relay 

Changeover

• Make sure you tag each

other on the back

Carrying the Board

• If dragging, hold the front top

handle and keep fin out of

the sand

• Or carry board under your arm,

holding the outer rail of the board

Judging

• Paddler must go around outside

all of the marker buoys

• Paddler can lose board and swim

the remainder of the course after

rounding the last turning buoy

• Visible tags must be ‘paddler to

paddler’ not ‘paddler to

equipment’

Q. When is it useful to

drag the board?

A. In really windy conditions

it can be easier to drag the

board.

Q. What are two things

that you should

remember to do in a

board relay.

A1. Grab your teammates 

board as they finish 

paddling, allows them 

to have a quicker transition 

paddling to running.

A2. Tag properly, make 

sure you tag your teammate 

clearly and on their back.
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Board Rescue

Activity 3 – Board Rescue 
(25 mins)

Equipment – Markers, buoys, 

Nipper boards 

• Set up a board rescue race

• Discuss with the Nippers when

they can use a board to

secure and support a

conscious patient

• Split Nippers into pairs (1

swimmer and 1 board paddler)

• Explain and demonstrate how

the race works and the basic

technique required 

• In their pairs, allow 5 minutes

for them to practice paddling

with two people on the board

and provide advice and

assistance as required

• Once they have the basic

technique right, run board

rescue races in heats until

every pair has had a turn 

• For those that are waiting for

their turn, have them watch

and see what works/doesn’t

work for those paddling 

Board Rescue is an 

activity which Lifesavers 

use to develop and 

practice their board 

riding, paddling and 

rescue pick up 

techniques.

The rescue board 

provides a fast and 

reliable means of 

reaching people and if 

required can support 

multiple people in the 

water. 

It is essential for 

Lifesavers to have 

competent board skills, 

complete a rescue pick 

up and be able to 

recognise the conditions 

for when a board can be 
used to help someone.

• If using a string line designate

each pair a buoy (only nine

teams can race at once),

otherwise swimmers are to

swim out in line with two

points in the water

• Make sure each Nipper has a

turn at being patient and the

rescuer
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General

• On ‘go’, swimmer swims out to

designated buoy placing one arm

over the buoy and straight up in the

air (if no buoy, just raise arm) 

• On swimmers signal, board paddler

paddles out to pick them up 

• Board paddler paddles behind the

buoy and swimmer climbs on 

• Once both people are on they make

their way back to shore 

• Front paddler lay as far forward on

the board as possible without the

nose sinking and legs slightly apart 

• Back paddler lies half way up the

front paddler with legs apart to help

with balance 

• Both paddlers to paddle as normal

and in time with each other

Pickup Technique

• Aim to keep the board on the

shoreward side of the patient

• Straddle the board slightly towards

the back

• Tell the patient to reach across and

take hold of the handgrips

• Grab the patients nearest leg to pull

the patient onto the craft

• Put the patient on the board with the

patients assistance

• Take a paddle position between the

patients legs, turn the craft around

and paddle towards the shore

• Make sure on your return to shore

that the rescuer does not catch any

unbroken waves as there is a risk of

loosing their patient

• When you reach the shore, signal

for assistance required if necessary

Judging

• Paddler must go from left to right

around allocated buoy and be on

the seaward side of the buoy when

picking up swimmer

• Teams must finish between flags

and in contact with the board

• Placing order over the finish line
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Tube Rescue

Tube Rescue is an 

activity which Lifesavers 

use to develop and 

practice swimming with a 

rescue tube and tube 

rescue techniques. 

The rescue tube provides 

a means of reaching 

people if Lifesavers 

require to negotiate larger 

waves and can support 

people in the water while 

you wait for additional 

help.

It is essential for 

Lifesavers to have the 

skills to use a rescue 

tube and recognise the 

conditions for when it can 
be used to help someone. 

Activity 1 –
Rescue Tube Swim 
(20 mins)

Equipment – Markers, buoys, 

rescue tubes

• Set up a small swim course

• Discuss when you would use

a rescue tube. To perform a

rescue and use on patrol

when you doing a roving

patrol.

• Discuss the technique for

conducting a tube rescue

• Organise Nippers into small

groups

• Give each group a rescue

tube

• Send first Nipper out around

the points in the water and

repeat till all Nippers in the

group have had a turn
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Activity 3 – Rescue 
Tube Race (25 mins)

Equipment – Markers, 

buoys, rescue tubes

• Set up a rescue tube

race

• Revise and demonstrate

how to do a tube rescue

• Have Nippers practice in

pairs on the beach and

provide assistance as

required

• Once they have the

basic technique right run

a race out in line with the

buoys

• Divide Nippers into pairs

each with a tube (each

pair is designated a

colour buoy if using

stringline)

• The first Nipper (patient)

swims out to their buoy,

puts one arm over the

can and other arm

straight up in the air (if

no stringline patient can

just wave arm for

assistance when in line

with buoys)

• The patient then must

release contact with

buoy and then await the

arrival of the rescue

swimmer

• On the patients signal

the rescuer runs into the

water with the tube

under their arm

• The tube should be

released once the

rescuer can no longer

wade

• Once the patient is

secure proceed back to

shore, rescuer towing

the patient

• Patient can assist by

kicking their legs

• Repeat so that both

Nippers have a turn at

being a ‘patient’ and a

‘rescuer’

Q. How do you wear a

rescue tube?

A. Pull the end of the belt

so it unwinds, place the belt

over your head and under

one arm like a sash, carry

the tube until you reach the

water.

Parts of the Rescue 

Tube

• Tube shaft – is the main

floatation device

• Clip and Ring – the clip

connects to the ring at

either ends of the tube

to secure the patient

Tube Rescue

• Enter the water holding

the tube under your arm

and swim fins in the

other hand

• Run and wade to knee

depth before throwing

the tube to the side and

putting your fins on

• Observe your patient

continually

• Swim to you’re within

2m of the patient and

tell them what you are

going to do

• Push the tube towards

the patient while

reassuring them

• Clip the patient into the

tube and begin to swim

back to the beach

towing the patient

• Assist from the water
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Ironman/Ironwoman

Activity 1 –
Ironman/Ironwoman 
(30 mins) 

Equipment – Markers, buoys, 

Nipper boards, poles

• Set up an Iron course

• Give an explanation of the

course and the order (board-

run-swim-run), the race

involves a swim (around two

points), a run transition, a

board paddle (around three

points) and a run to finish 

• Explain and demonstrate

board, swim or running

techniques if necessary

• Order of the swim and board

can change and is drawn

randomly at carnivals

• Depending on numbers, break

Nippers into groups

• The second group, while

they’re not racing, can help

out the first group by grabbing

their boards on the waters

edge and vice versa for the

second group

Iron is a multi-discipline 

activity which Lifesavers 

use to practice combining 

their running, board, 

swimming and ski 

(seniors only) skills.

The activity improves 

Lifesavers fitness and 

endurance whilst also 

providing a means to 

practice navigating 

through different water 

and environmental 

conditions.

Being able to use 

conditions such as wind, 

rip currents, wave 

conditions to your 

advantage and combining 

with physical ability and 

endurance is essential if 

you are trying to help 
someone. 
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Q. What’s one important

thing to remember in an iron

race?

A.You must go around the front

two buoys on the swim leg and

all three buoys on the board

leg .

Q. What do you need to do

before an iron race?

A. Have all equipment (goggles,

cap, board, hi-vis singlet), pick a

handler to grab your equipment,

check the start and finish point

for holes and check the order

and course.

Q. What are some race
tactics?

A. In the board and swim, sit in

behind the person in front and

try to draft off their wash, you

can get pulled along behind

them with less effort.

General

• Running hard through the

transitions can make up

a lot of ground on people or

get ahead

• In both the swim and the

board, line up landmarks to

help you spot the turning flags

and stay on course

• In the swim make use of

wading/dolphin diving across

the sand bank but do not

stand up too early

• Ensure you do not jump off the

board too early

• Push off the board with both

hands on the rails, land in

a running stance and start

running/wading

• The board is left for your

handler to collect on the

waters edge

The Finish

• Jump off the board cleanly

and run across the line

• Paddle hard as you come

in to the beach to get

ahead of any waves

• Do not jump off the board

until you are sure it is

shallow enough

• To jump off the board,

place both hands on the

rails and push up and off

the board

• Land in a running position

with one foot forward of

the other

• As you jump off grab the

front handle of the board

(same side as the one you

jumped off ) and run up

the beach across the

finish line

Judging

• Participants must go

around outside all marker

buoys

• Placing order over the

finish line
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Aquacameron

Aquacameron is a multi –

discipline activity 

Lifesavers use to improve 

their teamwork and the 

lifesaving skills of 

wading, board, running 

and swimming. 

Each team member will 

complete in a particular 

discipline as a part of the 

activity.  

It is essential that 

Lifesavers can recognise 

and know the strengths 

of their team members, 

so they can identify who 

would be best to help 
someone. 

Activity 1 – Aquacameron 
(25 mins)

Equipment – Markers, buoys, 

poles, Nipper boards

• Set up a course -using two

points in the water and cones

or flags on the beach- in knee

to waist deep water

• Format for the relay is wade,

swim, board, a run leg

between each water leg

• Break Nippers into teams of

four (1 runner, 1 wader,1

swimmer, 1 boarder)

• Explain and demonstrate how

the race works and the

tagging technique

• Wader starts at the start line,

wades around the two points

and back into shore, where

they tag the runner

• Runner runs up the beach,

around the turning flags and

tags the swimmer at

start/changeover line

• Swimmer starts on the start

line, swims around the two

points and back into shore,

where they tag the runner

• Runner runs up the beach,

around the turning flags and

tags the paddler at

start/changeover line

• Board paddler proceeds

around the two points then

returns to the beach tagging

the runner at the water’s

edge

• The runner proceeds up the

beach around the turning

flag and through the finish

flags

• Repeat if time permits and

have Nippers switch the legs

so each Nipper has turns on

an alternate leg.
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Ask for swimmer and board 

paddler volunteers first so the 

more confident Nippers can take 

the harder legs.

Swimming technique

• Glide – keep the body straight

• Keep head down, hips up

• Kick hard with feet

• Catch – Reach out in front

with arms

• Pull – trace the lines of your

body

Board positioning and 
paddling

• Position yourself in the centre

of the board

• Paddle with freestyle arms

• As you go to catch the wave,

kick hard with your legs or

push off the sandbank

• Don’t let go of the board

• Stay towards the middle of the

board to avoid nose diving, too

far back and you will miss the

wave

Tagging

• Make sure you tag each other

on the back so it’s easy to

see. Don’t tag each others

hands

Age Manager Tips

Q. Why is tagging important in

competition?

A. Needs to be seen by officials,

must be on the back  and above

the water line so it is easy to

see.

If tagging  is incorrect you may 

be disqualified from racing.

Q. What can runners do to

speed up the changeover? 

A. If there is a shallow bank

runners can wait for the

changeover in the water as it is

easier for them to wade a short

distance rather than a board

paddler or a swimmer who may

be tired

Judging

• Nippers for swim and board

legs must go around

the outside of the mark buoys

• Placing order over the finish

line
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Run - Swim - Run

Activity 1 – Run-swim-run 
(20 mins) 

Equipment – Markers, buoys, 

poles

• Set up a run – swim - run

course

• Explain and demonstrate the

following techniques:

• Wading

• Dolphin Diving 

• Give Nippers 5 - 10 minutes to

practice and provide advice

and assistance as required

• Once  they have the basic

technique right, complete a

run – swim - run

• Explain the course

• Start Nippers at one end of the

beach; have them run along

the beach (around the flags)

then into the water

• They must then swim around

two points in the water then

run back around the flags 

• Break Nippers up into groups

if needed so you have a

manageable group in the

water

Run - Swim - Run is an 

activity lifesavers use to 

practice and improve 

their combined beach 

running and swimming 

techniques.

It is essential that 

lifesavers have the 

physical ability and 

fitness to be able to 

transition from the beach 

to the water efficiently if 

they are trying to help 
someone.
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Stroke

• Keep body flat in the water

• Strong freestyle arms,

reaching forward and pulling

down along your body

• Kick hard with legs

• Look forward every few

strokes to look for the turning

can/finishing flags

Judging

• Nippers must round all

swimming buoys to the right

• Placing order over the finish

line

• The finish is judged on the

chest of the Nipper crossing

the finishing line on their feet

Wading

• Wading 

• Clear the knee from the water

at the side so the thigh is

horizontal to the water 

• Swing the leg around to the

front keeping the thigh

horizontal to the water 

• When the leg comes around

the front throw the foot out and

place onto the sand ready for

the other leg to repeat 

• Swing arms in time with legs

Dolphin Diving

• Dive into the water with arms

together and outstretched 

• Angle dive 45 degrees

towards the bottom and dig

hands into the sand to prevent

being dragged backwards by

the wave

• Bring feet forward to where

hands are and spring off at 45

degrees towards surface with

arms outstretched ready to

repeat the dolphin dive

Q. Why is wading and

dolphining good in a run –

swim - run?

A. Helps you move faster and

easier through the water.

Q. When should you

dolphin dive?

A. When it is too deep to

wade but still less than

waist deep so it can be

faster than swimming.

Q. When should you wade?

A. In ankle to knee depth water.

Q. What is the correct surf

stroke

A. 1. Streamlined position, don’t

let bottom and legs drop

2. Bilateral breathing to allow

you to see around you

3. Strong four or six beat kick.

Q. Why should you always

check the water before a race?

A. Beach conditions are always

changing with wind, waves and

currents, holes can move and

develop. Ensures you know

when to run and wade. Reduces

the chance of injury falling into a

hole or trough

Discussions Points Coaching Tips
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Nipper Games

Fish Fish Shark! What time is it Mr Shark? Nemo and Anemone

Recommended ages U6-U7

Instructions:

• Nippers sit in a large circle facing inwards

• Pick one Nipper at random to act as the shark

• The shark will go around the circle tapping each

person on the head calling them a fish

• When the Nipper calls someone shark, that person

must get up and chase the other Nipper around the

circle before they take their space in the circle

• If the Nipper tagged does not catch the current

shark, they take their place as the new shark but if

they catch them, then that person remains as the

shark for another round

Recommended ages U6-U8

Equipment:

• Markers or cones

Instructions:

• Set up a 20 x 20m square

• Choose one Nipper to be Mr Shark 

• The other Nippers must line up side by side at one

end of the square 

• Mr Shark stands at the opposite end of the square 

• The Nippers ask ‘What time is it Mr Shark’?

• Mr Shark will answer with a time (e.g. 4 o’clock)

• Nippers take that many steps forward (e.g. four)

• Mr Shark continues until the Nippers get close

enough

• Once Nippers are close Mr Shark says ‘feeding

time’

• Nippers must get back to the other end before

being tagged by the Mr Shark

• The Nipper tagged becomes the new Mr Shark

Recommended ages U6-U8

Instructions:

• Break the Nippers up into pairs and have them

stand with their partner in a large circle

• One Nipper stands with their hands up over their

heads and their feet apart, this is the anemone

• The other Nipper sits on the floor in front of the

anemone, this is nemo

• You will call out either ‘Nemo’ or ‘anemone’

• If the call is ‘Nemo’, then those Nippers need to

crawl through the anemone and complete a full lap

of the circle, then crawl back through their

‘anemone’

• If the call is ‘anemone’, then the anemone have to

run around the circle and stand back behind their

partner

• The pair last back to their position are out

• After two rounds have them swap with their partner

(i.e. anemone become Nemo's, Nemo's become

anemone)

• If you have a large group you can break the

Nippers in to two groups and run two separate

games
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Nipper Games

Tug-of-war How many balls? Octopus in the water

Recommended ages U6-U13

Equipment:

• 1 x tug-of-war rope

• Markers or cones

Instructions:

• Break Nippers up in to 2 - 4 teams

• Have each team line up on the either side of the

tug-of-war rope

• Use markers to mark the centre point and a point

an even distance off each side as a mark for the

team to reach

• Explain that on the count to three Nippers are

to commence tug-of-war competition

• Run a few rounds of tug-of-war alternating different

teams against each other

• The winning team is the side that pulls the flag past

the marker

Recommended ages U6-U8

Equipment:

• 30 x tennis balls

• 4 x hoops

Instructions:

• Form four teams, each with a hoop

and place 30 balls in the centre

• Note: If you have a large group you

may wish to split into two smaller

groups (no more than 20 Nippers

participating at one time, five per

team)

• One at a time, a Nipper from each

group runs to the centre, collects ONE

ball and places it in their teams’ hoop

• Each team have to collect as many

balls as possible in an allocated time

and put them in their hoop (60

seconds)

• Each team member will have to be

tagged before they can collect a ball

from the centre

• When all the balls have been removed

from the centre, the Age Manager will

call “STOP”

Recommended ages U6-U9

Equipment:

• 1 x Pole per parent

Instructions:

• Line up Nippers as per diagram

• Play in the shallow or on a sand bank using

parents in the water holding poles to mark out

the corners

• The octopus shouts ‘HUNGRY’, the Nippers

(the fish) tries to get to the other side

• The octopus tries to tag you

• Fish cannot go outside the square to get past

• If a fish is tagged, they must stand still where

they were tagged

• Tagged fish become tentacles and can tag

other fish if they run by, THEY MUST NOT

MOVE!

• Once all the fish are tagged, the game begins

again

• The first fish to be tagged is the new octopus
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Nipper Games

Relay switch-up Leader ball

Recommended ages U6-U10

Equipment:

• Markers or cones

Instructions:

• Mark out a small relay course on the

beach (approx. 20 - 30m long) and break Nippers

into teams of 4 - 6

• Run the relay through a couple of times each

time changing what they have to do (e.g. high

knees, skipping, crawling, running backwards,

running sideways etc.)

• As an alternative have the Nippers run through the

relay continuously then have them change what

they are doing on your call

Recommended ages U6-U11

Equipment:

• 8 x volleyballs

Instructions:

• Divide Nippers into groups of 6 - 8

people and nominate one leader for

each group

• Have Nippers line up

• On ‘go’ leader throws ball to first

person in line, who places ball on the

ground and runs a full lap around

their team

• When they get back to their position,

they pass the ball back to the leader

and sit down

• Leader will then throw the ball to the

next  Nipper in line and they will

repeat

• Run through until all completed

• The quickest team to have all Nippers

sitting down, wins
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Nipper Games

Dynamic run-throughs Beach soccer

Recommended ages U9-U13

Equipment:

• Markers or cones

Instructions:

• Have Nippers conduct run throughs in an area 10

x 20m

• Exercises to include:

• high knees

• butt kicks

• side to side

• grapevine

• backwards running

• lunges etc.

Recommended ages U8-U13

Equipment:

• 4 x markers or cones

• 4 x poles

• 1 soccer ball or soft ball

• Team flouro singlets (optional)

Instructions:

• Mark out the four corners of the

soccer field, using poles at each end

marking out the goals

• Divide the group into two teams

• Have one team wear their fluoro

singlets (or an alternative) and one

team not, to differentiate

• Game can conclude after a certain

time or goals scored
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Nipper Games

Sharks and Savers Dodgeball

Recommended ages U6-U10

Equipment:

• Marker or cones

Instructions:

• Mark out an area with cones (depending on how

many Nippers)

• Depending on the size of the group, designate one

or more Nippers as ‘IT’ (SHARKS)

• All other Nippers are to find a partner (SAVERS)

• Each SAVER must link their arms with their

partner. SAVERS must remain linked at all times

• If Nippers are tagged by a SHARK or their link is

broken – they must face each other and place both

hands together to make a bridge

• To become ‘free’ another linked pair can run under

their bridge

• The game is concluded by time limit – the number

of captured pairs are counted

• Encourage pairs to work together to free each other

(ie. Beware of sharks)

Recommended ages U8-U13

Equipment:

• 5 x Dodgeballs (soft balls)

• Markers or cones

Instructions:

• Draw four lines or use cones to mark out an

area, about 20m apart

• Divide the Nippers into two teams, Nippers

must remain in their team zones

• Dodgeballs start between each team zone

(see layout)

• Nippers must lie down in flag position, at the

end of their zone, facing away from the middle

of the game

• On the whistle, Nippers can jump up and

collect balls

• They must be back inside their team zone

before they can throw the dodgeball

• Nippers are out if they are hit below the waist

inside their team zone and can only return to

the game if their team mate catches a

dodgeball on the full

• The team wins when all opposing players are

out
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Nipper Games

Lifesaver Tiggy Fittest Lifesaver

Recommended ages U6-U9

Equipment:

• Markers or cones

Instructions:

• Mark out an area with cones (depending on

how many Nippers)

• Depending on the size of the group – designate

one or more Nipper as ‘IT’

• When a Nipper is tagged they must stand with one

hand shading their eyes, the other hand on their hip

and their legs shoulder width apart

• To be freed and allowed back in the game, another

Nipper must tag the person’s foot

• To conclude the game, all Nippers are to be tagged

or a time limit is put in place

Recommended ages U10-U13

Equipment:

• Cones, lifejacket, rope, rescue tubes, beach

flags

Instructions:

• Set out cones for each station/activity, and

place an item at each station as per below.

• Station 1: Participants complete 20 sit ups,

10 push ups and 5 burpees in any order

• Station 2: Participants place the lifejacket

correctly on and run to station 3

• Station 3: Participants remove PFD,  coil the

rescue rope and aim to hit target (continue

until successful)

• Station 4: Participants lie on stomach and

run 10m, turn and lay back on stomach and

repeat 10 times

• Station 5: Participants put on rescue tube

and run to station 6

• Station 6: Participants remove rescue tube

and wade to station 7

• Station 7: Participants complete 10 lunges

and squats and then sprint to the finish line

• Modification: Include other items such as

nipper/body boards, ropes etc.
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Nipper Games

Newcomb ball Rips and rocks

Recommended ages U10-U13

Equipment:

• 1 x Volleyball or round ball

• Markers or cones

Instructions:

• Divide nippers into two teams

• Two teams face each other

• Mark out a 20 x 20m area with each team spread

out over their half

• Teams throw the volleyball to the opposite team,

who have to attempt to catch it

• If volleyball is not caught whoever was attempting

to catch it or is closest to where it lands, is out

• Play continues until the Age Manager concludes

the game or there is no one left on a team

Recommended ages U6-U10

Equipment:

• Markers or cones

Instructions:

• Mark out a rectangle with cones,

including a half-way point

• Have Nippers get into pairs and stand

opposite each other at the half way

line (arm distance apart)

• Nominate one side to be RIPS and the

other side to be ROCKS

• Instructor calls out either RIPS or

ROCKS

• If ‘RIPS’ is called out, those Nippers

turn and try to make it to their safe line

without the ROCKS tagging them.

• If ROCKS is called out, they try to

make it to their safe point without the

RIPS tagging them

• The Nippers come back to the centre

and the games continues. They can

keep their own tally to find a winner in

their pairs
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Nipper Games

Round the circle Obstacle course Obstacle course cont.

Recommended ages U6-U8

Instructions:

• Have Nippers pair up

• One Nipper from the pair will sit in a big circle

• The other Nipper will walk around the outside of the

circle

• When the instructor calls ‘home’, the Nipper

walking around the circle must get back to their

partner and sit in front of them

• The last pair to get back are out

• Repeat and utilise different movement i.e. skipping,

crab walking etc.

• The circle will get smaller when pairs are

eliminated

• Game ends when there is only one pair remaining

Recommended ages U6-U10

Equipment:

• Selection of the following:

• Hula hoops

• Cones

• Poles

• Pool noodles

• Flags

Instructions:

• Construct an obstacle course

• Repeat course twice

• Break Nippers up into two groups

• Explain and demonstrate each obstacle before you

start

• Line up Nippers behind first obstacle and have

them run through each one

• When a Nipper completes course, they run back to

the start and tag the next team member

• Parents are to help direct Nippers through course

• If conditions permit have a few obstacles in the

water or sand bank (e.g. have two poles in the

water for them to wade around)

Obstacle ideas:

HOOPS - Lay 6-8 hula hoops out in a row and have 

Nippers jump between them (doesn’t have to be two 

feet at a time)

POLES - Stand 6-8 poles/flags up in the sand in a line 

and have Nippers weave between these

JUMP - Line up 6-8 pool noodles around 30cm 

apart, Nippers have to jump over these with two feet 

together

CRAWL - Set up an area using cones which they have 

to crawl across
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Nipper Games

Follow my signal In water relays Water flags

Recommended ages U8-U13

Instructions:

• On your signals participants are to head further out

to sea, return to shore or remain stationary as quick

as they can

• They should use their wading and dolphin diving

skills they have learnt

• Also have them practice diving under waves (on the

way out) and body surfing waves (on the way in)

Signals:

• Return to shore > Arm straight up

• Proceed further out to sea > Two arms straight up

• Go left > Left arm raised horizontally

• Go right > Right arm raised horizontally

• Remain stationary > Both arms raised horizontally

Recommended ages U9-U13

Equipment:

• 2 x Poles

Instructions:

• Get parents to hold poles approximately 20m apart

to mark each end of the course

• Break Nippers up into teams of four and send half

of each team down either end

• Moving parallel to shore on ‘go’ the first member of

each team will make their way across to tag the

next team mate

• Run this through a couple of times each time

changing what they do e.g. swimming, dolphin

diving, wading, jumping, walking sideways

Coaching Tips:

• Run in shallow water or on a sandbank

• Shuffle the Nippers shallower or deeper to

suit activity

• If there are suitable waves run near the wave zone

to give Nippers the chance to adjust to the

conditions, dive under waves / stand sideways as

needed

• Aim is to use the skills they have learnt and gain

further confidence in the water

Recommended ages U9-U13

Equipment:

• 1 x tennis ball per 2 Nippers

Instructions:

• Draw a line in the sand approx. 5m from the waters

edge

• Nippers start by laying stomach down on the beach

facing away from the ocean

• Parents will stand behind the Nippers ready to

throw tennis balls into the water

• On ‘go’ or a whistle

• Nippers will get up, turn around and make their

way to the water to acquire a tennis ball

• Repeat until you have a winner

Coaching Tips:

• Line up along the beach, facing away from water, in

flags position with feet together on start line

• Wrists together and elbows extended

• Place chin on hands and on whistle, push up/turn
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Nipper Games

Fill the bucket Caterpillar in the water Water unders and overs

Recommended ages U6-U8

Equipment:

• 1 x Large bucket per team

• 1 x Small bucket per team

Instructions:

• Break Nippers into teams and line them up

• Give each team one large bucket and one small

bucket

• On ‘go’, one team member from each team must

run down to the water, fill up the small bucket,

return and pour the water into the big bucket

• The next member of the team will then take the

bucket and repeat

• Continue this until teams have filled large buckets

• First team to fill the large bucket, wins

Recommended ages U6-U8

Instructions:

• Break Nippers into teams of 6 - 10 Nippers

• Line them up in ankle to knee deep water in their

teams with about 1m between each person

• On ‘go’, Nippers at the back have to zigzag in and

out of their team members and take the position at

the front of the line

• Once that Nipper reaches the front of the line, the

next Nipper at the back goes

• When the Nipper who started has returned to the

back the team has completed the caterpillar

• Repeat in the opposite direction ie. Front to back

Recommended ages U8-U11

Equipment:

• Markers or cones

• Volleyballs

Instructions:

• Divide the group into groups of 6 - 8 Nippers

• Line the teams up in waist deep water out from

the beach and give each team a ball

(volleyball/soccer ball)

• On ‘go’, the Nipper at the start of the line passes

the ball under their legs; the second Nipper takes

the ball and passes it over their head

• Continue this under and over action until the

ball reaches the last person who will wade to the

front of the line and start the action again

• The game ends once everyone is back in the

original position
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